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BREAKING THE WAY FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
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LOANERS’ BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Building,
22 Nassau Street, New York.
CAPITAL................ ................ ................... $500,000
Subject to increase to....... .............. ....... ...... 1,000,000

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.

Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants 
will receive special attention.

SST" FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUK 
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our 
CUSTOMERS.

DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wilmakth, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO & SON,
Bankers,

No. 59 Wall St., New York.
Gold and Currency received on deposit subject to 

check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate 

of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of 
each month.

ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH 
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED 
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.

Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand, 
to earing Four per Cent interest.

Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and 

Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on 
commission.

Collections made on all parts of the United States 
and Canadas.

THE

Western Rural,
THE GREAT

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY 
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.

H. N. F. LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,
WITH AN

Abk and Practical Editorial Staff,
AND AN

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

TERMS:
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More. 

SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

EXRTAORDINARY OFFER J
OPEN TILL JAN. 1, 1875.

SEE OUR ADDITIONAL
Wlanna and Iron Glads.

75 SELEU1 PAMPHLETS,
To our friends who would help us in the good work 

of bombarding the strongholds of ignorance and super
stition with our inimitable Manna and Iron Clads, we 
will furnish for distribution until Jan. 1, 1875, Ten 
Dollars worth of Manna and Iron Clads, as our friends 
may select, for Five Dollars. The Pamphlets to be 
sent to one address, by mail or express, at our ex
pense.

Any amount over Ten Dollars' worth to one address 
at half price.

All orders must he accompanied with the cash in 
form of P. O. registered letter, draft on N. Y., or 
cash, at the risk of the sender.

ADDRESS:
A. K. BUTTS & Co.,

No. 36 HEY STREET,
NEW YORK CITY.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.
{From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30, 1871.]

“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago 
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Enrol, one of the ablest and 
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the 
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most 
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and 
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again 
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407 
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has 
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the 
Western Enrol, the same size and in the same form as 
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine, 
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled 
pages of the Enrol that anything uncomfortably warm 
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
cess to Lewis and his excellent Euro!,. Chicago ought 
to feel proud of it.”

The Largest and Handsomest Pamer for 
Young People,"

THE

NOW READY:
Tyndall’s Great Inaugural.

ONLY COMPLETE EDITION.

"The Advancement of Science;”
BEING THE

Inaugural Address before the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science, at Belfast, August 19, 
1874, by the president, John Tyndall, D. C. L., LL. D., 
F. R. S., with fine portrait and biographical sketch, 

i Also, a descriptive essay by Prof. H. Helmholtz, 
gwith Prof. Tyndall’s famous articles on prayer. 

Together, on heavy tinted paper, in extra cloth, $1. 
The same, in pamphlet form, 50c. Inaugural and 
Portrait, only 25c.

The Inaugural says: “The questions here raised 
are inevitable. They are approaching us with accel
erated speed. _

The N. Y. Iritmne says: “ Prof. Tyndall Crosses 
the Rubicon.—It is the opening address of the Presi
dent of the most important convention of scientific 
men in the world. Every line of it breathes thought, 
power, eloquence. * * * It is in many respects 
one of the most extraordinary utterances of our 
time.” . „ „

TheN. Y. Commercial Advertiser says: “Professor 
Tyndall has inaugurated a new era m scientific de
velopment, and has drawn the sword in a battle whose 
clash of arms will presently resound through the civil
ized world.”

TheN. Y. Graphic says: “ It will undoubtedly have 
great currency and make a wide and deep impres
sion.” „G W. Smalley, London correspondent of the N. 
Y. Tribune, says: “There .can be but one opinion of 
the address as an example of intellectual power and of 
courageous sincerity rare in all times.”

A. K. Butts & Co.,
PUBLISHERS,

No. 36 Dey Street, New York.

RAILROAD IRON, 
FOR SALE

BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO., 

71 BROADWAY.

A The “ Ladies’ Garment Sus
pender” is a simple, ingenious, 
admirable contrivance for supporting 
women’s garments over their shoul
ders. I hope thousands of our Ameri
can women who are being dragged 
into the grave by their heavy skirts

L _, _ maybe induced to lift, with this de- 
S vice> th,e killing weight from their

Pat a,uTmws w''aY, bodies and carry it on the 
Pat Aug. 19,1873. sjjulders, the only point of the human
body on which a load cau be comfortably and safely 
parifed. Dro Lewis.

Sample, by mail, 50 Cents and Stamp.
Best of Terms to Canvassers.

JOHN D. HASKELL, 60 STATE STREET, 
Chicago, III.

TOLEDO,PEORIA

and

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., BOOK DEPOT.
At No. 319 Kearney street (up-stairs) may be found 

on sale Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly, and a 
general variety of Spiritualist and Reform Books at 
Eastern prices. Also, Adams & Co.’s Golden Pens 
Planchettes, Spence’kPositive and Negative Powders’ 
Orton’s Anti-TobacCO Preparations, Dr. Storer’s 
Nutritive Compound, etc. Catalogues and Circulars 
mailed free. Remittances in u. S. currency and 
postage stamps received at par, Address. Herman 0 O, bo* 117, tea iiWefeoOj CsL

Young Folks’ Monthly,
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY AND CITY

TERMS:
$1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four or More.
A PAIR OF BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOS, MOUNTED 

AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIFT TO 

EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.

The Young Folks' Eural is a novelty among publi
cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and 
different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—largest news
paper in Chicago J

WHAT “THEY SAY.”
{From the Chicago Evening Post.]

“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of 
that admirable weekly, the Western Eural, is publish
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title 
of the Young Folks' Eural. * * * Mr. Lewis
is just the‘man to make it a ‘ big thing. ’”

{From the Letter of a Western Mothei.]
“ The Young Folks' Eural is just what our dear 

children need. Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and 
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’ 
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in 
thanking you.”

{From a School Teacher.]
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit 

and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and 
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Mural 
makes its appearance.

SPECIMEN NUMBEES SEN! FEME.

Address, H, N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
Chicago, 111,

So® Vtetern Mural and Young Foiks' Muml Imtefae

CHA’S BRADLAUGH’S WORKS.
A UTOBIOGRAPHY OF CHARLES BRADLAUGH 
r\ with portrait, 10c.
Inspiration of the Bible. A Reply to the Bishop of 

Lincoln. 25c.
When were our Gospels written? 25c.
God, Man, and the Bible. Three Nights’ Discussion 

with Rev. Joseph Bayle, D. D. 25c.
The Existence of God. Two Nights’ Debate with A, 

Robertson. 25c. , ...What is Secularism? A Discussion with David King,
5c*Christianity versus Secularism. First Discussion;
WiWhatdoes Christian Theism Teach? Two Nights’ 
Discusssion with the Rev. A. J. Robinson. 35c.

On the Being and Existence of God. Two Nights’ 
Discussion with Thomas Cooper. 35c.

Heresy: Its Utility and Morality. 40c.
Secularism, Scepticism, and Atheism. Two Nights’ 

Debate with G. J. Holyoake. 60c.
The Credibility and Morality of the Four Gospels. 

Five Nights’ Discussion with Rev. T. D. Matthias. 
80c.

The Bible: What is it. A Freethinker’s Commen
tary. 5 Parts. Paper, $2.25: Cloth, 1 vol, $3.00.

Fruits of Philosophy; or, The Private Companion, of 
Young Married Couples. By Charles Knowlton, M. 
D. 25c.

The Mosque of Anarchy, Queen Liberty, and Song - 
To the Men of England. By Percy B. Shelley. 15c.

Life and Character of Richard Carlile by Geo. J. 
Holyoake. 25c. - „ .

Marriage Question of to day. By Caroline Brme.
5c.

The Antiquity of the Human Race. By Geo. Sex
ton, M. A. M. D. 20c.

Secular Tracts, Nos. 1 to 8, 1 cent each: 10c. per 
dozen; 50c. per hundred.

The Secularists’ Manual of Songs and Ceremonies, 
edited by Austin Holyoake and Charles Watts, 50c.

Christian Evidences. Two Nights’ Discussion be
tween Charles Watts and H. H. Cowper. 40c. 

Sunday Rest, by Victor Sciueler, 10c.
Life and Immortality: or. Thoughts on Being. 10c. 
Eight Letters to Young Men of the Working Class

es, by Thomas Cooper. 25c.
The Farm Laborers’ Catechism. 5c.
Address on Free Inquiry; or. Fear as a motive of 

Action. By Robert Dale Owen. 10c.
Memoir of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 10c.
Excellent Photographs of Charles Watts. “A 

handsome Infidel.” 30c. .
A coo cl supply of the above just received from 

London by A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
Aug 5. 36 Dey street, New York.

WARSAW RAILWAY,

SECOND MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE 7 PER 

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

INTEREST WARRANTS PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL*

PRINCIPAL 1880,

MRS. M. M. HARDY,
TRANCE MEDIUM,

Mo. 4 Concord. ®qunt ©, 
BOSTON

HOURS FROM 9 A. M, TO 3 I« 
fmm (for private §eanc*< i^lRegukw. 

* flGWef mM4

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds ia 

block. By act of reorganization of the Company these 

bonds arej convertible into the First Preferred Shares 

of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares 

and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated 

at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which covcb 

the entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to 

gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to 

the value of more than ten millions of dollars. The 

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connects 

with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missl s 

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington. The income of tha 

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest, oa 

all the bonded indebtedness sad dividend os the pr 

ferred shares.

Foi terms ipply to

CLABK, DODGE & W,
, mm of Wall Witltai
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y^OK’T PAIL to order a copy of the

Heathens of the Heath,
A Romance, Instructive, Absorbing, Thrilling! By 
Wm. McDonnell, author of “ Exeter Hall.”

The Greatest Book that has been issued for years.
THE ENORMITIES OE THE CHURCH, PRIEST 

CRAFT, THE MISSIONARY SYSTEM,

and other pious wrongs are shown up.

A perusal of it will open
THE EYES OF THE BLIND.

Read it and hand it to your neighbor. No person 
who buys this book will regret the investment.

It contains over 450 pages, 12mo. Is published from 
new type, on tinted paper, and gotten up in excellen 
style. Published at The Truth Seeker office.

PRICE:
In Paper Covers . ............. .................. $1.00
In Cloth, neatly bound............................ 1.50

Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
Address D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, New York, 
pg'” The Trade supplied at a liberal discount.

DENTAL NOTICE

DR. AMMI BROWN,

HAS REMOVED TO

125 West Forty-second StB,

JUST OUT.

THE MARTYRDOM OF MAH:
By WIN WOOD READE.

Full 12mo. Cloth. 545 pp. Price, post paid, $3.

“ It is a splendid book. You may depend upon it.’ 
—Chas. Bradlaugh to the Publisher

[From the “Daily Graphic.]
“ Those who wish to learn the tendencies of mod

ern thought and to look at past history from the stand
point of one who accepts the doctrine of evolution in 
its entirety, would do well to read this remarkable 
hook. Ail. the radicalisms of the times, in philosophy 
and religion, are restated here with remarkable vigor 
and force.”

The Hartford “Evening Post” says, “That its 
brilliant rhetoric and its very audacity give it a fatal 
charm.”

The title is a singular one. The author justifies it 
in the concluding lines of his work. An admirable 
resume of ancient history. There is evidence of 
great research and learning. The author has thought 
deeply and laboriously.—Owrtand Monthly.

An extensive and adventurous African explorer. 
Questions of profound interest, and stimulates to a 
high degree the curiosity of the reader. These are 
brilliant and captivating pages; for Mr. Reade’s style 
is highly ornate, and yet vigorous and pointed. He 
dresses the facts of history in florid colors, transform
ing the most prosaic into the semblance of poetry. 
The effect is sometimes so dazzling that one doubts 
if the poetical license of presenting striking and 
beautiful images has not been used to the misrepre
sentation of truth. But in his narration of events the 
writer conforms closely to the authorities. He has an 
irrepressible tendency to independent and uncompro
mising thought.—Tribune.

THE

MASCULINE CROSS
AND

AVAUNT SUPERSTITION!
Every Free-thinker should have our new 

Catalogue of Am. and Eng. Free-thought 
Books. Sent free! Address

J. FRANCIS RUGGLES,
Bibliopole, Bronson, Mich.

felskpD© Your OWii Printing
'Portable* Pressfor cards, labels, envelopes

etc. Larger sizes for large work. 
"Business Men do their printing and 
advertising, save money and increase 
trade. Amateur Printing, delight 
fulpastime for spare hours. BOYS 
have great fun and make money fast 
atprinting. Send two stamps for full 

. catalogue presses type etc, to the Mfrs 
1 KELSEY & CO. Meriden, Conn.

HARMOMAL HOME,
1,204 CALLOWHILL ST., 

PHILADELPHIA,

Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept 
POr sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where 
a register is kept of all who desire to form Communi
ties or Unitary Homes, and the location they desire 
and what they can do financially or otherwise to start 
one. „

Address as above, G. D. HENCK.

Would you Know Yourself?
CONSULT WITH

Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue, 

NEW YORK.

33THST OIT

THEODORE PARKER,
BY

SIDNEY H. MORSE.

Dignity, reverence, sweetness, vigor, equipoise 
breame through the clay; the artist has so filled his 
own heart with appreciation of that noble life, that he 
has been able cunningly to mould it into those deli
cate lines which the character had wrought on the 
living fibre. We are tempted to exclaim, as we stand 
beside it,. as the old artist did to his perfected work, 
“Speak, then!”—A?. Stevenson.

All the characteristics of my husband are in the 
bust—his greatness, his goodness, his tenderness, his 
love. You cannot give life to clay or marble; but you 
can represent it, and this Mr. Morse has done.—Ly
dia D. Parker to Hannah E. Stevenson.

The eyes, though but of clay, are gleaming with pos
sible indignation, with possible tears; the lips are set 
firm with the resolution of him who, like Paul, could 
“fight a good fight” as well as “give a reason.”— 
Samuel Longfellow.

The first time I have seen Theodore Parker since he 
died.—Wm. Sparrell.

The best representation of Mr. Parker ever executed 
ki oXa,y.—Boston Daily Globe.

The face is strong and noble as it should be. The 
likeness is gooti.—Boston Daily Advertiser.

Nothing appears for beauty alone, or finish, or to 
show the vanity of the artist. AH is forgotten in the 
man—the true, real, Yankee man, Theodore Parker.— 
L. S. H. in the Golden Age.

Copies of this Bust, finely finished in plaster, $10 
each. Boxing for transportation, $1 extra. Freight 
or expressage paid by party sending order. Weight 
of box about fifty pounds. Orders may be sent to 

S. H. HORSE.
Room 13, 25 Bloomfield St., Boston, Mass,

ANCIENT SEX WORSHIP^
By SHA ROCCO.

A curious and remarkable work, containing the 
traces of ancient myths in the current religions of to
day.

70 pp. 26 illustrations, 12mo. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, 
|1. ,,

Containing much mythological lore and a chapter 
on the Phalli of California. * * * A work of inter
est to scholars.—New Bedford Standard.

Much curious information is presented, and the 
hint imparted that much of what is deemed sacred 
has a very inferior origin.—Boston Commonwealth.

Entertainment undeniably fresh to the investigator 
of early religious history, who can view all evidence 
without prejudice.—Literary. World.

A curious, learned and painfully suggestive hook. 
It is evident that especial pains is taken to deal deli
cately with the subject.—Chicago Journal.

The attempt is to show that the Cross, as a religious 
emblem, is much older than Jesus Christ, and to 
trace in the religions of to-day the relics of ancient 
passional worship. Much research and deep scholar
ship are displayed, and the work is high-toned, but 
is not designed for immature mm&s,.—For Hand 
Transcript.

Published and for sale by
Asa f€a Butts & Co,,

36 Dey street, New York.
Jgg^Send for new Catalogue of Liberal works.

THE

BARLVILLE TRANSCRIPT,
PUBLISHED E.VERY

THURSDAY MORNING, at Earlyille, III.
J. GrKOYER, Editor and Proprietor.

. CONTRIBUTORS:
Mbs Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Edwabd M. Davis.
Matilda Joslvn Gage.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
®nc Year, in advance.............. $2.00
Six Biontbs, ...... .................. 1.00

A. B. SEVERANCE,
The well known

Physcrometrist and Clairvoyant.
Come in person, or send by letter a lock of your 

hair, or handwriting or a photograph; he will give you 
a correct delineation of character, giving instructions 
for self improvement, by telling what faculties to cul
tivate and what to restrain, giving your present phys
ical, mental and spiritual condition, giving past and 
future events, telling what kind of a medium you can 
develop into, if any, what business or profession you 
are best calculated for to he successful in life. Ad
vice and counsel in business matters. Also, advice in 
reference to marriage; the adaptation of one to the 
other, and whether yon are in a proper condition for 
marriage. Hints and advice to those who are in un
happy married relations, how to make their path of 
life smoother.

Further, will give an examination of diseases, and 
correct diagnosis, with a written prescription and in
struction for home treatment, which, if the patients 
follow, will improve their health and condition every 
time, if it does not effect a cure. He is eminently 
practical in all advice given, as thousands can testify 
from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific, having letters 
daily from men and women for the last ten years. 
Has a word of sympathy and encouragement for the 
afflicted, advice and counsel to the young, and some
thing for every one to help them to meet the strug
gles of life that will pay them more than ten fold for 
all the money required for the delineations.

He also treats diseases Magnetically and otherwise.
TERMS.

Brief Delineation....................................................... $1 00
Full and complete Delineation................................. 2 00
Diagnosis of Disease.................................................. 1 00
Diagnosis and Prescription......................................  3 00
Full and complete Delineation, with Diagnosis 

and Prescription.................. -.............................  5 00
A. B. Seyerance and Mrs. J. H. Sever

ance having recently opened
A HOME FOR THE SICK,

where they can take a few patients, especially in
vite all liberals and the public in general to give them 
a call. For particulars call at or address by mail 

417 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
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"PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
L THE GREAT TRUNK LINE

AND UNITED STATES MAIL ROUTE. 
Trains leave New York, from foot of Desbrosse 

and Cortlandt streets, as follows:
Express for Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, the West and 

South, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, 9:30 A. M.,
5 and 8:30 P.M. Sunday, 5 and 8:30 P. M.

For Baltimore, Washington and the South, Limited 
Washington Express of Pullman Parlor cars, daily, 
except Sunday, at 9:30 A. M.; arrive at Washington 
4:10 P.M. Regular at 8:40 A. M., 3 and 9 P. M. Sun
day, 9 P. M.

Express for Philadelphia, 8:40, 9:30 A. M., 12:30, 3, 
4, 4:10, 5, 7, 8:30, 9 P. M., and 12 night. Sunday, 5, 7, 
8'39 and 9 P. M. Emigrant and second class, 7 P. M.

For Newark at 6:30, 7:20, 7:40, 8, 9, 10, 11 A. M., 12 
M 1, 2, 2:30, 3:10, 3:40, 4:10, 4:30, 5,5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:10, 
6:30, 7, 7:30, 8:10, 10, 11:30 P. M., and 12 night. Sun
day, 5:20, 7 and 8:10 P. M.

For Elizabeth, 6, 6:30, 7:20, 7:40, 8, 9," 10 A. M., 12 
M 1 2 2:30,3:10,3:40,4:10, 4:30, 4:50, 5:20, 5:40,6, 
6:ib, 6:30, 7, 7:30, 8:10, 10,11:30 P. M., and 12 night. 
Sunday, 5:20, 7 and 8:10 P. M.

For Rahway, 6, 6:30, 7:20, 8, 10 A. M., 12 M., 1, 2, 
2:30,3:10, 3:40,4:10, 4:30, 4:50, 5:20,5:40,6,6:10,6:30,7, 
8:10,10 P. M. and 12 night. Sunday, 5:20 and 7 P. M. 

For Woodridge, Perth Amboy, and South Amboy,
6 and 10 A.M., 2:30, 4:50 and 6 P.M.

For New Brunswick, 7:20 and 8 A. M„ 12 M., 2, 3:10, 
4:30, 5:20, 6:10, 7 P. M., and 12 night. Sunday, 7 
P. M.

tb™. T?oat Twriiic+rmo 19. nnrvn 3*10 and 4:30 P. M.

P. M.
For Phillipsburg and Belvidere, 9:30 A. M., 2 and 4 

P. M.
For Bordentown, Burlington and Camden, 7:20 and 

9:30 A. M., 12:30, 2, 4, 4:10 and 7 P. M.
For Freehold, 7:20 A. M., 2and 4:10 P. M.
For Farmingdale and Squad, 7:20 A. M. and 2 P. M.
For Hightstown, Pemberton and Camden, via Perth 

Amboy, 2:30 P. M. For Hightstown and Pemberton, 
6 A. M.

Ticket offices 526 and 944 Broadway, 1 Astor House, 
and foot of Desbrcsses and Cortlandt streets; 4 Court 
street, Brooklyn; and 114,116 and 118 Hudson street, 
Hoboken. Emigrant ticket office, 8 Battery Place.

Frank Thompson, D. M. BOYD, Jr.,
General Manager. General Passenger Ag’t.

I®'-TO THE SICK._g|

Send two dollars and two three cent postage stamps, 
accompanied by a lock of your hair, to 
DR. D. P. DANIELS, Kingsley, Kansas,
and receive by return mail, a complete diagnosis of 
your disease, and the best means to be used for your 
recovery. He has performed some of the most won
derful cures on record!

NOW READY,
NATHANIEL VAUGHAN:

A NOVEL.

BY FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the “ Iliad of the East,” etc., etc.

: 1 Vol. Extra Cloth, leveled; 12mo, 400pp. $1.50.
“An independent and respectable study of character 

in the law of circumstance, such as even George Eliot 
might not have been ashamed to own as her first 
novel. ... A more vigorous presentment of the 
mischievous nature of modern Christianity, in its 
most honest and consistent form, need not he de
sired.”—Westminster Review.

“ There is much of power and of interest in this 
novel. The characters are set before us by a few 
graphic and able touches, not as puppets, but as living 
beings.”—PaS-AfoW Gazette.

“ Power, eloquence and originality characterize 
‘Nathaniel Vaughan ’ to a degree very unusual among 
modem novels. The shipwreck of a noble nature has 
seldom been more tragically portrayed, while the 
painfulness of the situation is relieved by the exquisite 
attractiveness and ultimate felicity of the heroine and 
the humor of the scenes of village life;'—Illustrated 
London News.

“It is a really artistic composition, with a sound 
moral expressed, though not obtruded, on the canvas. 
... A very bold and trenchant attack on Ortho
doxy, and the earnestness with which it is made 
throughout is not marred by the grace and humor 
with which its lighter passages are told. ’ ’— Westminster 
Review.

A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

86 DEV STREET, NEW TORE.
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THE MEMORIAL OF VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States in Congress assembled, respectfully showeth :

That she was born in the State of Ohio, and is above the age of twenty-one years ; 
that she has resided in the State of New York during the past three years ; that she is 
still a resident thereof, and that she is a citizen of the United States, as declared by the 
XIV. Article of Amendments to the Constitution of the United States.

That since the adoption of the XV. Article of Amendments to the Constitution, 
neither the State of New York nor any other State, nor any Territory, has passed any Jaw 
to abridge the .right of any citizen of the United States to vote, as established by said arti
cle, neither on account of sex or otherwise:

That, nevertheless, the right to vote is denied to women citizens of the United States,
, by the operation of Election Laws in the several States and Territories, which laws were 
enacted prior to the adoption of the said XV. Article, and which are inconsistent with the 
Constitution as amended, and therefore, are void and of no effect; but which, being still 
enforced by the said States and Territories, render the Constitution inoperative as regards 
the right of women citizens to vote :

And whereas, Article VI., Section 2, declares 11 That this Constitution, and the laws 
of the United States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or 
which shall be made under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of 
the land; and all judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the Constitution 
and laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding

And whereas, no distinction between citizens is made in the Constitution of the 
United States on account of sex; but the XV. article of Amendments to it provides that 
“ No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges and immuni
ties of citizens of the United States, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the 
equal protection of the laws. ”

And whereas, Congress has power to make laws which shall be necessary and proper 
for carrying into execution all powers vested by the Constitution in the Government of the 
United States, and to make or alter all regulations in relation to holding elections for sen
ators or representatives, and especially to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the pro
visions of the said XIV. Article:

And whereas, the continuance of the enforcement of said local election laws, deny
ing and abridging the right of citizens to vote on account of sex, is a grievance to your me
morialist and to various other persons, citizens of the United States, being women—

Therefore, your memorialist would most respectfully petition your Honorable Bodies 
to make such laws as in the wisdom of Congress shall be necessary and proper for carrying 
into execution the right vested by the Constitution in the Citizens of the United States to 
vote, without regard to sex.

And your memorialist will ever pray. VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.
Dated New York City, December 19, 1870.

--------- -----------------

S13d 8^™’} HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES. Report 
No. 22.

VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.

January 30, 1871.—Recommitted to the Committee on the Judiciary and ordered to
be printed.

Mr. Bingham, from the Committee on the Judiciary, made the following

REPORT.
The Committee on the Judiciary^ to whom was referred the Memorial of

Victoria C. Woodhull, having considered the same, make the following
report:

The Memorialist asks the enactment of a law by Congress which shall secure to citi
zens of the United States in the several States the right to vote ‘‘ without regard to sex.” 
Since the adoption of the fourteenth amendment of the Constitution, there is no longer any 
reason to doubt that all persons, born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to 
the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they re
side, for that is the express declaration of the amendment.

The clause of the fourteenth amendment, “ No State shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States,” does not, 
in the opinion of the committee, refer to privileges and immunities of citizens of the United 
States other than those privileges and immunities embraced in the original text of the Con
stitution, Article IV., Section 2. The fourteenth amendment, it is believed, did not add to 
the privileges or immunities before mentioned, but was deemed necessary for their en
forcement, as an express limitation upon the powers of the States. It has been judicially 
determined that the first eisht articles of amendment of the Constitution were not limita
tions on the power of the States, and it was apprehended that the same might be held of 
the provision of the second section, fourth article.

To remedy this defect of the Constitution, the express limitations upon the States 
contained in the first section of the fourteenth amendment, together with the grant of 
power in Congress to enforce them by Legislation, were incorporated in the Constitution. 
The words “ citizens of the United States,” and “citizens of the States,” as employed in 
the fourteenth amendment, did not change or modify the relations of citizens of the State 
and Nation as they existed under the original Constitution.

Attorney General Bates gave the opinion that the Constitution uses the word “ citi
zen,” only to express the political quality of the individual in his relation to the Nation; to 
declare that he is a member of the body politic, and bound to it by the reciprocal obliga
tion of allegiance on the one side and protection on the other. The phrase “ a citizen 
of the United States,” without addition or qualification, means neither more nor less than 
a member of the Nation. (Opinion of Attorney General Bates on citizenship.)

The Supreme Court of the United States has ruled that, according to the express 
words and clear meaning of the second section, fourth article of the Constitution, no privi
leges are secured by it except those which belong to citizenship. (Connor et al. vs. Elliott 
et al., 18 Howard, 593.>

In Corfield vs. Coryell, 4 Washington Circuit Court Reports, 380, the court say:
The inquiry is, what are the privileges and immunities of citizens in tlie several States ? We

feel ho Iwilfetioft la ooaflaini these expressions to those privileges and immunities which are in

have at all times been enjoyed by the cltizen^oftheseTCraf States wL^rcomp^seTM&on 'from

safety’1 snboeet, nevertheless, to such restraints as the Government may iustlv nre-

emnt?Urtf °f Uate; ^'SkeUioM, 1ml “ndlmlx-
emption from higher taxes or impositions than are paid by the other citizens of the Stflfp fie 
bv 1thp)U<^aS FU °f- U0 Par^cular privileges and immunities of citizens which are clearly embraced 
M? VneiV description of privileges deemed to be fundamental; to which may be addled the 
is to be exercised ^ reg*ulated £nd established by the laws or Constitution of the State in whichit 

‘̂^on hy thlcounse1, that under this pro^^KS^^T
participate ia 811 the rightS ^ bel-g exclusively tefthe

The learned Justice Story declared that the intention of the clause—“the citizens of 
!tn*\Suate slial|: be en*ltled *0 all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several 
Sd niHraa *°.1confer °? the citizens of each State a general citizenship, and communi
cated ail the privileges and immunities which a citizen of the same State would be entitled 
to under the same circumstances. (Story on the Constitution, vol. 2, p. 605.)
the UnitedStates^Mr/Webster^eaid Sta*e,m Pri“r°">' *»““ C»»rl»f

and vote at any election m that State, though when he has acquired a residence in ^iro-inia and ia 
otherwise qualified and is required by the constitution (of Virginia), be becomes wfthout formal adoption as a citizen of Virginia, a citizen of that State political!^ (Webster’s Works voL V pm)
.. “ust be obviou,S ^,r- Webster was of opinion that the privileges and iiiimuni- 
ties of citizens, guaranteed to them in the several States, did not include the privilege of 
the elective franchise otherwise than as secured by the State Constitution. For, after 
making the statement above quoted, that a citizen of Pennsylvania cannoc go into Vir- 
gmia and vote, Mr. Webster adds, “ but for the purposes of trade, commerce! buying and 
selling it is evidently not in the power of any State to impose any hindrance or embrass- 
ment, &c., upon citizens of other States, or to place them, going there, upon a different 
footing from her own citizens.” (Ib.)
_ Jbe Proposition is clear that no citizen of the United States can rightfully vote in 
any State of this Union who has not the qualifications required by the Constitution of the 
State m which the right is claimed to be exercised, except as to such conditions iu the 
constitutions of such States as deny the right to vote to citizens resident therein “ on ac- 
count of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.”

The adoption of the fifteenth amendment to the Constitution imposing these three 
limitations upon the power of the several States, was by necessary implication, a declara
tion that the States had the power to regulate by a uniform rule the conditions upon which 
the elective franchise should be exercised by citizens of the United States resident therein 
Ihe limitations specified in the fifteenth amendment exclude the conclusion that a State of 
this Union, having a government republican in form, may not prescribe conditions upon 
which alone citizens may vote other than those prohibited. It can hardly be said that a 
State law which excludes from voting women citizens, minor citizens, and non-resident 
citizens of the United States, on account of sex, minority or domicil, is a denial of the 
right to vote on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.

It may be further added that the second section of the fourteenth amendment hr 
ttie provision that “when the right to vote at any election for the choice ot electors of 
President and Vice-President of the United States, Representatives in Congress, or execu
tive and judicial officers of the State, or the members of the legislature thereof is denied 
to any of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age a citizen of 
the United Sates, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion or other 
crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the 
number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twentv one 
years of age in such State,” implies that the several States may restrict the elective fran 
chise as to other than male citizens. In disposing of this question effect must be given if 
provides ^ 67617 pr°visioa of the Coristitutio11’ Article 1, section 2, of the Constitution

, That the House of Representatives shall be composed of members chosen every seeona by the people of the several States, and the electors in each State shall have the qualifiStmns remi 
for electors of the most numerous branch of the State legislature. ^ 10ns retu site

This provision has always been construed to vest in the several States the exclusive 
Tight to prescribe the qualifications of electors for the most numerous branch of the State
legislature, and therefore for members of Congress. And this interpretation is supported 
by section 4, article 1, of the Constitution, which provides—

That the time, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives shall 
be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by law 
make or alter such regulations except as to the place of choosing Senators. * J

Now it is submitted, if it had been intended that Congress should prescribe the qual
ifications of electors, that the grant would have read: The Congress may at any time by 
law make or alter such regulations, and also prescribe the qualifications of electors &c. 
The power, on the contrary, is limited exclusively to the time, place and manner, and 
does not extend to the qualification of the electors. This power to prescribe the qualifica
tion of electors in the several States has always been exercised, and is, to-day, by the 
several States of the Union; and we apprehend, until the Constitution shall be changed 
will continue to he so exercised, subject only to the express limitations imposed by the 
Constitution upon the several States, before noticed. We are of opinion, therefore, that it 
is not competent for the Congress of the United States to establish by law the right to 
vote without regard to sex in the several States of this Union, without the consent of the 
people of such States, and against their constitutions and laws; and that such legislation 
would be, in our judgment, a violation of the Constitution of the United States, and of the 
rights reserved to the States respectively by the Constitution. Is it is undoubtedly the 
right of the people of the several States so to reform their constitutions and laws as to se
cure the equal exercise of the right of suffrage, at all elections held therein under the Con
stitution of the United States, to all citizens, without regard to s6x; and as public opinion 
creates constitutions and governments in the several States, it is not to be doubted that 
whenever, in any State, the people are ot opinion that such a reform is advisable, it will be 
made.

If, however, as is claimed in the memorial referred to, the right to vote “ is vested by 
the Constitution in the citizens of the United States without regard to sex,” that right can 
he established in the courts without further legislation.

The suggestion is made that Congress, by a mere declaratory act, shall say that the 
construction claimed in the memorial is the true construction of the Constitution, or in 
other words, that by the Constitution of the United States the right to vote is vested in 
citizens of the United States “ without regard to sex,” anything in the constitution and 
laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding. In the opinion of the committee, such 
declaratory act is not authorized by the Constitution nor within the legislative power of 
Congress. We therefore recommend the adoption of the following resolution s

Resolved, That the prayer of the petitioner be not granted, that the memorial be laid 
on the table, and that the Committee on the Judiciary be discharged from the further coa- 
dfderation of the subject.
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«ST Congress, ? HOUSE OF REPRESEHTATIYES. 5 Report No. V.,
3d Sesgion. >( Fart 2.

YIOTOEIA 0. WOODHULL.

February 1, 1871.—Ordered to be Printed.

Hr. LotTGHRlDGE, from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted the
following as the

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY.
In the matter of the Memorial of Victoria G, Woodhull, referred by the 

Mouse to the Committee on the Judiciary, the undersigned, members of 
the Committee, being unable to agree to the report of the committee, pre- 

! sent the following as their views upon the subject of the Memorial:

The memorialist sets forth that she is a native born citizen of the United States, and 
'a resident thereof; that she is of adult age, and has resided in the State of New York for 
three years past; that by the Constitution of the United States she is guaranteed the right 
of suffrage; but that she is, by the laws of the State of New York, denied the exercise of 
that right; and that by the laws of different States and Territories the privilege of voting 
is denied to all the female citizens of the United States; and petitions for relief by the 
enactment of some law toYnforce the provisions of the Constitution, by which such right 
is guaranteed.

The question presented is one of exceeding interest and importance, involving as it 
does the constitutional rights not only of the memorialist but of more than one half of the 
•citizens of the United States—a question of constitutional law in which the civil and natural 
Tights of the citizen are involved. Questions of property or of expediency have nothing to 
do with it. The question is not *' Would it be expedient to extend the right of suffrage t© 
women,” but, “ Have women citizens that right by the Constitution as it is.”

A question of this kind should be met fairly and investigated in that generous and 
libera! spirit characteristic of the age, and decided upon principles of justice, of right, and 
©flaw.

It is claimed by many that to concede to woman the right of suffrage would be an 
innovation upon the laws of nature, and upon the theory and practice of the world for ages 
in the past, and especially an innovation upon the common law of England, which was 
originally the law of this country, and which is the foundation of our legal fabric.

If we were to admit the truth of this, it is yet no argument against the proposition, if 
the right claimed exists, and is established by the Constitution of the United States. The 
question is to be. decided by the Constitution and the fundamental principles of our GOvern- 
ment, and not by the usage and dogmas of the past.

It is a gratifying fact that the world is advancing in political science, and'gradually 
adopting more liberal and rational theories of government,

The establishment of this Government upon the principles of the declaration of Inde
pendence was in itself a great innovation upon the theories and practice of the world, and 
opened a new chapter in the history of the human race, and its progress toward perfect 
civil and political liberty,

But it is not admitted that the universal usage'of the past has been in opposition to the 
exercise of political power by women. The highest positions of civil power have from time 
to time t»een filled by women m all ages of the world, and the question of the right of 
W0DLan to a voice in government is not a new one by any means, but has been agitated, and 
iiie right acknowledged and exercised, in governments far less free and liberal than ours.

In the Roman Republic, during its long and glorious career, women occupied a higher 
position, as to political rights and privileges, than in any other contemporaneous govern- 
m* a 11 ®n= aj unmarried women have, by the laws of that country, always been com
petent to vote and to hold civil offices, if qualified iu other respects; at least such is the 
weighty ot authority. In “Callis upon Sewers,” an old English work, will be found a 
discussion, of the question as to the right of women to hold office in England. <

Tne learned and distinguished author uses the following language *.
. .. Atidhr temporal governments I have observed women to have from time to time been admitted
to tne nignest places; for in ancient Roman histories I find Eudocia and Theodora admitted at 
eeyeral times into the sole government of the empire; and here in England our late famous Queen 
Eliza Doth, whose government was most renowned; and Semiramisgoverned Syria; and the Queen of 
■tne feouvii, which came to visit Solomon, for anything that appears to the contrary, was a sole queen; 
and to faU a degree lower, we have precedents that King Richard the First and King Henry the Fifth 
appointed by commissions their mothers to be regents of this realm in their absence in France. -■ 

But yet I will descend a step lower; and doth not our law, temporal and spiritual, admit of 
to be executrixes and administratrixes ? And thereby they have the rule or ordering of great 

estates, and manj^ times they are guardianesses in chivalry, and have hereby also the government of 
many great heirs in the kingdom and of their own estates. ;

■ , S° by these cases it appeareth that the common law of this kingdom submitted many things to
their government; yet the statute of justices of the peace is like to Jethro’s counsel to Moses, for 
there they speak of men to he justices, and thereby eeemetb to exclude women; but our statute of 
sewers is, Commission of sewers shall be granted by the King to such person and persons as the 
lords sbould appoint.” So the word persons stands indifferently for either sex. I am of the opinion, 
for the authorities, reasons and causes aforesaid, that this honorable countess being put into the 
commission of the sewers, the same is warrantable by the law; and the ordinances and decrees made 
by her and the other commissions of sewers are not to he impeached for that cause of her sex. ^

As it is said by a recent writer:
Uj’c? .preaemu U, ®nR*anh the idea of .women holding official station is not so strange as in 

the United States. The Countess of Pembroke had the office of sheriff of'Westmoreland and exercised 
it 111 person. At the assizes she sat with the judges on the bench. In a reported case it is stated by 
kln^dom31^ assen^e^ ^ court that a woman is capable of serving in almost ail the offices of the

As to the right of women to vote by the common law of England, the authorities are 
clear. In the English Law Magazine for lS68-’69, voi. 26, page 120, will he found re
ported the case of the application of Jane Allen, who claimed to be entered upon the 
list ot voters of the Parish of St. Giles, under the reform act of 1867, which act provides 
as follows: Every man shall, in and after the year 1868, be entitled to be registered as a 
voter, and when registered to vote for a member or members to serve in Parliament, who is 
qualified as follows: 1st. Is of full age and riot subject to any legal incapacity, &c., &c.

It was decided by the court that the claimant had the right to be registered and to 
vote; that by the English law, the term man, as used in that statute, included woman. 
In that case the common law of England upon that question was fully and ably reviewed, 
and we may be excused for quoting at some length;
„ .. *5 *1° w^at pe-en s.aid of being no such adjudged cases, I must say that it is per
fectly clear that not perhaps in either of three cases reported by Mr. Shaen, but in those of Catharine 
vs, Surry, Coates vs, Lyle, and Holt vs. Lyle, three cases of somewhat greater antiquity, the right oi 
women freeholders was allowed by the courts. These three cases were decided by the judges in the 
reign of James I (A. D. 1612). Although no printed report of them exists, I find that in the case oi 
Olive iw. Ingraham, they were repeatedly cited by the lord chief justice of the Kings Bench in the 
co lirse of four great arguments in that case, the case being reargued three times (7 Mod., 264) and 
the greatest respect was manifested by the whole court for those precedents. Their importance is all 
the greater when we consider what the matter was upon which King James’ judges sitting in West
minster liai l had to decide. It was not simply the case of a mere occupier, inhauitant, or scot or lot 
voter. I herefore the question did not turn upon the purport of a special custom, or a charter, or a 
local act of Parliament, or even of the common right in this or that borough. Butit was that very 
matter and question which has been mooted in the dictum of Lord Coke, the freeholder’s franchise 
in the shire, and upon tha.t the decision in each case expressly was, that a feme sole shall vote if 
she hath a freehold, and that if she he not a feme sole, but a feme covert having freehold, then 
b®r. husband during her coverture shall vote in her right. These, then, are so many express decisions 
which at once displace Lord Coke s unsupported assertion and declare the law so as to constrain my 
judgment. It is sometimes said, when reference is made to precedents of this kind, that they have 
never been approved by the bar. But that cannot be said of these. Hakewell, the contemporary 
Of Lord Coke and one of the greatest of all parliamentary lawyers then living—for even Selden and 
Qrany1! were not greater than Hakewell—left behind him the manuscript to which I have referred 
With his comments on those cases. u’

Sir William Lee, chief justice, in his judgment in the case of Olive vs. Ingraham, ex* 
pressly says that he had persued them, and that they contained the expression of Hake- 
well’s entire approval of the principles upon which they were decided, and of the results 
deduced: and we have the statement of Lord Chief Justice Lee, who had carefully ex
amined those cases, that in the case of Holt-rs. Lyle, it was determined that a feme sole 
freeholder may claim a vote for Parliament men; but if married, her husband roust vote 
for her.

In the case of Olive vs. Ingraham, Justice Probyn, says:
„ rf'h? case of H.oJt tw. Lyle, lately mentioned by oai Lord Chief Justice, is a very stron" case • 

0,JOht,t0 Choose whom they shall pay." And the Lord Chief Justice seemed to imve 
pseiued to that general proposition, as authority lor the correlative proposition, that “ women, when

had a right to vote.” At all events, there is here the strongest ffossihlei evidence that in the 
reign of James I, the feme sole, being a freeholder of a .country; or. what is the same thing, of a 
county, of a city, or town, or borough, where, of custom, freeholders had the right to vote, not Only 
had, but exercised the parliamentary franchise. If married, she could hot vote in respect merely of 
her freehold, not because of the incapacities of coverture, but for this Simple reason, that, by the' Set 
of marriage, which is an act of law', the title of the/eww sole freeholder becomes vested for life in the 
husband. The qualification to vote was not personal, but real; consequently, her right to vote 
became suspended as soon and for as long as she was married. I am hound to consider that the 
question as to what weight is due to the dictum of my Lord Coke is entirely disposed of by those 
cases from the reign of James I and George II, and that the authority of the latter is unimpeached by 
any later authority, as the cases of Rex. vs. Stuhles, and Regina vs. Aheravon, abundantly show.

In Austey’s Notes on the New Reform Act of 1867, the authorities and precedents 
upon the right of women to vote in England are examined and summed up, and the author 
concludes:

It is submitted that the weight of authority is very greatly in favor of the female right of suf- 
frage. Indeed, the authority against it is contained in the short and hasty dictum of Lord Coke, 
refered to above. It was set down by him in his last and least authoritive institute, and it is certain 
that he has been followed neither by the great lawyers of Ms time nor by the judicature. The princi
ples of the law in relation to the suffrage of females will he found in Coates vs. Lyle, Holt vs. Ingra
ham, and The King vs. Stuhles, cases decided under the strict rules for the Construction of statutes.

It cannot be questioned that from time whereof the memory of man runneth not to 
the contrary, unmarried women have been by the laws of England competent voters, sub
ject to the freehold qualification which applied alike to men and women. Married women 
could not vote because they were not freeholders; by the common law their property upon 
marriage became vested in the husband.

So that it appears that the admission of woman to participation in the affairs of 
government would not be so much of an innovation upon the theories and usage of the 
past as is by some supposed.

In England the theory was that in property representation, all property should be rep
resented. Here the theory is that of personal representation, which of course, if carried out 
fully, includes the representation of all property. In England, as we have seen, the owner 
of the property, whether male or female was entitled to representation, no distinction being 
made on account of sex. If the doctrine contended for by the majority of the committee 
be correct, then this Government is less liberal upon this question than the government of 
England has been for hundreds of years, for there is in this country a large class of citizens 
of adult age, and owners In their own right of large amounts of property, and who pay a 
large proportion of the taxes to support the Government, who are denied any representa
tion whatever, either for themselves or their property—unmarried women, of whom it can
not be said that their interests are represented by their husbands. In their case, neither 
the English nor the American theory of representation is carried out, and this utter denial 
of representation is justified upon the ground alone that this class of citizens are women.

Surely we cannot be so much less liberal than our English ancestors! Surely the 
Constitution of this Republic does not sanction an injustice so indefensible as that!

By the fourteenth amendment of the Constitution of the United States, what consti
tutes citizenship of the United States, is for the first time declared, and who are included 
by the term citizen. Upon this question, before that time, there had been much discussion 
judicial, political and general, and no distinct and definite definition of qualification had 
been settled.

The people of the United States determined this question by the fourteenth amend
ment to the Constitution, which declares that—

All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereol 
are citizens of the United States, and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce 
any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States ; nor shall 
any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any 
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the law.

This amendment, after declaring who are citizens of the United States, and thus 
fixing but one grade of citizenship, which insures to all citizens alike all the privileges, 
immunities and rights which accrue to that condition, goes on in the same section and pro
hibits these privileges and immunities from abridgment by the States.

Whatever these “privileges and immunities” are, they attach to the female citizen 
equally with the male. It is implied by this amendment that they are inherent, that they 
belong to citizenship as such, for they are not therein specified or enumerated.

The majority of the committee hold that the privileges guaranteed by the fourteenth 
amendment do not refer to any other than the privileges embraced in section 2, of article: 
4, of the original text.

The committee certainly did not duly consider this unjustified statement.
Section 2, of article 4, provides for the privileges of “ citizens of the States," while the- 

first section of the fourteenth amendment protects the privileges of “ citizens of tho United. 
States." The terms citizens of the States and citizens of the United States are by no means: 
convertible.

. A circuit court of the United States seems to hold a different view of this question 
from that stated by the committee.

In the case of The Live Stock Association vs. Crescent City (1st Abbott, 396),. 
Justice Bradley, of the Supreme Court of the United States, delivering the opinion, uses 
the following language in relation to the 1st clause of the 14th amendment:

The new prohibition that “ no State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the- 
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States” is not identical with the clause iu the Con
stitution which declared that “ the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the privileges an4 
immunities of citizens in the several States.” It embraces much more.

It is possible that those who framed the article were not themselves aware of the far-reaching 
character of its terms, yet if the amendment does in fact bear a broader meaning, and does extend its 
protecting shield over those who were never thought of when it was conceived and put in form, and 
does reach social evils which were never before prohibited by constitutional enactment, it is to be 
presumed that the American people, in giving it their imprimatur, understood what they were doing 
and meant to decree what in fact they have decreed.

The “privileges and immunities” secured by the original Constiintion were only such as each 
State gave to its own citizens, * * * * but the fourteenth amendment pro
hibits any State from abridging the privileges or immunities of citizen* of me United States, whether 
its own citizens or any others. It not merely requires equality of privileges, but it demands that 
the privileges and immunities of all citizens shall be absolutely unabridged and unimpaired.

In the same opinion, after enumerating some of the “ privileges” of the citizens, 
such as were pertinent to the case on trial, but declining to enumerate all, the eourt further 
says:

These privileges cannot be invaded without sapping the very foundation of republican govern
ment; A republican government is not merely a government of the people, but it is a free govern
ment. * * * * It was very ably contended on the part of the defendant*
that the fourteenth amendment was intended only to secure to all citizens equal capacities before the 
law. That was at first our view of it. But it does not so read. The language is, “No State shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States.” What are the privileges and 
immunities of the citizens of the United States ? Are they capacities merely ? Are they not also 
rights ?

The court in this seems to intimate very strongly that the amendment was intended 
to secure the natural rights of citizens, as well as their equal capacities before the law.

In a case in the supreme court of Georgia, in 1869, the question was before the court 
whether a negro was competent to hold office in the State of Georgia. The case was ably 
argued on both sides, Mr. Akefman, the present Attorney General of the United States, 
being of counsel for the petitioner. Although the point was made and argued fully, that 
the right to vote and hold office were both included in the privileges and immunities of 
citizens, and were thus guaranteed by the fourteenth amendment, yet that point was not 
directly passed upon by the court, the court holding that under the laws and constitution 
of Georgia the negro citizen had the right claimed. In delivering the opinion, Chief Justice 
Brown said:

It is necessary to the decision of this case to inquire what are the “ privilege* and immunities” 
of a citizen, which are guaranteed jy the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. Whatever they may be, they are protected against all abridgement by legislation * *
Whether the “ privileges and immunities” of the citizen embrace political rights, including the right 
to hold office, I need not now inquire. If they do, that right is guaranteed alike by the Constitution 
of the United States and of Georgia, and is beyond the control of the legislature.

In the opinion of Justice McKay, among other propositions,he lays down the following.
2d. The rights of the people of this State, white and black, are not granted to them by the 

constitution thereof; the object and eft'ect of that instrument is not to give, but to restrain, deny, 
regulate and guarantee rights, and all persons recognized by that constitution as citizens of the State 
have equal, legal and political rights, except as otherwise expressly declared.

3d. It is the settled and uniform sense of the word “ citizen,” when used in reference to tho 
citizens of the separate States of the United States, and to their rights as such citizens, that it 
describes a person entitled to every right, legal and political, enjoyed by any person in that State, unless 
there be some express exceptions made by positive law covering the particular persons, whose rights 
are in question.

In the course of the argument of this case, Mr.'Akorman used the following language 
upon the point, as to whether citizenship carried with it the right to hold office:

“ It may be profitable to inquire how the term (citizen) has been understood in Geor
gia. * * * It will be seen that men whom Georgians have been accustomed
to revere believed that citizenship in Georgia carried with it the right to hold office in the 
absence of positive restrictions.”

The majority of the committee having started out with the erroneous hypothesis 
that the term “ privileges of citizens of the United States,” as used in the fourteenth amend
ment, means no more than the term “ privileges of citizens,” as used in section 2 of article 
4, discuss the question thus.

“ The right of suffrage was not included in the privileges of citizens as used in section 
2, article 4, therefore that right is not included in the privileges of citizens of the United 
States, as used in the fourteenth amendment.”

Their premise being erroneous their whole argument fails, But if they were correct
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in tlioir premise, we yet claim that their second position is not sustained by the authorities, 
and is shown to be fallacious by a consideration of the principles of free govei'nment. .

We claim that from the very nature of our government, the. right ot suttrage is a 
fundamental right ot citizenship, not only included in the term “ privileges .of citizens of 
the United States,” as used in the fourteenth amendment, but also included m the term as 
used in section 2 of article 4, and in this we claim we are sustained both by the authorities 
and by reason.

In Abbott vs. Bayley, (6 Tick., 92,) the supreme court of Massachusetts says:
“The privileges and immunities” secured to the people of each State, in every other Stare, 

eanbe applied only to the case of a removal from one State mto another. By such removal they 
become citizens of the adopted State without naturalization and have a right to sue and be sued as 
citizens- and yet this privilege is qualified and not absolute, for they cannot enjoy the right of suf
frage or eligibility to office without such term of residence as shall he prescribed by the constitution
and laws of the State into which they shall remove.

This case fully recognizes tbe right of suffrage as one of the “ privileges of the citizen, ” 
subject to the right of the State to regulate as to the term of residence—Vag same principle
was laid down in Corfield vs. Correlh tt j co. j. T v

In the case of Corfield vs. Correll in the Supreme Court of the United States, Justice 
Washington, in delivering the opinion of the court, used the following language.

“ The privilege and immunities conceded by the Constitution of the United States to citizens in 
the several States,” are to be confined to those which are in their nature fundamental, and belong of 
rieht to the citizens of all free governments. Such are the rights of protection of life and liberty, and 
toacauire and enjoy property, and to pay no higher impositions than other citizens, and to pass 
through or reside in the State at pleasure, and to enjoy the elective franchise as regulated and estab
lished by the laws or constitution of the State in which it is to be exercised .

And this is cited approvingly by Chancellor Kent. (2 Kent, sec. 72.) _ - ,
This case is cited by the majority of the committee, as sustaining their view of the 

law, but we are unable so to understand it. It is for them an exceedingly unfortunate
citation. c0U1.t euurQerated some of the “ privileges of citizens,” such as are
“in their nature fundamental and belong of right to the citizens of all free governments, 
(mark the language), and among those rights, place the “right of the elective franchise 
iu the same category with those great rights of life, liberty nad property. And yet the com
mittee cite this case to show that this right is not a fundamental right of the citizen! _

But it is added by the court that the right of the elective franchise. “ is to be enjoyed 
aa regulated and established by the State in which it is to be exercised.’

These words are supposed to qualify the right, or rather take it out of the list of iun- 
damental rights, where the court had just placed it. The court is made to say by this 
attempt in the same sentence, “ the elective franchise is a fundamental right of the citizen, 
and it is not a fundamental right.” It is a “ fundamental right,” provided the State sees 
fit to grant the right. It is a “fundamental right of the citizen,” but it does not exist, 
unless the laws of the State give it. A singular species of “ fundamental rights! Is there 
not a clear distinction between the regulation of a right and. its destruction t I he State 
may regulate the right, but it may not destroy it.

What is the meaning of “regulate” and “ establish ?” Webster says Regulate—■
to put in good order. Establish—to make stable or firm.

This decision then is, that “ the elective franchise is a fundamental right of the citi
zen of all free governments, to be enjoyed by the citizen, under such laws as the State 
may enact to regulate the right and make it stable or firm.” Chancellor Kent m the 
section referred to, in giving the substance of this opinion, leaves out the word establish, 
regarding the word regulate as sufficiently giving the meaning of the court.

This case is, in our opinion, a very strong one against the theory ot the majority of
^The committee cite the language of Mr. Webster, as counsel in United States vs.

We indorse every word in that extract. We do not claim that a citizen of Pennsyl
vania can go into Virginia and vote in Virginia, being a citizen of Pennsylvania. In o 
person has ever contended.for such an absurdity. We claim that when the citizen 
the United States becomes a citizen of Virginia, that the State of Virginia has neithes 
right nor power to abridge the privileges of such citizen by denying him entirely the 
ri|ht of suffrage, and thus all political rights. The authorities cited by the majority of 
the committee do not seem to meet the case—certainly do not sustain their theory.

The case of Cooper vs. The Mayor of Savannah, (4 Geo., 72) involved the question 
whether a free negro was a citizen of the United States ? The court, m tho opinion

■pree upraons of color have never been recognized as citizens of Georgia; they are not entitled to beair^ann™°vote for member?of the legislature, or hold any civil office; they have no polnicaL 
rights, but have personal rights, one of which is personal liberty.

That they could not ~ote, hold office, &c., was held evidence that they were not re-

8ainetheSSupreme Court of the United States, in the case of Scott ^
Howard, p. 476,) Mr. Justice Daniel, in delivering bis opinion, used the following 
language as to tlie rights and. qualities of citizenship •

For Tvbo it may he asked is a citizen ? What do the character and status of citizens import ?
i—sssssEss&s

and^nj^ynienUor the perfect right of acquisition and enjoyment, of an entire equality of priv
ileges, civil and political. _ . - ,,

And in the same case Chief Justice Taney said; “The words ‘people of the Untied 
States’ and ‘citizens’ are synonymous terms, and mean the same thing .they both de
scribe tbe political body, who, according to our republican institutions, form the sove
reignty, and who hold the power, and conduct the Government through their repie- 
sentatives. They are what we familiarly call the sovereign people, and overy citizen 
is one of this people, and a constituent member of tins sovereignty. (19 Howard,
4°in an important case in tbe Supreme Court ot the United States, Chief Justice Jay, 
in delivering the opinion of the court, said; “At the Revolution the sovereignty de
volved on the people, and they are truly the sovereigns of the country, but they are 
sovereigns without subjects, (unless the African slaves may be so called,) and have 
none to°govern but themselves. The citizens of America are equal as fellow-citizens, 
and ioint tenants of the sovereignty. (Chishol vs. Georgia, 2 Dallas, 4i0.)

In Conner vs. Elliott, (18 Howard,) Justice _ Curtis, in declining to give an enumera
tion ot all the “ privileges” of the citizen, said “According to the express words and 
clear meaning of the clause, no privileges are secured except those that belong to citi-
^^Supreme Court said, iu Corfield vs. Coryell, that the elective franchise is such 
privilege ; therefore, according to Justice Curtis, it belongs to citizenship. In a case 
Fn the Supreme Court of Kentucky, (1 LitteU’s KyJ Reports, p. 333,) the court say :

-NM ,,na n therefore in the correct sense of the term be a citizen of a State who is not entitled uimnUie terms'mescribed by^he institutions of the State to all the rights and privileges conferred 
by these institutions upon the highest class of society. ^ , .

Mr Wirt when Attorney General of the United States, in an official opinion to be 
found on p’508, 1st volume Opinions of Attorney Generals, came to the |conclusion 
that the negroes were not citizens of the United States, for the reason that they had 
very few of the “privileges” of citizens, and among the “privileges of cmzens of 
which they were deprived, that they could not vote at any election

Webster defines a citizen to be a person, native or naturalized, who has the privilege 
of voting for public officers, and who is qualified to fill offices m the gift of the people.

Worcester defines the word thus : “An inhabitant of a republic who enjoys the rights 
of a citizen or freeman, and who has a right to vote for public officers as a citizen of

B omYerf in his Law Dictionary, defines tho term citizen thus: ( “One who, under 
the Constitution and laws of the United States, has a right to vote for Representatives 
in Congress, and other public officers, ana who is qualified to fill offices m the gift oi
^Aristotle defines a “ citizen” to be one who is a partner in the legislative and judicial 
power, and who shares in the honors of th* state.” (Aristotle do Repub., lib. •>, cap.

The essential properties of Athenian citizenship consisted in the share possesaed by 
every citizen in tbe legislature, in tbe election ot magistrates and m tho courts of
iustice. (See Smith’s Dictionary of Greek Antiquities, p. 289.) '
1 The possession of the jus sujfraqii, at least, if not also of the jus honorum, is the 
principle which governs at this day in defining citizenship, in the countries deriving 
their jurisprudence from the civil law. (Wheaton’s International Law, p. 892.)

The Dutch publicist, Thorbecke, says:
wimt constitutes the distinctive character of our epoch is the development of the right of citi

zenship. In its most extended, as -well as its most restricted sense, it includes a great many prep- i

ieiThp right of citizenship is the right of voting in the government of the local, provincial or na
tional community of which one is a member. In this last sense the right ot citizenship signifies a 
participaUon m the right of voting, in the general government, as member oi the State.
!(Rev. & Fr. Etr., tom. v, p. 383.)
-v jn, a. recent .work oi opposition to imm suffrage, the

author takes the ground that women are not citizens, and urges that as a reason why 
they can properly be denied the elective franchise, his theory being that if full citizens 
they would be entitled to the ballot. He uses the following language:

ft is a question about which there may be some diversity of opinion what constitutes citizenship 
or who are citizens. Iu a loose and, improper sense tbs word citizen is sometimes used to denote 
anv inhabitant of the, country, but.this is not a correct, use of the word. Those, and no others, are 
properly citizens who were parties to the .original compact by which the government; was formed, 
oi- their successors who are qualified to take part in the affairs of government by their votes in the
election of puoiic officers. _ ............. . . ... .

Women «nd children are represented by their domestic directors or heads tn whose wills theirs 
is supposed to be included. They, as well as others not entitled to vote, are not properly citizens, 
but are members ot the State, fully entitled to the protection of its laws. A citizen, then, is a,per- 
son entitled to vote in the elections. He is one of those in whom the sovereign power of the State 
resides. (Jones on Suffrage, p. 48.)

But all such fallacious theories as this are swept away by tbe fourteenth amendment, 
which abolishes the theory of different grades of citizenship, or different grades of 
rights and privileges, and declares all persons bom in the country or naturalized in it 
tcTbe citizens, in the broadest and fullest sense of the term, leaving no room for cavil, 
and guaranteeing to all citizens the rights and privileges of citizens of the republic.

Wo think we are justified in saying that the weight of authority sustains us in the 
view we take of this question. But considering the nature of it, it is a question depend
ing much for its solution upon a consideration of the government under which citizen
ship is claimed. Citizenship in Turkey or Russia is essentially different in its rights 
and privileges from citizenship in the United States. In the former, citizenship means 
no more than the right to the protection of his absolute rights, and the “ citizen ” is a 
subject; nothing more. Here, in the language of Chief Justice Jay, there are no sub
jects. All, native-born and naturalized, are citizens of tbe highest class; here all citi
zens 'are sovereigns, each citizen bearing a portion of tbe supreme sovereignty, and there- 
fore it must necessarily be that the right to a voice in the Government is the right and 
privilege of a citizen as such, and that which is undefined in the Constitution is unde
fined because it is self-evident. , ,

Could a State disfranchise and deprive of the right to a vote all citizens who have red 
hair- or all citizens under six feet in height ? All will consent that the States could not 
make such arbitrary distinctions tbe ground for denial of political privileges; that it 
would be a violation of tbe first article of tbe fourteenth amendment; that it would be 
abridging tbe privileges of citizens. And yet the denial of the elective franchise to cit
izens on account of sex is equally as arbitrary as the distinction on account of stature, 
or color of hair, or any other physical distinction.

These privileges of the citizen exist independent of the Constitution. They are not 
derived from the Constitution or the laws, but are the means of asserting and protecting 
rights that existed before any civil governments were formed—the right of life, liberty 
and property. Says Paine, in bis Dissertation upon the Principles of Government:

The ristit of votiiw for representatives is the primary right, by which other rights are protected.
Tn taVp awav this right is to reduce man to a state of slavery, for slavery consists in being subject 
In the Will of another; and be that has not a vote in the election of representatives is, in this case.
The proposal, thereiore, to disfranchise any class of men is as criminal as the proposal to take 
away property. , ,,

In a state of nature, before governments were formed, each person possessed the 
natural right to defend his liberty, bis life and his property from the aggressions of his 
fellow men. When he enters into the free government he does not surrender that 
right but agrees to exercise it, not by brute force, but by the ballot, by his individual 
voice in making the laws that dispose, of, control and regulate those rights.

The ri«ht to a voice in the government is but the. natural right of protection of one’s 
life liberty and property, by personal strength and brute force, so modified as to bo 
exercised in the form of a vote, through the machinery of a free government.

The right of self-protection, it will not be denied, exists in all equally in a state of 
nature, and tbe substitute for it exists equally in all the citizens after a free government
is formed, for tbe free government is by all and for all. •

The people “ordainedand established” the Constitution. Such is the language of 
the preamble. “We, tbe people.” Can it be said that the people acquire their priv
ileges from the instrument that they themselves establish ? Does the creature extend 
rights privileges, and immunities to the creator ? No; the people retain all the rights 
which’they have not surrendered; and if the people have not given to the Government 
the power to deprive them of their elective franchise, they possess it by virtue of citi-

^The true theory of this Government, and of all free governments, was laid down by 
our fathers in the Declaration of Independence, and declared to be “ self-evident.”, 
“All men are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; among these are 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights governments are 
instituted among men, deriving all their just powers from the consent of the governed."

Here is the great truth, the vital principle, upon which our Government is founded, 
and which demonstrates that the right of a voice in the conduct of the government, and 
the selection of the rulers, is a right and privilege of all citizens.

Another of the self-evident truths laid down in that instrument is:
That whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the 

beoDle to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such 
principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their 
safety and happiness.

How can the people carry out this right without the exercise of the ballot; and i« not 
tbe ballot then a fundamental right and a privilege of the citizen, not given to him by 
the Constitution, but inherent, as a necessity, from the very nature of government ? 

Benjamin Franklin wrote:
That every man of the commonalty, except infants, insane persons, and criminals, is, of com

mon right, and by the laws of God, a freeman, and eniiiled to the free enjoyment of liberty. That 
liberty or freedom consists in Jiaviny an actual share in the appointment of those who frame the 
laws, and who are to be the guardians oi every man ; life, property, and peace, for the all of one 
man is as dear to him as the all of another, and the p mr man has an equal right but more need 
to have representatives in the legislature than the rich one. That they who have no voice nor vole 
in the electing of representatives do not enjoy liberty, but are absolutely enslaved to those who 
have votes and to their representatives ; for to be enslaved is to have governors whom other men 
have set over us, and be subject to laws made by the representatives of others, without having 
had representatives of our own to give consent iu our behalf.—-FmttiWfn’s Works, vol. 2, p. 312.

James Madison said:
Under every view of the subject it seems indispensable 'hat the mass of the citizens should not 

be without a voice in making the laws which they are to obey, and in choosing the magistrates 
who are to administer them.—Madison Papers, vol. 3, p. 14.

Taxation without representation is abhorrent to every principle of natural or civil 
liberty. It was this injustice that drove our fathers into revolution against the mother 
country.

The very act of taxing exercised over those who are not represented appears to me to be depriv
ing them of one of their most essential rights as freemen, and if continued, seems to he, in effect, 
an entire disfranchisement of every civil right. For what one civil right is worth a rush after a 
man’s property is subject to be taken from him at pleasure without his consent ? If a man is not 
his own assessor, in person or by deputy, his liberty is gone, or he is entirely at the mercy of 
others.—OMs’s Rights of the Colonies, p. 58.

Nor are these principles original with the people of this country. _ Long before they 
were ever uttered on this continent they were declared by Englishmen. Said Lord 
Summers, a truly great lawyer of England :

Amongst all the rights and privileges appertaining unto us, that of having a share in the legisla
tion, and being governed by such laws as we ourselves shall cause, is the most fundamental and 
essential, as well as the most advantageous and benficial.

Said the learned and profound Hooker:
By the natural law whereunto Almighty God hath made all subject, the lawful power of making 

laws to command whole politic societies of men, belongeth so properly unto tiie same entire socie
ties, that for any prince or potentate of what kind soever upon earth to exercise the same of 
himself, (or themselves,) and not either by express commission immediately received from God, or 
else by authority derived at the first from their consent upon whose persons they impose laws, it 
is no better than mere tyranny ! Agreeable to the same just privileges of natural equity, is that 
maxim lor the Hogiish constiuttion, that “ Law to bind all must be assented to by all;” and there 
can he no legal appearance of assent without some degree of representation.

The great champion of liberty, Granville Sharpe, declared that—
All British subjects, whether in Great Britain, Ireland, or the colonies, are equally free by the 

laws of nature ; they certainly are equally entitled to the same natural rights that are essential for 
their own preservation, because this privilege of “ having a share in the legislation” is not merely 
a British right, peculiar to this Island, but it is also a natural right, which cannot without the most 
flagrant and stimulating injustice be withdrawn from any part of.the British empire by any worldly 
authority whatsoever. . !

No tax can be levied without manifest robbery and injustice where this legal and constitutional 
representation is wanting, because thelSnglish law abhors the idea of taking the least property; 
from freemen without their free consent. '

It is iniquitous (iniquum est, says the maxim) that freemen should not have the free disposal of 
their own effects, and whatever is iniquitious can never be made lawful by any authority on earth, 
not even by the united authority of king, lords, and commons, for that would be contrary to the 
eternal laws of God, which are supreme.

In an essay upon the “ first principles of government,” by Priestly, an English 
writer of great ability, written over a century since, is the following definition of po-^ 
litical liberty: ^

Political liberty I would say, consists in"power, which the members'of the state reserve ta 
themselves, of arriving at the public offices, or at least of having votes in the nomination of thos^
who fill them. -—rftr...  ~ sbt mi t—ia»nmn -“ripr-arr-

la countries where every member of the society enjoys an nual power AarriyloS-a^g-Sl
*4
m
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preme offices, and consequently of directing the strength and sentiments of the whole community 
there is a state ot the most perfect political liberty.

On the other hand, in countries where a man is excluded from these offices, or from the power 
of voting for proper persons to fill them. t7iat man, whatever be the form of the government has 
no share m the government and therefore has no political liberty at all. And since every man 
fwllS^«nf^e^be^e^lve5 of h,s natural right of relieving himself from all oppression, that is, ;fi om everything that nas been imposed upon him without his own consent, this must be the 
omy true and proper foundation of all the governments subsisting iu the world, and that to which 
the peugie wno compose them have an inalienable right to bring them back.

Ifc. 'wa,s/r0RV th?8e 8reat champions of liberty in England that our forefathers 
received their inspiration and the principles which they adopted, incorporated into the 
Declaration of Independence, and made the foundation and framework of our Govern
ment. And yet it is claimed that we have a Government which tramples upon these 
elementary principles of political liberty, in denying to one-half its adult citizens all 
political liberty, and subjecting them to the tyranny of taxation without representa
tion. . It cannot be.

When we desire to construe the Constitution, or to ascertain the powers of the Gov
ernment and the rights of the citizens, it is legitimate and necessary to recur to those 
principles and make them the guide in such investigation.

It is an oft-repeated maxim set forth in the bills of rights of many of the State con
stitutions tiiat‘‘the frequent recurrence to fundamental principles is necessary for the 
preservaaon of liberty and good government.”
' to those principles, so plain, so natural, so like political axioms, it would
seem that to say that one-half the citizens of this republican Government, simply and 
only on account of their sex, can legally be denied the right to a voice in the Govern
ment, the laws of which they are held to obey, and which takes from them their prop- 
f-b taxa*10n>18 E<? flagrantly in opposition to the principles of free government, and 
the theory of political liberty, that no man could seriously advocate it.

But ft is said in opposition to the “citizen’s right” of suffrage that at the time of the 
establishment of the Constitution, women were in all the States denied the right of 
votmg, and that no one claimed at the time that the Constitution of the United States 
v.<? . 0JaRgQ tfl.eir status ; that ft such a change was intended it would have been ex- 
phcitly deciared m the Constitution or at least carried into practiee by those who framed 
the Constitution and, therefore, such a construction of it is against what must have been 
tno intention oi me framers.
ea JJ113,18 ? Yery unsaf° r?le construction. As has been said, the Constitution neces
sarily deals in general prmciples; these principles are to be earned out to their leeiti- 

a«dr^Sul<i^yJ.1-egis!ation’ and we are to judge of the intention of those 
^ 16 CoHstitutmn by what they say, guided by what they declare on
tne face of the instrument to be their object. J

It is said by Judge Story, in Story on Constitution, “ Contemporary construction is 
properlyresorted toto illustrate and confirm the text. * * It can never abroaat^the 
ation- ” an never fritter away lts obvious sense; it can never narrow down its true limit-

It is a wen-settled rule that in the construction of the Construction, the objects for 
which it was established, being expressed in the instrument, should have great influ- 
ence ; and when words and phrases are used which are capable of different construo-
o^ects oft&e1instrumen?OUld ^ 8iTen iS the m°St consonanfc the declared 

Preairflfle to ascertain the objects and purpose of the instrument.

oi *aSliSS6rtt““from tho lanugo;
Judge Story says:

st^uete1has0beaenCfnnfo-ef?nI^^ng t-he PreamWo for the purpose of expounding the language"^Ti 
maxim * that fhe ■r*COnce<lei in a11 Jurir]ical discussion. It is an admitted
remedied and the ohieem k,ey>.t<!.0J'e.1lthe milld of tile mstters as to the mischiefs to bedoubts or ambiCTipms irise b/lhe statut.e- * * « is properly resorted to where
biguous thei-e1feemsSintieernISnrfr^??T,Ti>r<i8 ?r^&0 enactln= Part> for lf they are clear and unam-; 
ity or toa direcl; overthrovvnf'thp'in^ntinY61^1013’ ex,ce.Ptln cases leading to an obvious absurd- 
tion, seciVsT.) 0t tbe 1Dtentl™ expressed in the preamble. (Story on the Constltu-

esteMiSSl cffsiderati?n °f the objects for which the Constitution was
See toderrrivA “ the Preamble, “to establish justice.” Does it establish jus-!
citkensand trbPreS+en at3°? °r Y01Ce ia the ^o^mment one-half of its adult
ha^ nor^rpR^rrtlh? to and suPPort a Government in which they
^ ^ ? ^ ls taxation without representation” justice established? 7

Does it insure domestic tranquiUity to give ail she pol tical power to one class of citizens, and deprive another class of any participa-
cXi-htsto aft J0‘ fThf f(Ure “f118 of tranquillity is to give “equal politi-

,, msms tuat all may stand “equal before the law.”
To provide for tae common defense.” We have seen that the only defense the eiti- 

mfers and Uw makPersSS1Dn^^ by Y°ice and vote ™ thf selection of the
h,lf the aa»lTdt£rs>n°h;8SpS?ii

,1° S-eY11iL1e the hl(,fsmrJ* °f liberty to ourselves and our posterity.” As has been al- "S' •S&»£'3Sf*!P.**g«* tom <**» ieprld of l voiteXgZri 
ment._ 1ms is self-evident, it needs no demonstration. Does it then “secure the

todepriT<!on6 #

fore Pbe con tn^f8 18 .d}fectjy meontravention of these objects, an/must, there-
fore, be contrary to the spirit and letter of the entire instrument.

And aecoramg to rule of construction referred to, no “contemporaneous construe-
S r7?6; ““ ‘t to Bet “id81st on of t e tm .?1 fi instrument.” The construction which we claim for the 

f thV?1t entA amendment is in perfect accord with those expressed ob- 
’ fad,®Re.n lf ther® wef? anything in the original text of the Constitution at vari- 

^etiueconstrucfcion of that section, the amendment must control. Yet we
ncdjllng m the original text at variance with what we claim to be the true construction of the amendment. 1

,, A* °^aied Ay the majority of the committee that the adoption of the fifteenth 
t^denyt^rlSit^of ^mPAca^<ln a declaration that the States had the power
o? p^oit c^iuor^XTms for any other reasons than those °f race’ 0oi°r'
“implication/^ fundamental rights of the American citizen can be taken away by

law thfreverse-tS Sf* ^ Constitution of our country. The
implication and a cnnRtftr f ndamen.taf rights of citizens are not to be taken away by
^It^a ^efl.^^^ro^or impair the^ame rights^iFanotlier^lass?116 C^aSS Can cer^;a^I1^y

United St0ates°|om! XidSnftL^ight^TmUzen m

overthrowing their repnblkan fSS017’ ^ mak6 the State g0Vemmcnt a™toCratic,

S^> - * any s£tl, o?

Th^iihYofcftiS^i’ 3eHexi^en?e,0fc,a ^ Second> As nature. Whose right is it ?

^
Tght SS said^hat £ Kf t0 abbrid?r.tt;e ^t.lelognizll^f eS tho
cLslitliLs? %Vhe rLht ^ laws and
vote-” not citizens of Rlntrv ms g •", , . 6 right of citizens of the United Slates to Sizenship. The nght 18 recognized as existing independent of State
ih^necessity ofpSibitSg tW ^ n0 P°Wer t0 abridge tbe ^ of ^y

hecaSS0thfpTcuhalSoSStfon oTShJLoloSfcftS^TtUat and
cessary to place then-rights beyond doubt or cavih * th t * rendered lfc ne“

It is laid down as a rule of construction bv JnrW jv ,T , , . , -
a single clause is not to be narrowed so as to jba^ ^Ae natural import of
character simply because there is another claS JvPn ed Powers resulting from its 
which might otherwise be deemed implied powers wSifit^Z^^8 7?°™

Co“8^?^a'S™j‘aSS„r‘tSrti‘i0n?ra^ power is given to

this same principle the fact that by the fifteenth amendment the States are specifically 
forbidden to deny the right of suffrage on account of race, color, or previous condition 
of servitude, does not narrow the general provision in the fourteenth amendment 
which guarantees the privileges of all the citizens against abridgment by the States on 
any account.

The rule of interpretation relied upon by the committee in their construction of the 
fifteenth amendment is, “that the expression of one thing is the exclusion of an
other, ” or the specification of particulars is the exclusion of generals.

Of these maxims Judge Story says:
They are susceptible of being applied, and often are ingeniously applied, to tbe subversion of the 

text and the objects of the instrument. The truth is, in order to ascertain how far an affirmative 
or negative provision excludes or implies others, we must look to the nature of the provision, the 
subject-matter, the objects, and the scope of tbe instrument; these and these only can properly de
termine the rule of construction. (2 Story, 448.) j jr

It is claimed by the committee that the second section of the fourteenth amendment 
implies that the several States may restrict the right of suffrage as to other than male ait- 
izens. We may say oi this as we have said of the theory of the committee upon the ef
fect of the fifteenth amendment. ^ It is a proposal to take away from the citizens guar
antees of fundamental rights, by implication, which have been previously given in ab
solute terms.

The first section includes all citizens in its guarantees, and includes all the “privileges 
and immunities * of citizenship and guards them against abridgment, and under no 
recognized or reasonable rule of construction can it be claimed that by implication 
from the provisions of the second section the States may not only abridge but entirely 
destroy one of the highest privileges of the citizen to one half the citizens of the 
country. What we have said in relation to the committee’s construction of the effect 
of the fifteenth amendment applies equally to this.

The object of the first section of this amendment was to secure all the rights, privi
leges, and immunities of all the citizens against invasion by the States. The object of 
the second section was to fix a rule or system of apportionment for Representa
tives and taxation; and the provision referred to, in relation to the exclusion of males 
from the right of suffrage, might be regarded as in the nature of a penalty in case of 
denial of that right to that class. While it, to a certain extent, protected that class of 
citizens, it left the others where the previous provisions of the constitution placed 
them. To protect the colored man more fully than was done by that penalty was the 
object of the fifteenth amendment.

In no event can it be said to be more than the recognition of an existing fact, that 
only the male citizens were, by the State laws, allowed to vote, and that existing 
order of things was recognized, in the rule of representation, just as the institution of 
slavery was recognized in the original Constitution, in the article fixing the basis of 
representation, by the provision that only three-fifths of all the slaves (“other persons”) 
should be counted. There slavery was recognized as an existing fact, and yet the 
Constitution never sanctioned slavery, but, on the contrary, had it been carried out ac
cording to its true construction, slavery could not have existed under it; so that the re
cognition of facts in the Constitution must not be held to be a sanction of what is 
so recognized.

The majority of the committee say that this section implies that tha States may 
deny suffrage to others than male citizens. If it implies anything it implies that 
the States may deny the franchise to all the citizens. It does not provide that they 
shall not deny the right to male citizens, but only provides that if they do so deny 
they shall not have representation for them.

So, according to that argument, by the second section of the fourteenth amendment 
the power of the States is conceded to entirely take away the right of suffrage, even 
from that privileged class, the male citizens. And thus this rule of “implication” goes 
too far, and fritters away all the guarantees of the Constitution of the right of suffrage, 
the highest of the privileges of the citizen; and herein is demonstrated the reason and 
safety of the rule that fundamental rights are not to be taken away by implication, but 
only by express provision.

When the advocates of a privileged class of citizens under the Constitution are driv
en to. implication to sustain the the theory of taxation without representation, and 
American citizenship without political liberty, the cause must be weak indeed.

It is claimed by the majority that by section 2, article 1, the Constitution recognizes 
the power in States to declare who shall and who shall not exercise the elective fran
chise. That section reads as follows:

The House of Representatives shall be composed of members chosen every second year bv tho 
people of the several States, and the electors in each state shall have the qualifications reduisite 
■for ejectors of the most numerous branch ofthe State legislature. m * o

^A® first clause of this section declares who shall choose the Representatives_mark
the language “Representatives shall be chosen by the people of the States,” not bv the 
male people, not by certain classes of the people, but by the people; so that the con
struction sought to be given this section, by which it would recognize the power of the 
State to disfranchise one-half the citizens, as m direct contravention of the first clause 
of the section, and of its whole spirit, as well as of the objects of the instrament. The 
States cleaily have no power to nullify the express provisions that the election shall be 
by the people, by any laws limiting the election to a moiety of the people 

It is true the section recognizes the power in the State to regulate the'Qualifications 
of the electors; but as we have already said, the power to regulate is a verv different 
thing from the power to destroy. J

The two clauses must be taken together, and both considered in connection with the 
declared purpose and objects of the constitution. @

The Constitution is necessarily confined to the statement of general principles 
There are regulations necessary to be made as to the qualifications of voters as to Their 
proper age, their domicile, the length of residence necessary to entitle the citizen to 
vote in a given State or place. These particulars could not be provided in the Const; 
tution but are necessarily left to the States, and this section is thus conatTied as to be

1-8ff’ a£d ^A the expressed objects ofthe framers ofthe Constitu
tion and the principles of free government. fcU

When the majority of the committee can demonstrate that “the people of the 
States and one-half the people of the States, are equivalent terms, or that when the 
Constitution provides that the Representatives shall be elected by the people S rT 
qmrements are met by an election in which less than one-half the adTlt people are 
allowed to vote then it will be admitted that this section, to some extent susSthem 

The committee say, that if it had been intended that Congress should prescribe the 
0f xlflte;8’tbe grant would have given Congress that power specifically 

We do not claim that Congress has that power; on the contrary, admit tha tthe States 
have it, but the section of the Constitution does prescribe who the electors shall be. 
That is what we c aim-nothing more. They shaft be “the people;” their Qua ifio^ 
tions may be regulated by the States; but to the claim of the majority of the SS 
mittee that they may be “qualified” out of existence, we cannot assent.

w,th the 0onBatalio”- sh»“ld •>»

Any force this argument may have it can only apply to the original text and not to 
the fourteenth amendment, which is of but recent date 8 te t’ d not t0

But, as a general principle, this theory is fallacious. ' It would stop all political urn. 
gress; it would put an end to aft original thought, and put the Teonl^unW tw
prSLT the M“dS 0' libert7 h“™ al™7» had contefdi^n^S

tie^r”Th6eC(mstirij8wii'l^jd it6™^6carr^d^ou^taTie’eniritJ?1?8' 
enforced ^ojjH have stricken the chains from every slate in L tepubU?lmg°s°£’
of +pf0r ad T?r1S’ T TaS but j-few years 8ince declare<A by the highesTjudicial tribunal 
of the republic, that, according to the “general understanding ” the black man in thin country had no rights the white man was bound to respect^General nnSandW 
and acquiescence is a very unsafe rule by which to trv Questions of Tm rhTT o iiS and precedents are not iniallihle guides (ovard liber^S&hmXm™ ”•

Without any law to authorize it, slavery eiisted i/England, and was sustained and 
perpetuated by popular opinion, universal custom, and the acquiescence of allTwri 
ments of the government as well os by the subjects of its oppmssS” A few !Xm 
champions of liberty struggled against the universal sentiment, and contended th^t by 
the laws of England slavery could not exist in the kingdom; and though for yeara 
hfSTr °Atain .a hearing m any British court, the Sommersett case was finally tried

time existed for centuries, under the then existing laws. The laws were right but tha 
practice and public opinion were wrong. Dut taQ

It is said by the majority of the committee that “if the riffht nf a
ravage is vested by the Constitution, that right can be estabhshed in the coSte ”DS 
€We respectfully submit that, with regard to the comnetenev ii *electors for members of this House, the courts have no jur^etwa^J^^JLd
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This House is the sole judge of the election return and 
qualification of its own members (article 1, section 5, of Con
stitution), and it is for the House alone to decide upon a con
test, who are, and who are not, competent and qualified to 
vote. The judicial department cannot thus invade the pre
rogatives of the political department.

And it is therefore perfectly proper, in our opinion, for the 
House to pass a declaratory resolution, which would be an 
index to the action of the House, should the question be 
brought before it by a contest for a seat.

We, therefore, recommend to the House the adoption of 
the following resolution:

Resolved, by the House of Representatives, That the right of 
suffrage is one of the inalienable rights of citizens of the 
United States, subject to regulation by the States, through 
equal and just laws.

That this right is included in the “ privileges of citizens of 
the United States,” which are guaranteed by section 1 of 
article 14 of amendments to the Constituton of the United 
States; and that women citizens, who are otherwise qualified 
by the laws of the State where they reside, are competent 
voters for Representatives in Congress.

War. Lotjghridge.
H. Rep. 22, pt. 2---- 2. Benj. F. Butler.

---------------p—40, ---------------

BY AND BY:
An Historical Romance op the Future.

BY EDWARD MAITLAND.

BOOK III. Chapter XII.—Continued.
The Chief of the Sanhedrim here raised his bent form to its 

full height, and glancing round on the assembly as if with 
conscious pride in the supreme importance of the words he 
was about to utter, said:

“Then, since these invaluable crown-jewels are your very 
own, as well as means ample enough to have purchased them 
if they had not been so; and since you are, next to the Prince 
of Abyssinia and Emperor of Soudan, the sole survivor of a 
royal race in Israel, I, on behalf of my brethren of the Sanhe
drim, and the people of Palestine as represented by a quorum 
of the Stock Exchange of Jerusalem here assembled, do in
vite you to solve the difficulty which has long operated to the 
national disadvantage, and accept the throne of Syria and 
the adjoining provinces of Persia, Arabia and the Euphrates. 
You have yourself proved that the Sacred Talisman of Solo
mon in your own, by a treble or quadruple right. The lawful 
possessor of that talisman alone is worthy to sit on the 
throne of David and Solomon, ruling the tribes of Israel.”

As he concluded, loud acclaims rent the air, and many a 
hoary head bowed in thankfulness, and many a lip trembling 
with emotion uttered the ancient expression of supreme con
tent, “ Now can I depart in peace, having seen the salvation 
of Israel.”

The Prince of Soudan, however, was observed to turn very 
pale, doubtless thinking that the boasted heirloom of his race 
had nowin very deed departed from him forever.

The first attempt of the new-found Prince of Israel to re
ply to this flattering proposal was lost in the hubbub of voices 
congratulating each other on the successful issue to a long 
and difficult search; for, as all the world knows, it needs but 
a sovereign worthy to sit on the throne of Jerusalem to con
solidated great Eastern empire under Jewish sway.

On essaying a second time to make himself heard, for none 
heeded his answer, taking for granted its affirmative charac
ter, the elder Englishman was observed to say something as 
if in remonstrance to the prospective monarch of the Orient. 
When, after this, he obtained a hearing, he said, with becom
ing modesty, that a proposition of such magnitude was one 
for deliberating upon, for which a certain time was necessary. 
Let the meeting be adjourned, and perhaps on the following 
day he would be prepared to communicate his decision to the 
authorities.

The Assembly then broke up without any resolution being 
come to respecting the express object of its meeting, the 
greater’and nearer event having rendered cool deliberation 
for the present impossible. We hope in our issue of to-mor
row evening to communicate to our readers and the world 
the great news that at length “ a king rules in Zion, and hath 
gathered the peoples under his wings,” as saith one of our 
ancient poets.

Chapter XIII.
It was, perhaps, fortunate that beside Bertie and the 

Prince only one person in the whole assembly caught the re
mark which Criss had first uttered in reply to the proposition 
last made to him. The person was the President himself, 
who, fascinated as it were by the presence of his new-found 
son, suffered no word or look of Criss’ to escape him. Criss’ 
exclamation had been to the effect that he seemed to have 
lighted upon a congregation of Judases. It was at Bertie’s en
treaty that he abstained from repeating the remark so as 
to be heard by all.

As the assembly began to disperse a messenger approached 
Criss and said that the President earnestly desired his at
tendance in an adjoining chamber. Criss paused but to hold 
a few moments’ conversation with Bertie and the Prince, and 
then went to meet his father.

“ Child of my Zoe!” exclaimed the latter advancing to em
brace him, “the shock of joy on recognizing you just now 
had well nigh killed me. Even yet am I feeble through its 
effects. But you still look somewhat coldly on me. Do you 
doubt that I'am your father ?”

“ I do not doubt it,” said Criss, “though it was only during 
the last hour, and by means of certain relics which I obtained 
from the Lebanon, that I have been led to recognize you. 
This portrait was carefully treasured by her. It is evidently 
the portrait of yourself.”

“ Living image of her that you are, with just atrace of my
self and my own Greek lineament, behold here the com
panion picture to that—the picture of her, which has never 
left my breast, even as she has never vanished front my 
heart.”

And he place*d in Criss’s hands an exquisite likeness of the 
unfortunate Zoe.

Earnestly and tearfully Criss gazed upon his mother’s pic
ture, but he still failed to respond to his father’s demonstra
tions of affection. The latter perceived his coldness and 
sought to know the cause.

“You are reproaching me in your mind for the neglect of 
which you consider me to have been guilty in regard to 
you,” he said, “ but believe me, I have sought and sought in 
vain to ascertain what had become of my lost wife and her 
father. All that I could ascertain was, that shortly after 
their ascent from Damascus a tremendous hurricane occurred, 
and they were never seen again. You were not born then, 
you know, though your birth was expected. As it was, you 
must have made your appearance too soon. Our marriage 
was a concealed one. Zoe continue to live with her father, 
who was truly a man to be dreaded, by me as well as by her, 
and we were tortured with anxiety to keep her condition a 
secret from him. Believe me, I do not deserve your reproach 
on the score of neglect.”

“ My father,” replied Criss, with emotion, “ you have failed 
utterly to divine the nature of the feeling which divides us.
I have to thank you, and I do thank and bless you, for having 
infused into me that admixture of Greek blood which has 
saved me from having a sordid nature, and enabled me to 
recognize the supremacy of beauty and goodness over rank and 
wealth. But how is it that you, who are all Greek, could so 
far abandon the traditions of your race as to propose to your 
newly-discovered son a course incompatible with honor”

“ For one side of your mental composition you may possibly 
be indebted to me,” returned his father. “ I mean the sesthe- 
tic. But there you must stop. The Greeks, no more than 
the Jews, are to be credited with the other qualities you 
ascribe to them. If Jacob be their type, Ulysses is ours. 
Morality was never our forte; but on the contrary, with all 
our addiction to philosophy and art, we have ever been an in
sincere and venal people. No, for what you possess of moral 
sentiment, you must thank your mother, not me; or rather 
her mother, for there you obtained your Teutonic character
istics.”

“ I have Teuton blood in me! I am, indeed, glad. The 
blood of the race to which Shakespeare, Milton, Shelley, 
Tennyson and Goethe belonged, as well as of the race of 
Homer, HUschylus and Plato, in addition to that of Moses, 
Isaiah, Jesus and Paul. What a privilege, but also what a re
sponsibility! I am so glad to be a Teuton! I understaud 
now the secret of my sympathetic yearnings toward the 
grandest of the world’s races, in its combination of the intel
lectual with the moral—the first race in which conscience 
was elevated to its proper supremacy.”

“Well,” resumed his father, “you see you have judged 
our conduct by some code which finds no recognition here. 
Neither my proposition, that you should appropriate the 
throne of Soudan, nor that of the chief of the Sanhedrim, 
that you should retain the Talisman of Solomon to grace the 
restored crown of Israel, rather than follow a sentimental 
impulse, shocked the prejudices of any of our people. Fol
lowing the divine law anciently given to them, the Jews, 
now as ever, refuse to recognize as right anything that tells 
against themselves. Whatever makes for them is good, 
whatever against them evil. This in Jerusalem is the sole 
standard of morality. I, as a Greek, follow them in this, 
only, also as a Greek, I prefer things to be pretty rather than 
ugly.

“ Besides, I consider myself entitled to hate those who 
robbed me of my Zoe. It was through the persecutions your 
grandfather suffered from the reigning branch in Soudan 
that he fled and she was lost to me. It was nothing to me 
that he deserved their enmity. Right or wrong, I suffered by 
it, and I resented it. But I have been avenged. For it is I 
who have been chief agent in grinding down their people by 
taxation, and so bringing about the revolution with all its 
dread results. It is I who have kept the committee from 
acceding to all entreaties for a mitigation. If I wished you 
to supplant that branch it was for personal vengeance. If I 
now wish you to become sovereign of this country it is as 
much for the sake of seeing my son the instrument of their 
punishment as for any other ambition.

“And now that we perfectly understand each other, come 
to my palace and abide with me. Being my home, it is 
yours also. We shall have much to tell each other. Together 
we will pen the acceptance of the offer conveyed to you by 
the chief of the Sanhedrim—an acceptance which will make 
me father of a far greater sovereign than any emperor of 
Central Africa can ever be. For as King of Israel the wealth 
of the world will be at your command. At your bidding 
mighty capitalists will loosen or tighten their purse-strings, 
and the nations that are afar off will follow peace or rush to 
war. Hail! Christmas, Sovereign of Judea! What a coro
nation will thine be! When, amid the glories of the noblest 
edifice of the modern world—noblest in its uses, noblest in 
its architecture, infinitely in every respect surpassing its 
famous predecessors on the same site—even the temple reared 
by him whose sacred Talisman will adorn thy brows. Ah! I 
forgot. Oh, my son, relinquish this infatuation. Keep—keep 
the gems, and let them not go to the barbarians of Africa. 
Solomon himself refused nothing to his father David, not even 
his dying request, involving, as it did, at least according to 
your code—the Teuton code—crime and dishonor. Surely 
you, then, as sitting on the throne of David and Solomon, 
will not have the presumption to affect to surpass them in 
virtue, and condemn the morality of that great Semitic race 
whose blood you share! The cost is, indeed, a slight one to 
pay for such an heir-loom.”

“We place a different estimate on the cost of such a deed,” 
replied Criss, speaking with less restraint in his manner than 
before, for he was beginning tb regard his father as partially 
deranged rather than wilfully dishonest. “But you forget 
that the objection I raised before the committee was not 
against being King of Soudan merely, but against being a 
king at all.”

“ My son, you will have to forget what you said on that 
point. The Jews have too long set their hearts on precisely

such a solution of their political difficulties as the discovery 
of you presents. They will not consent to waive their 
nation’s longings in deference to your fantasies. Being in 
Jerusalem, you are in their power, and should you persist in 
your refusal they are quite capable of taking you by force and 
making you their king. Even flight will serve you little when 
they are determined, for Mammon is the god of this world, 
and they are his priests. No nation can or dare harbor you 
from them. And I warn you that I for one shall not inter
fere with their action.”

“ Well,” said Criss, in a light and cheerful tone, “ we will 
not talk more about that just now. You can understand 
that at the heights from which I am accustomed to survey 
the world its loftiest eminences are apt to seem very low. 
But I really must leave you now. My friends will be ex
pecting me at the hotel. Farewell for to-night, my father.
An eventful day, such as this has been, merits extra repose.”

“ What! will you not enter and sleep beneath my roof on 
this the first night of our meeting? It is true I have no family 
to whom to introduce you. I dwell in this palace,” he said, 
pointing to a magnificent edifice before which they had now 
arrived, “ solitary and sad. No new ties have been mine. It 
is as if 1 had waited expressly for you to come to me—you 
who are the sole heir of my heart and my wealth. At least 
enter and eat with me, If you cannot all at once reconcile 
yourself to your new ties.”

It was late when Criss returned to his hotel. Going straight 
to Bertie’s room, he roused him from a light sleep, saying:

“ Now, dear Bertie, we must be off. Is the Prince prepared, 
think you?”

“Perfectly, and impatient to start. He is congratulating 
himself on having a friend and relative in the King of the 
Jews.”

“ Ah,” said Criss, “ we shall have to devise some other 
means for reducing taxation in Soudan. Now, come softly, 
and say not a word. Unless I have been misinformed, it is 
necessary that our departure be made very much like an 
escape.”

“ Escape! But will you not accept the---- ?”
“Accept! Why, my dear Bertie, don’t you know I am a 

Republican?”
“ That may be a reason for refusing to have a king over 

one, but not for refusing to be a king one’s self. Besides, in 
putting back this prince you are setting up a king.”

“ Oh, yes. I do not dictate to others. If they prefer a 
monarchy, they are welcome. Here is the Prince’s door.” * 

The three descended in silence to the aeromotive-house, 
and, having deposited an ample payment with the custodian, 
were soon aloft and far away on their flight across the desert 
toward the capital of Soudan, the Prince traveling with 
Bertie in his capacious car, and Criss keeping near them in 
his own little Ariel.

Ere they lost sight of the lights of the sleeping city Criss 
cast a look back upon it, and murmured:

“ Oh, Jerusalem! mightiest upon earth in thy power for 
good, by means of the wealth at thy command; feeblest, in 
thy ignorance of that wealth’s high uses! To think that I 
could stoop to be a king of a people who value money for its 
own sale, and whose chief men counsel treachery! Was it 
for this that thy prophet-poets of old heralded thy restora
tion! Not until thou hast exchanged thy father Jacob as 
thy type for that nobler examplar, even the Son whom, 
while rejected of thee, all other nations revere, wilt thou be
come in truth a People chosen and blessed.”

And when morning came, and the cool stars overhead 
melted away and vanished in the hot desert blasts, and the 
travelers rose high in search of fresh airs and favoring cur
rents, Criss again thought of what money might do to redeem 
the earth, could its possessor but consent to the sacrifice; and 
how, under its present misuse, it was little better than a 
curse. And a longing came over him to bury all the wealth 
of himself and his race in the sands ofthe Sahara, in the hope 
that, peradventure, such descent into Hades of the god Mam
mon might be followed by a resurrection and ascent to bet
ter things for the whole human race.

A few days later, and the universal press of the world con
tained an account of the successful expedition of the Federal 
aerial fleet to Soudan, and the restoration of the Empire. 
The rejoicings on the occasion were described as being of a 
somewhat novel character.

“The young Emperor,” they stated, “ wishing to impress 
his subjects with a sense of the advantages of a higher civili
zation than they have as yet attained, and anxious to lose no 
time in improving their condition (for it appears that he has 
developed a hitherto unsuspected tendency to. philanthropy), 
requested the admiral to signalize his accession by an exhibi
tion of the destructive powers of the squadron.

“ The admiral, deeming that the expense of such a demon
stration would be amply compensated by its moral effects, 
consented, and was accordingly requested to destroy the 
poorest and most unhealthy quarter of the Bornouse capital. 
For this comprehensive measure the Emperor obtained the 
consent of the inhabitants of the district in question, en
gaging on his part to rebuild and furnish the doomed quarter 
in a greatly improved fashion, and to provide for the popula
tion during the interval.

“ The proffer was accepted, and an evening fixed for the 
pyrotechnic demonstration, the inhabitants of the doomed 
district being first comfortably accommodated in various 
barracks and other public buildings. The admiral then de
tached a couple of vessels for the service. These, cruising 
slowly round and round over the town within the assigned 
limits, at a moderate elevation, dropped at short intervals, 
during a period of two or three hours, shells containing ex
plosives and combustibles, the native troops being employed 
to keep the fire from spreading beyond the doomed quarter.

“ The inhabitants seem to have been so delighted with the 
spectacle that there is some reason to fear that its beauty 
may have tended to counteract the wholesome impression 
intended to be produced, and that an attack on the white 
settlers will henceforth be considered a cheap price for such 
a display of fireworks. A subsequent examination showed 
that not only was every street and building, no matter what 
the strength of its construction, utterly destroyed, but the 
very foundations on which they stood were plowed and dug 
up by the bursting of the shells after they had buried them
selves in the earth.

“ It is rumored that the sudden collapse of the revolution 
and restoration of the Empire have been achieved under 
British influence, and accompanied by some very extraor
dinary circumstances. However this may be, we trust that 
the spirit shown by the young ruler, and the good under
standing subsisting between him and his people, will be of 
the happiest results to the country at large.

“ The Federal fleet has since returned home.”
[To he continued.]
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“ The diseases of society can, no more than cor- 
poreal maladies, he prevented or cured without being 
spoken about in plain language.'I'1—John Stuart 
Mill.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DEO. 12, 1874.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT PROJECT.

Since the announcement of the sudden and untimely ill
ness of the editor-in-ehief of the Weekly, and its con
sequent danger from the failure of her pecuniary contribu
tions t o its support, there have been several communica
tions from different parties regarding methods by which the 
Weekly may he put upon a safe basis without being de
pendent upon her personal exertions. We have long felt 
the desirability of some such movement being inaugurated, 
hut could not very well suggest it to our friends. We hope, 
now that the subject has been broached, that everybody who 
has any suggestions to ofier upon the matter may put them 
in form and send them in. If there should he any such 
general expression as to give promise of a successful move
ment, we shall be glad to publish the several propositions 
at the proper time. We have devoted all that we have and 
are to this cause; we live only to advance it, and whatever 
aid our exertions call forth from its friends will he so much 
given to its promotion. We feel confident that there are 
enough persons in the country sufficiently interested, and 
who are able to place the organ of human redemption where 
no shaft from its enemies will be able to reach it, and thus 
enable us to devote more of our time to making it a better 
paper than we have been able to do for the last year.

A THOUSAND DOLLARS.

We need a thousand dollars to bridge over the chasm 
caused by the untimely illness of Mrs. Woodhull and the 
consequent compulsory suspension of her lectures, which 
make it impossible for her to defray the current expenses of 
the Weekly over its receipts.

The following has been received already:
P. G., Vineland, N. J---- ........ $25 00
C. E. M. Alliance, 0....................... 50 00
S. & M. SWilmington, Del......... 15 00
L. G., Norristown, Pa ................... 10 00
S. R., Salem, O........____ ..... 4 00
M. E. W., Philadelphia.................. 10 00
J. C. S. ............................................. 8 00
M. J. K. New York.............. 2 00
S. J. P-, East Saginaw, Mich.......... 10 00
S. A. M., Wichita, Kan.  .........  *2 00
J. Q. H., Winchester, Va........ .. 2 00
“ T,” New York City......... ........... 10 00

That there are souls here and there over the country who, 
as if it were involuntarily, spring to the rescue when danger 
threatens the Weekly, is a fact, which of itself is sufficient 
to cause us to buckle on our armor anew for the desperate 
struggle that is before us, and to not only hid defiance to 
every obstacle, hut to challenge every enemy to immediate 
battle, with the fullest confidence in the issue of the contest. 
Who shall be the next to rally to the support of the greatest, 
grandest and most glorious cause that was ever advanced 
an the world—a cause that when gained will result in 
peopling the earth with a race of perfect men and women, 
physically, mentally and morally?

No better confirmation of the fact that people are govern
ed by policy rather than principle can be found than is ob
tained from the various newspaper articles upon money and 
currency. In the desire to maintain the present very gene
rally accepted theory that gold is the only real money there 
can be, they ignore the commonest rules of logic, and cast 
defiance at common sense Recently, Prof. Bonamy Price, 
an Englishman, lectured in this city upon this novel subject, 
and essayed to teach us something about it that we do not 
know. Most of the city papers, notably excepting the 
Graphic, which now and then shows a spasmodic desire to 
advocate the interests of the laborer, cry out hallelujah! to 
this Professor’s plea for the rich man. The Times, especi
ally, calls it clear, comprehensive and admix able, and it in
dorses his definition, that li currency is the tool for making 
exchanges.” It will be remembered that this has been the 
definition given to money for ages—a medium for effecting 
exchanges; hut since it has been so common, recently, to ef
fect exchanges without gold, and with currency, the absurd
ity of the idea of confining that definition to money, and at 
the same time holding that gold only could be money, has 
become too palpable to he continued. It is proven that 
something else than gold can he used to effect exchanges; 
but the desire to uphold the fallacy that nothing can be 
money except gold has compelled the money critics to vir
tually say that we have no longer any need of money to 
effect exchanges of merchandise as it can he and is being 
done with currenoy equally as well.

“ So far as ©ur currency consists of government notes it has 
many vicious elements in it,” says the Times. Why call 
them vicious? The only difference that we can see in 
utility between a five dollar greenback and a five dollar gold 
piece is, that the former cannot he used as a basis upon 
which to issue three or four times its amount in other cur
rency, which can be done with the gold piece. The utter 
absurdity of the position that gold only is money is palpable 
when it is remembered that there are now less than one 
hundred and fifty millions of gold coin in the country. The 
reason that gold is held to he the only money is, that it is 
for the benefit of the holders that it should he so, as it will 
enable them, if they can cany out their schemes, to control 
the entire currency of the country, since, with the with
drawal of the greenbacks, there would necessarily have to 
be made an equal issue of some other currency to supply 
the place, which would have as its basis this small amount 
of gold. Gold, then, is valuable to its holders because it 
will, under certain circumstances, enable them to obtain 
interest upon four, five or more times as much more cur
rency as they have in gold. Bereft of all extraneous and 
really unmeaning arguments, to this single fact must the 
sticklers for a gold money finally have to come, and they 
rely upon it to press their claims.

But says the Times: “ The notes (greenbacks) are used as 
money only because of the faith that they will ultimately he 
paid in money.” If this argument is true of greenbacks, it 
is also equally true of all national currency. Now we would 
like to ask, what prospect is there that the entire circulating 
currency—greenbacks and national—will ever be paid in 
gold? Will one of the “hard money” men have the audacity 
to pretend there is any? But, really,what difference would it 
make if none of the currency should ever be redeemed with 
gold? Suppose it is redeemed with any other matex’ial? 
Isn’t a five dollar greenback practically, and to all intents 
and purposes, redeemed whenever its holder receives its 
value in beef or flour, or any other valuable thing? And 
wouldn’t a currency that could be thus redeemed at all 
times afford the people of this country every necessary 
facility that could be obtained with any other kind of 
medium for effecting their exchanges? Nothing can be 
clearer than that it would.

But what is this faith of the government about which so 
much is said ? Is it anything different from the faith in 
banks or individuals? No bank of issue ever had gold 
enough in its vaults to redeem its issue of currency. Then 
what was it that gave its currency circulation ? Why, 
simply in the words of the limes, the faith that its receivers 
had that it would ultimately he paid in money. This faith, 
as the people have often found to their sorrow, has proved 
to he in vain. Before the war, when the entire circnlation 
was in bank-note currency, there were notes frequently of 
as mhny as fifty worthless or depreciated hanks in circula
tion. Was this one of the “vicious elements” that the 
Times says the greenbacks have? So then, at last, all the 
value that any circulating currency has with a people, is 
the faith which they have that it will be redeemed with some
thing, while the other attributes that attach to a proper gov
ernmental currency render it infinitely superior as a medium 
of exchange to any that can he issued by any individual or 
incorporated company of individuals. The wealth upon 
which the latter is necessarily based may be transferred to 
the control of others, where the law could never reach it 
to apply it to the redemption of the outstanding circula
tion, but the faith in the government is a faith based upon 
the entire wealth of the nation, which cannot he trans
ferred beyond the jurisdiction of the law, and is therefore 
a much sounder basis of faith.

“The notes—greenbacks—have been a very expensive 
form of loan,” continues the limes. How expensive, pray? 
All the other loans made by the government were for in
terest as well as principal, Now, admitting tiiat greeE

backs are a form of loan are they as expensive as bonds 
are, upon which their value is paid every ten years in in
terest, and the bonds still outstanding ? What sort of 
statement is this? Would it not have been infinitely better 
for the people had their entire loan been in the form of 
greenbacks? Now, we pay interest to the extent of two hun
dred millions per annum. Suppose there had been no bonds, 
nothing hut greenbacks, would not this interest have been 
saved to the people ? Yet the Times says the greenback is 
an expensive form of loan ; so expensive say the money 
lenders that we are in favor of having them funded in in
terest-bearing bonds. Of course they want bonds upon 
which they can draw interest in place of non-interest-bearing 
greenbacks. But the people who have to labor to pay the 
interest on the bonded public debt ought to know enough 
to demand that the whole interest bearing debt he imme
diately paid off in non-interest-hearing greenbacks. The 
bondholders are fearful that the government will ultimately 
do this; hence their anxiety to have matters fixed now he 
fore such an idea becomes generally prevalent and under
stood.

Again, as to the fictitious notions about fluctuations in 
value, which a gold money is said to prevent. Nothing is 
more fallacious than the proposition that there is ever any 
fluctuations in the real value of any commodity. The 
fluctuations are not in the commodities, but in the gold. 
The moment that any contingency arises in a country where 
gold is the basis of the circulating medium, that moment 
the gold rises in value, and it requires more gold to purchase 
the same quantities than it did previous to the contingency.

We are aware that the direct reverse of this is usually be
lieved to be true; hut that it is a fallacy may be easily 
proved by considering that the value of a barrel of flour 
consists of its capacity to sustain human life. It will feed 
a certain number of persons a certain number of days. It 
will do no more or no less than this whether its price be a 
dollar or a thousand dollars. This is self-evident, and also that 
the same is true of every other article that is required, as a 
comfort or a necessity of life. So it is the gold or the 
money, after all, that is constantly rising and falling in 
value, and not the commodities that they are used to pur
chase ; while a proper currency based upon these com
modities would always remain of a fixed value and could 
be exchanged for equal quantities at all times.

Such an idea as the establishment of fixed values upon 
the necessities and comforts of life is something that the 
speculators cannot endure to entertain. It would prac
tically abolish their avocations. There would be no oppor
tunities to put up “ corners ” in anything. There would he 
an approach to a condition, where the industries of the 
people would be wholly applied to productive pursuits, or 
to the distribution of the products of industry. This is a 
matter that ought to he understood by our national legis
lators, hut we are sorry it is nat. Not a dozen Senators 
and Representatives know anything about political economy. 
The most able of them all upon this subject, Gen. Butler, 
has not been returned. His speech of some years ago, upon 
an irredeemable paper currency, is, however, still having its 
legitimate effect. It is an unanswerable argument for the 
superiority of such a currency over a gold basis currency, 
and will stand a monument of fame to his talent when the 
name even of those who have berated him will have been 
lost in obscurity.

But the basic error about finance arises, after all, in some
thing else that is seldom if ever thought of, and yet that 
something is the key to the ultimate solution of all that re
lates to the subject. , It doesn’t matter at all to a people, 
nor does their prosperity depend any more upon it, whether 
they have any gold or any other.money. These are merely 
conveniencies with which to effect their exchanges. The real 
thing in which their interests are involved is the amount of 
the results of their labor. A people with a million dollars 
each would starve if they were where there were no bread- 
stuffs to he purchased, and in a land which overflows with 
these they would always live comfortably if there was no 
such thing as money known. Money is the sheerest hum
bug and is used by the rich to impoverish the poor and to 
obtain the necessities of life without labor. It bears just 
the same relations to the people that power of any other 
kind does. Those who have it virtually have the control, 
whether in democratic or monarchial countries.

It is because what we say above about the fluctuations 
being in money and not in commodities, is true, that the 
people are hoodwinked in these matters. It doesn’t matter 
to the people what the price of anything is in money or 
currency, hut the matter is whether there is plenty of what 
they want. If there is a large supply of everything they 
want in the country, a very little labor will obtain every
thing that is needed. There is always almost an exact 
proportion between the amount of the products of labor 
that there may he in a country and the amount that a day’s 
labor will purchase, let the prices of either be what they 
may. So prices, the great bugbear of the capitalists, are of 
little moment with the laborer. The great necessity that he 
has is the opportunity to labor, his labor being always worth 
more than is required to support his life and common 
wants; that is to say, his labor will always yield a greater 
value than he can legitimately consume.

The solution, then, of starving populations in large cities 
is to put them to work. They do not need charity. They 
only want the common opportunities and rights that belong
naturally to all wa-^tlw yigUt to a use of a sufficient qhswu
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tity of the elements to guarantee the necessities to maintain 
life. The reason that all men do not now have this oppor
tunity, is because a portion of the race have monopolized 
the rights that belong equally to all—a free and equal use of 
all natural wealth. And money is the means by which they 
have been and are still deprived of the right. Money of 
any kind is the curse of the poor man and the power by 
which he is enslaved by the rich. When this comes to be 
understood the working classes will make short work of 
money, bonds, gold and currency, and whatsoever other 
methods that are invented to place them in servitude.

CAUTION.

All moneys sent by mail to the Weekly should be trans
mitted either in Eegistered Letters or by Post-office Orders. 
We cannot be answerable for the receipt of moneys sent 
through the mail in any other way. Will our friends please 
note this word of caution, and act upon it, for we believe 
that we are daily losing remittances sent without the above 
precautions.

In obtaining Money Orders, please make them payable to 
Woodhull & Claflin, eve n though the money is intended for 
Mrs. Woodhull personally, as she is necessarily absent from 
the city most of the time, and it occasions us much trouble 
to obtain her signature to them.

THE MIXTURE AS BEFORE.

Inordinate wealth in the few, and extreme poverty in the 
many, are inseparable companions. The richest and poorest 
nation is one and the same. The proud nobles of England 
spring, like mushrooms on a manure heap, out of a million 
of paupers. Startling variations of a similar character 
checker the pages of human history. [.From the earliest 
time this appears to have been the case. The Nazarene 
says, speaking of the actions of mankind previous to the 
deluge,They did eat, they drank, they married wives, and 
were given in marriage, until the day that Noe entered the 
ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all.”

As it was in days of old, so it has been in modern times. 
The greatest event of the past century was the French Rev
olution of 1793. Every waiter admits that the condition of 
the people of that nation previous to it presented shocking 
contrasts. In the country the soil tillers staggered under 
burdens too grievous to be borne, while their wasteful 
landlords rioted in extravagances and luxuries. In the 
cities the songs of the dissolute,noble revellers were blended 
with the sad refrains of the overworked and unpaid proleta
rians. At length, in the famous “tier^etat,” the people 
and their oppressors met face to face, and the workers, for 
a time, shook themselves free from the domination of kings, 
nobles and priesthoods.

The condition of the people of the United States now 
presents somewhat similar discrepancies. The rich appear 
to be monopolizing the means of the nation. They count 
their spoils by millions of dollars, when their predecessors 
were content with thousands. The wealth produced by the 
millions is rapidly appropriated by the thousands, and ex 
changed at great loss for the vanities and frivolities of Eu
rope. As our aristocracy thus prefers to have its work 
done out, of epurse there is little left to be done at home. 
Consequently famine hovers over portions of Kansas and 
Nebraska in the West, while on the Atlantic seaboard the 
picks of the hard-toiling miners of Pennsylvania are rusting, 
and the chronic periodical starvation of our populous cities 
has set in, for the first time, before the frost.

But, notwithstanding that in the city of New York alone, 
the brethren of St. John’s Guild have warned us weeks ago 
that there are seventy thousand people there wanting food 
and shelter, the work of revelry goes bravely on. “ Marry
ing and giving in marriage,” as in the time preceding the 
flood, follow each other in swift succession. The daughter 
of the President leads the hymeneal dance; then comes the 
still more elaborate wedding of the daughter of the General 
of the Army, while that of the son of the President con
tinues the entertainments. Alas! it seems a pity that the 
lively wedding music should be drowned in the miserable 
discords that are now rising around us on all sides.

These sad reflections have arisen in us from reading two 
articles, printed in juxtaposition in the New York Herald, of 
Nov. 25. The one is headed “ Mining Troubles,” and the 
other, “The Great Tea Party.” We propose to contrast 
portions of them, in order to exhibit the two phases of so
ciety we have been describing. From the former we extract 
first the following paragraph:

The Lackawanna valley contains too many inhabitants de
pendent on the mines for their support. It reminds one of 
a little country, isolated from every other, that is daily and 
hourly consuming more than it can produce. It is therefore 
a necessary consequence that some must starve, and that 
when all rush for the bread that at best will feed only half of 
them, many must fall to the dust and be trodden mercilessly 
and revengefully under foot. Were all the mines in the Wyo
ming and Lackawanna valleys running at “full blast” they 
could barely employ the men who reside about them; and 
when the fact is taken into consideration that many of the 
mines are not worked at all, and that all the others, with a 
single exception, are running on partial time, some slight 
conception can be formed of the immense number of men 
who are idle.

This is a fearful picture of the straits to which the hard
est, and we could almost add the worst paid body of men in 
the nation is reduced, One might ask the question, “ Have
cwls become Yatoeless?’! To this tto can be but one an

swer, “ No, certainly not.” Did the miner receive but one- 
half the price they are sold at in the cities, he could live, and 
live well. But he does not obtain even that. Why? Be
cause idlers claim the mines, the soil, and even the running 
brooks, and the amount of the royalty man demands for the 
usages of those necessities of existence is only limited by 
the length of the purse of the purchaser; added to that, all 
the means of transit, which should be owned by the people 
collectively, are monopolized, and half a dozen useless dis
tributors stand between the producer and consumer. Under 
these circumstances, it is no wTonder the masses are skinned 
at both ends of the line.

But now for the contrast. “The Great Tea Party ” of 
Brooklyn, at which 1,500 fashionables were said to be pres
ent, was got up for what was called charitable purposes. 
In these days we dance away the woes of humanity. Our 
readers will remember the series of balls that was instituted 
during the war for the purpose of furnishing funds and at
tendance for our wounded soldiers. The motive was good, 
but such was not the way a great nation should have an
swered the appeal for aid of its defenders. We confess we 
should like to see the heads of departments, and even the 
extra salary of the President, dependent upon the “hop” 
culture, and think there would be only practical justice in 
compelling all our lawyers and legislators to accept for their 
erratic wanderings the doubtful eleemosynary contributions 
of the mazy dance; but for the best and worthiest men in 
the nation, the heroes who gave their blood to preserve it in 
its integrity, it was quite another matter. A nation that 
could decline to be taxed for so noble an object ought to be 
blotted from the world as unworthy of existence.

As with the soldier so with the civilian. The great tea 
party was, we are told, got up for the benefit of a charity, 
called “ The Brooklyn Maternity,” and was held in the Acad
emy of Music. The Herald says:

The Academy was tastefully decorated, and, with its choice 
flowers, gay flags, chaste statuary, lustrous candelabra and 
fine paintings, presented a brilliant spectacle. Over the 
centre was suspended a monstrous eagle, differing from other 
birds of this genius in that it was golden, and the gorgeous 
streamers from its beak extended to the thirteen tables (rep
resenting the thirteen original States) on which the supper 
was spread. Under the eagle shone the illumined words, 
“ Brooklyn Maternity.” Shortly after seven o’clock the car
riages began to arrive and to discharge their rich loads of silk 
and velvet and satin. Soon after a procession was formed, 
led by Mr. C. B. Wyman as Washington and Mrs. Henry W. 
Sage as Martha Washington, and marched to the further end 
of the auditorium, which had been floored over to a level 
with the dress circle. There the Father of his Country and 
his charming lady took up their position in front of the 
various tables which were assigned to them.

There is variety; now again for the reverse. Take another 
look at the present condition of the towns of Archibald, Oii- 
phant, Providence, Pittstown, Plymouth and Nanticoke, of 
the mining districts:

Each of these prior to the-panic was a busy, bustling, enter
prising town, with fine stores, schools and churches. When 
we compare the present condition of these localities with 
former ones the contrast is terrible. Then their citizens 
were employed, their stores well supplied, their schools well 
attended and their churches well filled. Now their store
keepers are on the verge of bankruptcy—many of them have 
already closed their doors—their schools are in a great 
measure deserted and their churches comparatively empty, 
Men and women, drunken and lawless, can be seen on every 
thoroughfare; their eyes are dark and lowering, and their 
faces wear a brutal, “hangdog” look. By nature they are 
mercurial, and fond of jest and enjoyment; but now every 
form of mirth and innocent amusement is denied them, their 
hands find nothing to do, and they stand ready to indulge in 
any species of outrage and crime. They are seldom at home, 
for home to them is only a place where they can consider 
their idleness and brood over their poverty and woe.

Again we leave these abodes of want, misery and constrain
ed idleness, and turn our weary eyes to witness the vagaries 
of their happier brother and sister Christians, as they ap
peared at the Great Tea Party:

1 The uniforms of the Hartford Phalanx were worn by many 
of the gentlemen, and blue coats with buff facings, buff 
breeches, top boots and buff tops and cocked hats with black 
red-tipped plumes were to be met with everywhere. As to 
the satellites of George Washington, who were supposed to 
be in the court dress of 1776, they looked as unlike General 
Grant’s courtiers (Tom Murphy, Boss Shepherd, etc.) as pos
sible. Their sheeny velvet coats with brass buttons, lily 
white satin vests trimmed with gold lace, knee breeches, 
top boots and old fashioned perukes, cocked hats and red 
plumes would have looked very funny at General Grant’s 
cottage in Long Branch.

The ladies of 1871 evidently do not like the simple costumes 
of their grandmothers, who had no Worth, for last night 
they carefully eschewed the short Martha Washington dress, 
preferring that a la Pompadour and en train. The light and 
dark shades prevailed, and, though many of the dresses 
were exquisite in beauty and elegance, scarcely any of them 
were Martha Washington costumes, properly speaking. Many 
of the pretty girls and stately matrons were in simple walk
ing dress, showing that American ladies still maintain their 
inalienable right to wear just such clothes as they please 
Mrs. Sage, the Lady Washington, wore a black velvet dress, 
with white brocade petticoat, illusion folded neckerchief, 
point lace sleeve-trimmings, illusion cap, with jaunty-velvet 
brow, pearl earrings and necklace.

Surely there is much food for thought in contemplating 
these violent extremes, which are the results of our modern 
system of civilization. Is it too much to say that, to the 
masses in Great Britain, if not here, barbarism presents as
pects which would render their condition more tolerable. 
There, State and financial’ oppression, by means of a stand 
ing army, is grinding the people by the million into pauper 
ism; here, without such aid, and in our freer air, the o’er- 
burdened masses may develop into heroes, if successful— 
criminals, if defeated. We wait the issue, which assuredly, 
before long, must be tried. In the meantime, we will ac
cept the condemnation of the unthinking part of the people 
for the crime of discussing a subject which is too generally 
talweft Ity the time-drying presses of our era,

A LESSON IN JUSTICE TAUGHT US.

“ Peru is just and gracious to its women. A young lady,- 
desirous of entering the law school at Cuzco, an institution 
supported by the State, wrote to the government to inquire 
if her sex was a bar to her admission. The Minister of 
Justice promptly replied that all Peruvian citizens should 
enjoy equal rights; that women were considered by the law 
as on the same footing with men, as far as the privileges to 
be accorded by the republic were concerned, adding that it 
was a matter of peculiar pleasure to the administration to 
improve the opportunity of giving publicity to such a declar
ation.”

We clip the above from the Commercial Advertiser of this 
city. We confess to no little surprise at finding such an 
unwitting condemnation of its policy toward women in its 
columns. It has never said a word about doing the women 
of this country justice, or demanding that they should en
joy equal rights and privileges with men before the law. 
Still we must be thankful for small favors. It is some
thing that it dares to commend the action of the Minister of 
Justice in Peru regarding women which it dare not do for 
the women of our own country. It signifies that it under
stands what justice to women really is, even if it have not 
the manhood to advocate it. And equally so of all the 
other papers that have copied the fact in Peru, is this a 
condemnation of their position toward woman. The Su
preme Court of the United States may well learn a lesson 
of justice from the Government of Peru, and when next a 
case is brought before it wherein a woman is a claimant 
for the same right that is extended to her sister by the 
South American Government, it will not deny her rights as 
it did to Myra Bradwell, of Chicago, on her appeal from the 
decision of the Supreme Court of her State.

THE FAMILY IDEA.

The Weekly is a believer in progression, or it would not 
advocate, as it does, the communal care of children. Like 
the Nazarene, it condemns the isolated and selfish family 
arrangement, looking upon it as a relict of savage life. In 
doing so it does not aim to contract the love element in 
mankind, but to expand it and extend its beneficent influ
ence. It asks, with the Nazarene and in bis own words: 
“Who is my mother and my brethren?” Accepting his 
answer to that query freely and cheerfully: “Whosoever 
doeth the will of my father, the same is my brother, and 
sister, and mother.” It does not, however, bound.its affec
tion according to the passage quoted, for the catholicity of 
its Spiritualism refuses to be so limited; recognizing the fact 
that all of us are doing the will of Omnipotence, according 
to our various degrees of ability and development.

The Catholic Church opposes our position in toto, and it 
is our only consistent opponent. In order to conserve the 
unit of the family, it has exalted marriage to the dignity of 
a sacrament, placed it entirely in the charge of its priest
hood, and regards all other unions and all other copulations 
outside of its pale as diabolic. In defense of it, it aban
doned the richest country in the world, by refusing to 
divorce Henry the Eighth from Katharine of Arragon. On 
the contrary, the Protestant sects have gradually surrendered 
all authority over it, and now from Episcopalianism to 
Methodism it is admitted to be simply a civil contract, not 
needing the interference or prayers of their priesthoods in 
its celebration. We may add to that, as a simple contract,, 
it is more dishonored than all other such business arrange
ments put together; and furthermore, that, under it, while, 
man is charged with unnatural power, woman frequently 
finds in it no protection whatever.

We have introduced “ecclesiastical and legal” marriage 
in this article, because it is the mother of jealousy and the 
base of the equally selfish family arrangement. Under both 
the forms above specified it implies ownership, and owner
ship means slavery. Where men and women are really 
united they will not sunder if we should take their chains 
off; but we will not assert but that they may do so if yon 
keep them on. Real love would object to be bound with 
wreaths of roses, for the name of “ Liberty,” in the higher 
spheres, is “ Love.” He will not be a bondsman, and there
fore the wise ancients represented him with wings. It is 
no wonder that the benevolence of the civilized world is 
yet contracted by the limit of the family idea, which natur
ally springs out of the slavish arrangement under which 
nations at present are populated.

Although, in the matter of free-love, we recognise Ca« 
tholicism as our only consistent foe, the free-lances hanging 
on the skirts of Protestantism sometimes strive to annoy us9j 
Like the Cowsboys and Skinners of the Revolutionary waiv 
they operate between the armies of Spiritual Freedom and) 
Spiritual Slavery, occasionally raiding against both. We 
hold the chief of the Free-lances in this country to be Henry- 
Ward Beecher, who has done good service for the army of 
freedom, but occasionally makes predatory raids against 
it. As he has no recognized standard under which to fight,, 
for he rejects the authority of the Bible as often as ha 
accepts it, his trumpet seems to give an uncertain sound. 
In the social wars he may well be compared to the Irish
man’s flea, “you put your finger on him and he isn’t, 
there.” The best way to exhibit his vagaries is to cite him. 
against himself, as we propose to do in answer to his attack 
on the position held by the Weekly in regard to our present 

; jQQial system, We qiwte ttw repoi't pf the New York
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Herald, of Ms last Thanksgiving sermon, the following 
paragraph:

The family idea is the grand primitive institution of life; 
it is the grand universal life. No other institution has 
awakened anything like its strength. It supports all those 
who are sprung from the father and mother into a model 
commonwealth, where, by reason of the smallness of the 
number, they come within the sphere of parental govern
ment that has thus the fundamental idea of laws within a 
law. Now, I find in this a revelation above all revelation, 
not of an innumerable company of angels, of archangels, of 
seraphim, not a dramatic representation of power; but in 
this family idea God reveals himself, and in his nature his 
mode of governing the world, and in the condition of the 
father and the mother his relation thereto. You might de
stroy the whole Bible, you have yet the whole germane idea 
of what the Bible says in the family idea. There is only the 
one place in the whole world in which we know what it is to 
govern by love. In this you have the most precious thing 
that was ever given to us. Now, is the family idea losing or 
gaining? Gaining. There have been some mischievous, 
licentious people who have put forth a philosophy that has 
regarded this view of the family as mischievous. All the 
moral sense of the race, however, is strong to-day for a 
monogamic family. The family was never so virtuous and 
so refined as it is to-day. It takes more to be a husband and 
a father than it did some hundred years ago.

How different this reads from the terrible and somewhat 
hyperbolic attack made upon it by the great Nazarene in 
Luke chap. xiv. v. 26: “If any man come to me and hate 
not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and 
brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot 
be my disciple.” The Brooklyn pastor, if he pleases, may 
look upon this as a diatribe from his God, but, if he needs 
another, we will quote a reply from himself, and place, in 
significant contrast to his quoted eassay, an extract from 
another of his sermons, given on 'Washington’s birthday, 
1874, also reported by the N. Y. Herald:

Kindness in the earlier stages of civilized growth is con
fined to the family. It is limited by self-interest and ex
pended only on a man’s own, where he may profit by it. So 
it is still, except when the teaching of the Gospel of Christ 
has expanded the obligation to embrace all humanity. The 
Christian precept enforces a HIGHER LAW, that of disinter
ested benevolence. This law requires us to do good to all in 
the proportion in which they need; to our neighbor, to those 
around us, to all with whom we come in contact or whom our 
benefactions may be able to reach.

We, though net Christians, believe that Jesus was right in 
asserting that man’s earthly duty was fulfilled when he con
formed to the law: “Love your neighbor as yourself;” 
and furthermore, that, by analogy, the same law commands 
him to love his neighbor’s child as much as he loves his 
own. If he does this, what becomes of the family arrange
ment? As regards the terrible quotation from Luke, the 
Plymouth Pastor may, if he pleases, hold that to be a divine 
injunction, but we prefer to look upon it as the hyperbolic 
expression of an eastern philanthropist, zealous to forward 
the reformation here advocated in the pages of the Weekly. 
At present, when distinguished foreigners visit us, we are 
apt to expose to them our prisons and our houses of cor
rection, which are evidences ©f our disgrace, in order to 
impress them with the advantages of social order among us; 
but, in the near future, we trust we shall be able to exhibit 
to such strangers our communal care over our women and 
children, and the edifices in which they are lovingly and 
generously entertained under public supervision, as better 
proofs of the extent of our refinement and civilization.

It is only pure selfishness and Phariseeism that prevents 
the public from doing its duty by all women and children 
needing its care and attention. It is not self-interest, for 
true self-interest would reject it with horror. It is the 
meanest selfishness, aiming, we trust vainly, like Mrs. Part
ington, to mop out the advancing waves of the Atlantic 
Ocean of modern civilization. Analyze the subject, and this 
is plain to be seen. Pater-familias, as he walks through the 
crowded streets of our cities, looks upon the thousands of 
little waifs they contain, jingles the cash in his pockets, and 
congratulates himself on his own performance of his parental 
duty. What to him is it that the eyes of this child are 
leering with early vice, that the cheeks of that one are 
pinched with want? Are not his own little ones at home 
innocent and rosy? Is it wrong in the Weekly to ask him 
not to love his own less but to love these more ? How much 
more? As much more as he now loves his own. We 
assert this demand to be exactly consistent with the teach
ings of the Nazarene, and in harmony with the theories and 
doctrines of all Christian churches. The command of the 
Nazarene, which we have quoted, is based on the soundest 
economy in this particular. Until the greatest public care 
is given to. the entire protection of our children, modern 
civilization will continue to prove, as it does now, a miser
able failure in our cities; and until public care is extended 
cheerfully to all women, who, in the periods of gestation 
and parturition, have no proper private care, we must ex
pect them to produce only monstrosities and abortions.

In conclusion, it may well be asserted that our family 
system is incompatible with a sound communal system. 
Henry Ward Beecher does well to call the latter the Higher 
Law, and we have taken the liberty to print his words in 
capitals. It is not the first time our people’s attention has 
been called to that unwritten instrument. Previously, in 
the matter of human slavery, the late Wm. H. Seward 
sought to direct public attention to it. Our people refused 
to heed him in 1851, and a decade later its enforcement cost 
us billions of dollars, a mountain of limbs and tons of 
human blood. Let us be wiser this time. It is well in us 
to love our own children, but if we purchase that pleasure 
by the neglect of our duties .to all other children in the 
community, it is very, very dearly bought. Having so 
lately gained experience by suffering, let us not parody in 
the cases of our neglected little ones, Judge Taney’s de

cision, which cost our people so much, by saying: “Chil
dren have no rights which must be respected,” but rather 
let us admit cheerfully our communal duties toward them, 
and, by so doing, complete the noble edifice whose founda
tion has already been laid in our glorious Public School 
System.

-------------- P-+&+-4--------------

WOMAN’S LEGAL STATUS.

We publish this week the memorial of Victoria C. Wood- 
hull to Congress, petitioning for her political rights; and 
the reports of the Judiciary Committee of the House of 
Representatives upon the same. We do this at this time for 
the purpose of recalling the attention of our readers to the 
legal aspect of the question of woman’s right to the suffrage. 
We ask for special attention to the difference in the two re
ports—the weak and vacillating character of the majority, 
and the stern, logical and unanswerable legal deductions of 
the minority. It is everywhere admitted, by both his friends 
and enemies, that Gen. Butler is the best judge of constitu
tional law in the country; and to find his name subscribed 
to the Minority Report, favoring,the claim of woman, is at 
least good presumptive evidence that the claim is a just one. 
We ask the most careful reading of both these reports, so 
that all our readers may fully understand the argument for 
and the legal aspect of the cause upon the success of which 
perhaps even the continuation of the Republic depends.

SUFFRAGE AND THE CRUSADERS.

It will be remembered that we told our readers while the 
crusaders were raging over the country, that the crusade was 
inaugurated by the enemies of woman suffrage to defeat it. 
It was known that the question was coming before the 
peoples of several States, and that the prospect was fair for 
its success, and some ingenious devise had to be found to 
call the attention of the men to the real meaning of suffrage 
for women. So the crusade against dealing in liquor was 
hit upon as that which was more likely than anything else 
to set the men against voting the suffrage for women. It 
may not be that a large majority of men are liquor men; 
but it cannot be denied that a large majority of them are 
opposed to some form of prohibitory laws, because they are 
believed, and justly so, to be opposed to the spirit, if not to 
the letter, of the Constitution. We have seen several people 
from Michigan, who are capable of judging, and they agree 
that if there had been no temperance women making them
selves ridiculous by visiting and praying where they had no 
business to interfere, there would have now been suffrage 
for women in Michigan; and more still, had suffrage been 
established in Michigan, it could have then been constitu
tionally claimed by the women of every other State, under 
the article of the Constitution which provides that citizens of 
each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities 
of citizens in the several States. So, had women acquired 
the ballot in Michigan, every other State could have been 
compelled to withdraw their disfranchisement. Hence there 
was an absolute necessity that suffrage should be defeated, 
and the wise heads saw that it could be dealt a death-blow 
by getting women to make side shows of themselves, sing
ing and praying against liquor; and it has been eminently 
successful. The women of Michigan first, and through them 
those all over the country, may charge the defeat of suffrage 
upon the loud-mouthed crusading women,whose efforts never 
amounted to the salvation of a single person from drink, 
but which made hundreds drink who would never have 
thought of doing so had they gone about temperance reform 
in a reasonable and common-sense way. Remember that the 
crusade project originated in Oberlin in the heads of the 
exceeding pious, God-professing Professors of the College.

MORS JANUA VITAL

Death, the gate of life! This noble motto was once libe
rally used by Christians. It has been written over the en
trance of many a churchyard in Europe. In the centuries 
commencing the present era, when Christianity was the fore
most spiritual advance of mankind, its followers were con
spicuous for the cheerfulness with which they looked upon 
death. The inscriptions found in many of the catacombs of 
Rome prove this. They breathe of hope and joy, and ex
hibit a singular contrast to the gloomy epitaphs of their Pa 
gan oppressors. Gradually, however, their glory has depart
ed, and now their ancient position is occupied by the Spirit
ualists, as the following testimony, for which we are in
debted to the Spiritual Scientist, proves:

The funeral of Mrs. Nayler, the late wife of Mr. B. S. 
Nayler, conductor of the Lyceum services and chief exponent 
in Stawell for years past of the doctrines of spiritualism, took 
place on Monday afternoon. It was well attended, and was 
highly noticeable from the total absence of all the outward 
signs of grief usually manifested on such occasions.

The hearse, as well as the horses and their driver, was 
decked with festoons of evergreens and flowers in place of 
plumes, while on the coffin itself lay two large bouquets. 
Each of those forming the procession was presented with a 
small bunch of flowers to be worn in the buttonhole of the 
coat; and the appearance of the whole was sufficiently sin
gular to attract much attention.

A pretty large crowd assembled in the cemetery, those 
anxious to testify to their respect for the deceased lady being 
supplemented, doubtless, by others who were curious to 
know what description of ceremony would be used. There 
was little to denote a departure from the ordinary usages, 
except a total absence of anything like mourning or regret.

The deceased lady was spoken of, in an address by Mr. 
Walter, as merely having changed her place of existence, and 
to be still capable of watching over and protecting her friends; 
and this, with some reflections on the event, a hymn expres

sive of the soul’s desire for a better world, and a short prayer 
of adoration, completed the ceremony. At an appropriate 
point the coffin was lowered into the grave, still bearing the 
large bouquets, while all present threw those they had worn 
down upon it.

This is as it should be. It is fitting that the banner of the 
Spiritualists should be planted on the mound of the grave. 
Although to the Protestant we are indebted for liberty of 
conscienee and the right of private judgment, we have also 
been debased and degraded by his rigid austerity and his 
glocmy fanaticism. While we press the former to its legiti- 
imate conclusion, absolute spiritual freedom, let us take care 
to avoid the latter. Our places of meeting ought to be and 
will be places of joy, harmony and beauty, fitted with every
thing that can delight the senses (as the Catholic Churches 
are now), and consequently expand the minds. In Catholic 
countries there is poetry even in a beggar’s appeal for chari
ty—he does not solicit aid because he is starving, but for the 
love of the Virgin or St- Lazarus, feeling that, if you be of 
his faith, you cannot reject his appeal, on the higher ground 
he has taken. Spiritualists have no saints, but they will do 
well to reflect that, in such a case, their own developments 
are deeply interested in the answers they make to such ap
peals; and to remember that if their charity be not superior 
to that of their creed-bound neighbors, the poor will be apt 
to ask, f what service are your “ manifestations and mate
rializations” to us and to the world?

But there is no place in which the Spiritualist can show, 
and should show, the truth of the advanced knowledge he 
has acquired so well as at the bedside of the sick, or around 
the couch of death. To him, in all cases, such must be 
posts of triumph. He has no anathemas, no place of tor
ture for the most brutal, the most depraved human being 
that ever existed. He denies that such retrograde after 
death, as is the belief of all credal religionists. His motto 
is progress, and he does not admit that mortals always choose 
the starting point for themselves in another sphere. They 
will there occupy positions for which they have qualified 
themselves on earth; but all, from the least to the best de
veloped, will there enter on a field of progression. Under 
these circumstances, what is Death to the Spiritualist that 
he should be feared? What is the Grave that it should be 
looked upon with horror? R o—others may believe that at 
a distant day their friends may arise, but the Spiritualist 
knows, sometimes by the evidence of all his senses, that 
they are with him now, and therefore he will not, can not, un
duly lament that they have been released from the cages 
of clay in which they have so long been imprisoned. But, 
although we respect not the empty shell of the soul, we re
joice in the loving respect that follows it to the grave and 
covers it with flowers, as in the case of Mrs. Nayler. But 
we feel we cannot add to the description of the funeral in 
the above extract; if is simply beautiful, and in keeping with 
the life of the Spiritualist.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Inquirer, Norfolk, Va.—The Constitution confers power 
on the States to make gold and silver a tender in payment 
for debts. Congress has consequently the same power in 
the District of Columbia, but when it exercises the power 
to make paper a legal tender, and extends its ruling over 
the States, it commits a couple of usurpations not war
ranted by that instrument.

8. W. li., Toronto, Canada.—Though divines manufac
tured the Episcopal prayer-book, the houses of Parliament 
commanded it to be read in churches. Episcopalianism is 
therefore a lay religion, in spite of the apostolic succession 
claimed by it. Latterly, in 1851, the House of Lords, a lay 
court reversed the judgment of the church courts and over
ruled the bench of Anglican bishops on a doctrinal point, 
in the case of Gorham versus the Bishop of Exeter. True, 
the bishops kept their seats, and relinquished the doctrine, 
exhibiting their hu- mility in singular contrast with their 
consistency.

Mechanic, New York.—How dare [you complain of the 
diminution of weight in a ton of coal, and of measure in 
the New Jersey peach basket? Are you not aware that it 
is ordained that “ Congress shall fix the standard of weights 
and measures?” Go to Washington, and look at the costly 
and admirable contrivances there exhibited for carrying 
out that law; and then go home aad burn your coal and eat 
your peaches, at least those on top of the basket, in quiet; 
and thank the government for its kind care and protection 
of the interests.of the millions in this republic in that mat
ter.

Communist, Jamaica, L. I.—The isolated family arrange
ment must go, is going, out of date in all of our larger 
centres. Woman is crucified under it, as Albert Brisbane 
justly says, in advocating his township system. “ There is 
no help for her, with the kitchen hell round her neck.”

Dr. Syntax, Yonkers, N. Y.—Until the State is willing to 
stand fully and entirely “in loco parentis” over all its 
children, and is prepared to do the same in a manner cred
itable to civilization, the law lately passed, compelling their 
attendance at the schools, can only be regarded as tyranni
cal and despotic.

Economist, Stamford, Conn.—It was Dr. Malthus who 
said too many are invited to the feast of life, and it had 
become necessary that some should go without. Joseph 
Arch, the leader of the wretchedly paid agricultural labor
ers of England, may well inquire, “Which! Those who 
put the feast on the table, or those who come for their 
meals with hereditary tickets for soup?”
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Thalia, Frankfort, Ky.—Byron’s famous description of 
the rainbow may be found in the second canto of “Don 
Juan.” It is as follows:

“ It rose, at length, a heavenly chameleon.
The airy child of vapor and the sun;

Brought forth in purple, cradled in vermilion,
Baptized in molten gold and swathed in dun.”

Wat Tyler, Prescott, Fa.—The English police system, from 
Which ours has been copied, was modeled by Sir R. Peel, 
and dates back about half a century. The army of police
men was there introduced, mainly for the purpose of over
awing the working classes, and preventing popular exhibi
tions of their opinions on national questions. They are a 
body of men set apart from and trained to consider 
themselves as from (but not of) the people, whose motto, 
both in London and New York, appears to be, “the pub
lic have no rights which we are bound to respect.”

M. 8. T., Little Rock, Ark.—The revolutionary cry in Eu
rope is Bread! bread! The cry now in New York is 

^ Work! work! This is right. To ask for bread is a degra 
dation, but when willing men demand work and cannot 
obtain it, the degradation lies with those who refuse it.

W. W., Springfield.—We have your order, but cannot 
make out the State. You will probably see this notifica 
tion—please instruct us “ what State” in answer.

International, Plainfield, N. J.—We do not know how 
many votes Mr. Swinton, the Workingmen’s candidate, re
ceived for Mayor of this city. The Graphic first stated that 
the'police declined to count them—then that he received 67. 
His partisans assure us that they can account for over 1,800, 
and believe that the number greatly exceeded that figure.

Paine, Methuchin, N. J.—Until men can measure motives, 
they can only approximate justice in afiixing penalties to 
crime. Advanced Spiritualists believe that at least half the 
crimes, and consequently half the miseries, of humanity, are 
attributable to pre-natal conditions. Under such circum 
stances, the commission of crime is frequently unavoidable. 
To reform society the best way is to reform the conditions 
by which men are surrounded. The poet Byron is correct 
in saying:

“Men are the sport of circumstances; when 
Those circumstances seem the sport of men.”

Notwithstanding this, we hold it to be man’s duty to con
trol circumstances to the best of his ability.

Erratum.—The article in our issue of Nov. 28, page 5, en
titled, “ The Work not Finished,” should have been credited 
to A. D. Wheeler instead of S. D. Wheeler.

ASTROLOGY.
— San Francisco, Cau.-B. Shrafl, says: “Ihad for some 

time past contemplated sending youafew lines on Astrology, 
in order to call the attention of thousands of readers of the 
Banner to it, as it is well worth the careful consideration of 
all thinking minds. Having investigated it myself for some 
time, I know whereof I speak. Prof. Lister, of No. 829 Sixth 
ave., NewYork, has made out my horoscope, and also those of 
a number of my friends, to our highest satisfaction. I think I 
could not write anything more to the point than by quoting 
from a letter of a friend, which runs as follows: ‘ No language 
which I am capable of using can express the unbounded sat
isfaction I have received from a horoscope made out by Pro- 
lessor Lister seventeen years ago; not an incident of my life 
has escaped him; I merely inclosed to him my place of birch, 
date, and hour of the'day and sex, with his fee—five dollars! 
His prompt reply delineated every joy and sorrow of my past 
life exactly as I knew it to have been; at the same time 
pointed out the events of each coming year until death. He 
also suggested the best latitude to locate, and gave me advice 
by which I could have the fullest benefit of the accident of 
life. I have often marked out a different course but have 
been invariably compelled to realize exactly what he has pre
dicted; therefore not a single proof is lacking to establish in 
my mind the certainty of astral influence over this life upon 
earth. I have not had the pleasure of meeting Professor Lis
ter, but hope his knareta will spare his life until 1 can clasp 
his hand and verbally express to him my enthusiasm for the 
science he has espoused and so ably demonstrates.’

“Neither myself nor any of my friends are acquainted with 
Prof. L., nor has ever any correspondence passed between us 
and him except merely giving him our birth, etc., etc. There
fore what I write here for myself, friends, Ido only in justice 
to him for the earnest, life-long study he has devoted to this

^occult science.”—Banner of Light.

of the mighty conflict. Only—now that her arms are weary 
of the fight—let them, like those of Moses of old, be held up 
by loving hands, while she “Smites the foes of Zion and of 
God.”

The Weekly is a keen and mighty “ two-edged sword ” in 
the hands of the angels (and is she not one of them) for smiting 
down the foes of human kind—ignorance and error and 
bigotry and superstition, and the thousand lies and falsehoods 
that obsess and oppress the life of man. The cant, hypocrisy, 
snivel, and the religious and industrial shoddy of the times, 
stand impaled upon the sharp lance of its divine truthfulness, 
while the whole race of respectable shams, the venerable 
simulacrums, the great hideous Juggernauts, and the ever
lasting mumbo-jumbo of this age of unbeliefs and unrealities, 
pause aghast at the spectacle of this heroic little woman, 
who, with spade in hand, and with the angel world singing 
all around her, in the face of a world in arms against her, is 
digging down through the deep quicksands of passion, inte
rest and pride, in search of the “everlasting foundations,” 
whereon to rebuild and reconstruct human life.

From all the indications, we are about to enter upon one 
of those great conflicts that attend human progress—to de
cide finally and forever the meaning of the terms liberty, 
equality, fraternity—whether they are something substantial 
a,nd real, or are only figures of speech, delusions and lies; 
whether man is brother to the prosperity, sunshine and fair 
weather of his fellow-men alone, or to the misfortunes, the 
clouds and storms of life as well; whether he shall be fra
ternal also to the deep and manifold woes and griefs, the 
keen anguish and mortal despair that rack his frame.

Shall we rally round the little heroine who has been so 
grandly sounding the tocsin of the new battle for the rights 
of man and woman, or shall we skulk to the rear in the hour 
of necessity and danger?

The old Latins had a proverb, uLaborare est orare.” Work 
is prayer. That is it. It is just what is needed now-the 
prayer of work. Let every reader of the Weekly make it a 
part of his or her religion to remit to the Weekly one dollar 
as a New Year’s Gift. (Those that are able, let their gift be 
as much larger as their means are more ample and their 
hearts more generous.) This will place the Weekly on its 
feet again, and give the daring little woman who works for 
it a chance to rest without injury to the cause. There is no 
one who cannot practice some little self-denial or economy, 
or perform some small service that will secure to them the 
proper amount. And let it be sent forward without delay. 
The Bible says: “ The prayer of the righteous man availeth 
much.” No doubt of it, for he very likely prayed with his 
hands as well as his heart—prayed the prayer of effort, of 
work, as well as faith. Let the same prayer “avail much” 
now in the present emergency of the Weekly and of the 
cause of truth. Let us all pray. S. A. Merrell, M, D.

NOTE FROM PARKER PILLSBURY.
Concord, N. H., Nov., 187Fx 

Editors Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly:
My subscription, though herewith inclosed, is notfine yet; 

but almost everything except that is now especially due, and 
is with this acknowledged: Sympathy for the sufisring editor, 
and earnest, fervent, I trust effectual, prayer for her speedy 
recovery and return to her post of honor »nd usefulness. I 
say of honor and usefulness, enviable, admirable, however 
now regarded by a blind and bewildered race, that seems 
destined never to know its saviors till it has crucified them.

That fearful hydro thorax, written down as nearly incurable 
in most medical works, I know it well. It attacked me while 
abroad, nearly twenty years, ago, with all its terrors. Three 
eminent physicians, all members of the London Royal Col
lege, were at my bedside every morning for a fortnight, and 
two of them every morning and evening for four weeks. 
With consummate skill they brought me through, my humble 
life-work not being quite done. For just the same reason, a 
thousand-fold magnified, I hold it certain the peerless editor 
of the Weekly will yet be given back to her mission and her 
now fast multiplying friends. Parker Pillsbury.

“LET US PRAY.”
Wichita, Kansas, Nov. 20,1874

With the Weekly of this week comes the statement 
that the brave little woman, that is fighting over again the 
great battle of human freedom, is again stricken down in the 
midst of her arduous and heroic labors; and coupled with it 
is an appeal to the friends of liberty for aid to sustain it in its 
hour of trial; and through it the cause it so ably and elo
quently represents.

It is earnestly to be hoped that this appeal, so just in its de
mands and so vital to the wide circle of reform movements, 
whose defense and advocacy—I had almost said whose exist
ence alike depend upon its prosperity—will not pass un
heeded, but will result in some substantial and permanent 
aid to this noble paper—the organ par excellence of the poor, 
the friendless, the outcast, the oppressed of every age, sex, 
condition and country upon earth.

Let every lover of liberty, every son and daughter of toil 
that reads this paper, come forward at once to the rescue. 
Lift up the fallen and prostrate form of the loved one who 
has so often suffered in the defense of their holiest rights 
and liberties, and who now lies stricken down in the same 
righteous cause. Bear her forward>gain into the forefront

BEECHER AND TILTON.
Mr. Beecher’s counsel and Mr. Tilton’s counsel have in

formed Judge Neilson that they will be ready for trial on the 
8th of December in the case of Tilton against Beecher. Judge 
Neilson, on receiving this notice, immediately ordered a 
special panel of one thousand persons.

There will be those who will think that Judge Neilson has 
ordered an exceedingly large panel, but there will also be 
found a man here and there who will think that if anything 
like ordinary usage is to hold in the choice of those “twelve 
men good and true,” who may be sufficiently idiotic and 
uninformed and unprejudiced to sit upon this case, then he 
had better have ordered a panel of the entire city of 
Brooklyn.—N. F. Telegram.

To me such language sounds like that which was wont to 
be used against the abolitionists. The negroes were advised 
by those who pretended to be speaking in their interests 
avoid the Abolition orators. The language, from the article 
referred to, assumes that it is for the interests of women to 
live with men whom they despise or hate, and to submit 
themselves as wives to their husbands whenever there are 
demands made upon them; which in marriage I am fully 
convinced are repugnant in fully one-half of all the commerce 
that obtains. I ask for the abolition of marriage so that 
women may be emancipated from this condition, so revolt
ing to every conception of purity and virtue. For a virtue 
and a purity that is legal merely and only, is not virtue or 
purity at all in any sense that is elevating or ennobling. 
What I mean by sexual purity and virtue is to never permit 
the bodyto be contaminated by an undesired and consequently 
unnatural approach. The woman who yields herself un
willingly to her husband is just as impure in reality as is the 
prostitute who sells herself for money, since the wife does it 
for a home or because the law has said she must, and not be
cause her nature commends it.

No! whoever sees the interests of women in being held in
this most damning of all conceivable slavery, sees her moral 
and spiritual destruction. The interests of the sex are some
thing wholly different from this. They consist in the owner
ship and control of her body at all times; an ownership and 
control never to be sold, bartered or even given away, but 
only to be exchanged blessing for blessing, where the di- 
vinest love points out the way. In the interests of women 
to be compelled to bear unwilling children! God forbid 
such sacrilege, as all the interests of humanity present and 
future forbid it. “ Better that they should endure their 
hard lot ” than that there should be substituted for marriage 
some better method of caring for them as mothers and for 
their children or progeny! Again I say, God forbid/ 

“Sanctity of the marriage contract.” What sanctity is 
there about a marriage contract if it be not supported by 
love ? All the sanctity there can be about any contract is the 
ability to fulfill it. Now, how can people fulfill a marriage 
contract when the very fact upon whicMfc was made'departs ? 
To live together without love, whether in or out of marriage 
is simply prostitution. The diytmty and all the divinity 
there is in marriage is in theAove out of which it grows; 
when this is gone there can be no marriage that is divine left' 
and every sensible, right-tiinking person knows this to be so’ 
and recognizes it in his.^r her soul if not with the lips ’ 

“The interests of children” that present marriage con
tinue! Who can say this conscientiously, when it is well 
known that fuRV one-half of all children born are undesired 
by their movers, and that it is from these children that the 
criminal/ insane, idiotic and vicious classes are recruited 
From the very moment that wives come to know that the ' 
are enciente they begin to wish to get rid of the prospective 

Encumbrance, and they resort to all sorts of means to accom 
plish it. The capacity to kill-to murder-is thus imprinted 
upon the plastic brain of thousands of children and it * 
these children who are hung for murder; for in this ^ 
alone can the capacity be acquired to perform such a d^f 
And so on down through the whole list of crimes and unfor’ 
tunate things to which the race is subject. Then tell me th t 
it is for the interests of the rising generation that unwilhW 
pregnancy shall continue to be forced upon women bv 
marriage! I say it is the curse of the race. y

It is woman’s right to reign queen in the domain of sex 
and her duty to guard her maternal functions with the most 
zealous care against all unnatural use. Let human bein 
look to the animal kingdom and learn where the sovereie-nfv 
in sex belongs. Everywhere the female rules supreme No 
forcing unwilling and unnatural offspring upon them Th 
choose and from their choice there is no appeal Whv^f 
female brutes were subjected to the sexual slavery from 
which women suffer, the animal species would soon become 
extinct; because constant undesired commerce would 
destroy the capacity to reproduce, as it is rapidly destrovin 
it in women. Twelve thousand childless families in New 
York city alone! A whole volume, unwritten, upon the ex 
tent of abortions and foetal murder, that should suffn«« tn 
face of womanhood with shame. 0

[Philadelphia Ledger—Death Oolumn.'] 
Put away the well worn cradle, 

Marked by Jimmie’s little thumbs; 
Put it in the garret corner 

Till another angel comes.

[From the Daily Herald, Norristown, Pet.]
MRS. WOODHULL ON SOCIAL ETHICS.

8HE REPLIES TO A HERALD CORRESPONDENT—THE REAL 
MEANING OF HER VIEWS OF FREE LOVE.

To the Editor of the Herald—It is a constant source of 
wonder to me how it is that people who pretend to have a 
moderate degree of common sense can so misunderstand the 
real meaning of my views of free love as stated in my lec
tures as the various criticisms that appear would seem to in
dicate that they do.

In an article in your issue of the 9th inst., which I should 
take to he editorial if it were not for one word in the last 
paragraph, the writer “ agrees with the views of your cor
respondent, who, speaking for the interests of her sex and of 
the rising generation, advises all to shun Mrs. Woodhull and 
her lectures.”

It is the merest assumption to say that civilization is a re 
suit of the marriage institution; and even if it were true it 
would be no less an assumption to say that it ought always 
to continue. I recognize that marriage is one of the necessi 
ties of social evolution, and that it has had a part to play in
that drama; but it is no less certain that it will be replaced
by something better, or else there is no evolution, only con 
tinuance. I am even willing to admit, that so long as women 
prefer to rely upon their sex to obtain them a support that 
marriage is a sort of guarantee. But I know that ’to 
woman who has risen into the idea of an individualized 
womanhood, living or consorting with a man for any other 
reason than a desire arising from a pure and holy love is 
revolting. This may be a degraded view of womanhood but 
to me it is the highest that can be taken. It looks to a future 
for woman, when she shall be provided with all the necessi 
ties, comforts and luxuries of life without paying for them 
by her sexual favors. It looks to a time when it will be a 
disgrace for a woman to marry or consort with a man for a 
home or for money; to a time when there shall be no chil
dren born except such as are desired before conception and 
which are born under the fullest inspiration of a divine 
motherhood.

Finally, I wish to call attention to the commentary which 
women accept from men, upon their purity, when they say 
that if women were left free to do as they choose sexually, 
that they would become promiscuous, consorting first with 
this and then with that man, without any love attachments 
at all. Women, is this true? Is this all the honor, all the 
virtue, all the purity you possess? If not, why don’t you 
hurl the foul insinuation in the teeth of those who make it 
instead of joining with them to berate Mrs. Woodhull who
declares precisely to the contrary? With this theught for women, ” ^

I am, respectfully, Victoria C, Woqbhull,
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[From the ClnS^d Times, Nov. 18,1874.1 
the Woodhull.

SHE WANTS TO KNOW “ IB' SHE HAS ANY BIGHTS WHICH 
THE PRESS IS BOUND TO RESPECT.”

To the Editor—Prostrated though I am on a sick-hed, from 
which it is not improbable that I may never rise—brought 
here by a system of outrageous persecution and infamous 
lying, just such as I am about to speak of—the indignation 
that I feel, caused by an article in your paper, will not per
mit me to even rest until I dictate a reply that such conduct 
<on the part of the press so richly deserves. Deserves a reply! 
Nay! Rather merits the vindication of the law for such 
cases made and provided. The papers generally seem to 
J-.hink that they have a carte blanche to pursue me with what
soever gross, unwarrantable and .infamous libels, I pre
sume because, so far, I have permitted them to do so with
out calling them to account. I have allowed their foul mis
representations to pass uurebuked and unnoticed, relying 
upon time and the justice of my cause to vindicate me, and 
to condemn and make them ashamed of themselves for 
having ever pursued a woman so unwarrantably, who was 
laboring against all sorts of odds for the amelioration of the 
unfortunate conditions of her sex, and through them, for the 
.benefit of the race.

The article to which I now refer is in your issue of the 8fch 
mast.—your Paris letter—in which “ Poliuto,” in a sneaking, 
riMinuating way, without the manhood to make a positive 
■ assertion, undertakes to blackguard me as having been turned 
<out of the Grand Hotel when in Paris. He is “ not prepared 
tfco swear to the truth of the report,” but if it be true, why 
tfeeu, so and so. Now, if this sneak of a writer did not know 
+y,w6 the report, as stated, was true, why did he take advan
tage y'our columns, and why did you permit him to do so, 
toS ^nt me in a degrading light before the American

ublic ? it is iust suoh lies as these that tlie preSS a11
over the ^wnttry is ever ready to reprint about me, so that 

v necessai %rdi^gult task may be made still more difficult, 
if not impossi^© M ^somplishment, by having the ears and 

of the people turned and poisoned against me. I re- 
. . “‘■ooli'T.te/’ and upon the Times, that this re
port is an unmitigated and tJat’ if tJere ever waS 
such a report at all, and J do not beheve that there was,
he might have easily learned ™re v Happlyfng at the office of the Grad* Hotel before publishing it
to my detriment. What businetd dad he to snatch up a 
flying report of this kind and circu 5ate .ln.ttus °°"ntrT’ 
when he had the means at hand of de termining whether it 
were true or false before doing me this DOg.
such correspondence, and the journalism thi. ^ things 
sible, are a disgrace to free institutions. It is jus.'su. . g 
as these that make freedom a by-word, and repubi. <3al-11S™ a 
laughing-stock, among intelligent people all over the w or^

But having insinuated the lying report into the minds 0 
his readers, this “ Poliuto ” proceeds upon it as if it wen 
true; as if he were prepared to swear to its truth. “The 
landlord of the French hotel evidently believes that an open 
and professed harlot (as represented by The Phoenix, in this 
article) is more respectable than a woman (Woodhull) who 
claims to be respectable, j et advocates harlotry under the 
title of ‘ free love.’ ” And, finally, he comes to the positive 
assertion in this way: “ How all this may be, I know not. 1 
only know that where the Woodhull received the grand 
bounce (meaning being turned from the Grand Hotel) ‘the 
Phoenix’ receives a cordial welcome” (inthe hotel). Here 
this “ Poliuto ” knows what he first stated as a reportmerely, 
to the truth of which he was not prepared to swear. Is he 
not prepared to swearto what he knows ? It is too palpable. 
This “ Poliuto” siezes upon a pretended report, and because 
it is detrimental to me he introduces it in a sneaking and 
irresponsible way into his correspondence; but forgetting the 
role of the irresponsible, he finally makes a positive assertion 
that the “ Woodhull-Claflin-Blood-combination ” was ac
tually turned out of the Grand Hotel; for this, if not in the 
exact words, is the meaning of what he says.

I repeat again that this is an unmitigated lie. I was never 
received and treated more courteously than at the Grand 
Hotel in Paris. Nor is it true that I left it after remaining 
two days. The whole letter, so far as I am concerned, is 
manufactured, and without a shadow of truth. I have the 
right, therefore, to brand this “ Poliuto” as a wilful libeler; 
as one who deserves to have meted out to him the penalty of 
the criminal law for malicious libel.

This part of the letter, however, is no more false than that 
part in which it is asserted that I advocate harlotry under 
the title of free love. I never advocated harlotry under this 
or any other title. I challenge this “Poliuto,” or anybody 
else, to produce a line that I ever wrote, or a sentence that I 
ever uttered, that, by the remotest construction, could be 
twisted into such an advocacy. I have, on the contrary, 
spoken and written in the most pointed and positive man
ner, at all times and in all places, against the purchase and 
sale of sexual favors, and have declared it to be the curse of 
the race—that error which is leading it onward to physical de
generacy and destruction. Now, where did this “Poliuto” 
get his authority for branding me with harlotry ? If he has 
read my writings or heard my speeches he knows better; if 
he has not, then why does he do this thing? And why does 
the Times indorse it by the publication ? I have been called 
a harlot and an advocate of harlotry by the Times. Is the 
Times prepared to substantiate these charges ? If so, upon 
what testimony ? Surely I cannot be convicted out of my 
own mouth, since I have never uttered any such sentiments; 
and I think the Times would have a difficult job on its hands 
to prove the fact.

In regard to advocating harlotry, I am entitled to be judged 
by my speeches and writings. Now, what have I said upon 
this subject? My speeches are all published and before the 
world. What say these? In the first speech that I ever de
livered upon this subject, entitled “ The Principles of Social 
Freedom,” made in Steinway Hall, Nov. 20, 1871 (page 39), I 
@aid: “Promiscuity in sexuality is the stage of development 
wherein the passions rule supreme. When spirituality shall
§9^ ^ ml paawwvmanwiu fee iwed from its ao*

main and then promiscuity will be impossible. I am fully 
persuaded that the highest sexual unions are those that are 
monogamic, and that these are perfect in proportion as they 
are lasting.” Is this advocating harlotry ? and if not, is this, 
from “The Elixir of Life,” page 10: “ But when the remedy 
(for the present evils) is found, it will be in harmony with 
the highest happiness and the best interests of humanity. It 
cannot be promiscuity, since I am prepared to prove that
a person who follows it from six to ten years becomes 
impotent.” Or again, on page 20 of the same: “I wish to
explain that promiscuousness is not the process by which 
this boon (continuous life) is to be gained. I have been mis
represented in this matter, and I don’t any longer propose 
to leave any possibility of being misunderstood on this 
point.” Or still again, from my last and most analytic speech 
of all upon sexual science, “ Tried as by Fire, or the True 
and False, Socially,” page 15: “Having been generally de
nounced by the press as an advocate of promiscuousness, I 
wish to make myself fully understood on this point.” (Here 
follows a lengthy explanation, concluding thus): “ Will the 
the representatives of the press, who have covered me all over 
with their slime and abuse, correct their foul lies by stating 
these propositions, and, so far as they can, at this late day, do 
me justice ? We shall see.” And so far as the Times is con
cerned, we have seen that it will not.

Therefore, in spite of whatever I may write or say, the 
press will denounce me as the Times continues to do. 
Neither having or desiring to have any conception of what 
I am laboring to effect or of what I teach, they follow me up 
and down the earth as if I were a pestilence that it is their 
duty to combat, willfully and maliciously misrepresenting 
all my acts and views. I have endured this, as I said, until I 
am worn out. Constant drippings wear the hardest stones.
1 am made of no such flinty stuff as to be impervious to the 
constant deluges of filth that are poured upon me. They 
have gradually worn my life away, and I am now, perhaps, 
to finally yield it up a victim to the most outrageous abuse 
that has ever been vented upon mortal. If I die, it will be as 
the victim of just such infamies as this one in the Times. 
Having a right and a duty to go before the world to urge the 
people to greater sexual purity, which I always do, and to 
show them where they are bringing the blight of degeneracy 
upon themselves by unnatural sexual practices and by un
willing child-bearing, the press seem to have combined to 
crush me out before 1 can reach the hearts of the women of 
the country, in whose hands only is there salvation for the 
race; and they consider that any foul language which they 
can invent is a perfectly legitimate weapon with which to 
stab me. I say shame upon the press for thus pursuing me! 
Shame upon men who pretend to have a spark of manhood 
within their souls, that they lie a woman to death. Shame 
upon men who have mothers and sisters, for thus attempting 
to destroy a woman who would bless her sex by what she has 
learned regarding the science of life, of .the fountains of 
life; and shame upon shame upon them for refusing, as they 
'most universally do, to undo their wrongs by publishing 

^ight and the truth when they are shown what it is land
1 6 " nested so to do. Victoria C. Woodhule.are reo.*

attach to it upon me. That is to say, whatever crime or dis
grace there is supposed to be is hot in the facts of the case, 
but in their telling. This is the philosophy of public opinion 
in regard to the foundation of its opinions of me..

But what is this public opinion ? In reply to a recent ap
plication for Mercantile Library Hall, I received the usual 
denial in this language: “ Our directors refuse to allow you 
the use of Library Hall. Their decision is based upon public 
opinion, and not upon what they as individuals might 
think.” Now, one would suppose, if this monster were so 
terribly opposed to me, I should talk to empty benches. 
This, however, I scarcely need say, is by no means so, but 
quite the contrary. My audiences are large, and, in regard 
to intellectual and social status, are composed of the best 
people. The papers constantly repeat this, and I haven’t 
the slightest idea that it would be different in your city. I 
have the best of reasons for believing that there are enough 
good and respectable citizens who wish to hear me lecture to 
fill any of your halls. Nothing more could be said of any 
other speaker.

But what is the practical result of this practice ? Why this, 
that the directors of Library Hall assume for the people of 
Pittsburgh that I am not a proper person to appear before A 
them; they are self-constituted conservators of the public 
morals, as they assume, and they take it upon themselves to 
say, that the people of Pittsburgh shall not have an oppor
tunity to hear me in defense of the theories which have been 
so falsely, and so adversely to me, put before the public. If I 
were to speak in Pittsburgh, it would be natural to suppose 
that if any were to be injured it would be those who should 
hear me. Certainly I couldn’t damage those who should not 
hear me. Now, these directors say to those who would hear 
me, thus: We, knowing better thau you do what you ought 
and what you ought not to listen to, and without consulting 
you or allowing you to exercise your own will in the matter 
in the premises, have denied to Mrs. Woodhull the use of our 
hall, so that you will not have the opportunity of going to 
hear her, be your desire what it may.

I say that such assumption is practically a denial of the 
right of free speech and free investigation ; and as such, di
rectly contravenes both the letter and spirit of the federal 
constitution. I have a right to be heard in the public halls 
of the country under the same rules and regulations that 
others are heard. If the people do not want to hear me they 
will stay away, and I will have the expenses to bear; but if 
they do want to hear me, there is no board of directors of a 
publicly licensed hall in the country who have the right to 
refuse them. I challenge the refutation of this position upon 
the principles of free speech and equal rights to all citizens, 
even women, under the laws. Victoria C. Woodhuli..

Philadelphia, Nov. 5,1874.

, i >ojn the Pittsburgh Leader, Nov. 8.] 
WOODhJJLL vs. THE HALL COMMITTEE. 

rT'hfl fniir/wimr c.''mmunication sufficiently explains itself, 
and"?

of having refused Mrs. WoF^ull the use of Library Hall, at 
the same time declining to jmke any explanation or enter 
into any controversy on the subject. Pd. Leader.]

Editor Leader-1 ask for a little space in your columns, 
in which my name has been siot unfrequently mentioned ad
versely, to ventilate a matter in which I know a considerable 
number of your citizens have an interest, ? number at least 
sufficient to fill even any of your largest halls. J aaJe 
shut out of all of these.'.halls ever since I ventured the 
Beecher-Tilton scandal. Previous feo that I had occuF16 
your best hall, and spoken acceptably to a large audience. 
Since then I have applied repeatedly for the use of the same 
and other halls, and have been refused. Was the exposition 
to which I have referred a sufficient cause for this ? I am 
aware that the public press, tolerably unanimously, have be
rated me in all sorts of ways, called me all sorts of names, 
attributed to me all sorts of vicious and vile theories; but I 
venture to say that not one of them has had any sufficient 
reason, or any reason at all, other than my interference with 
the sanctity of the Church, for their course. Ask any of 
them what it is that they can produce against me that is a 
good reason for the abuse I have received, and, aside from 
this they cnn make no answer. Do they forget, or isn’t it; 
convenient to remember, that what I first published in a® 
classic style has since been repuDHshed with many additional 
facts, and in much more objectic'nable form, by every paper 
of any prominence in the land ? Ii* I am to be ostracised and 
shut out of halls for having done AVhat I did, what should 
those righteous men do about the paV^s that have done so 
much worse than I did? _ ., ,

I have traveled this country over, a.nd spoken in its best 
halls, to as large and as appreciative audiences as any person, 
man or woman, ever had, and from a large proportion of the 
representatives of- the press who have heard me, have re
ceived as flattering notices as anybody. From three Oalla in 
three cities only, am I shut out. Now, what is the inference l 
Why, clearly, that if I am the vicious, vile woman that to® 
representatives of these three halls pretend to think I am, 1 
could not have been received as I have, nor have been spoken 
about in the papers as I have been spoken about. The sub
stance of these notices, aside from whatever they may have 
said about me personally, and of my style, is, “that Mrs 
Woodhull told more truth in one lecture than is apt to be 
heard in a hundred elsewhere—truths not disgraceful to the 
speaker, but disgraceful to the public because they are 
truths. This is the general verdict of all my audiences; but 
ask some one who has never either heard me speak or read 
my writings, and he will declare that I am abominable. 
Why ? Because the papers, in speaking of the Beecher case, 
charge ail the crinpe aii& the disgrace that is supposed to

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS’ LABORS IN BOSTON.
Dear TFee/c/?/—I wish to say to the readers of your beloved 

journal that the people of Boston are participators in the 
pleasure and profit of a course of lectures from Stephen 
Pearl Andrews. It is an opportunity to which my aspira- ^ 
tions have pointed these many months. Through the co
operation of a few scientific and literary gentlemen, a pecu
liar phase of thought is permitted access to a pubfic which it 
will profoundly influence. The alleged discoveries of a great 
thinker are invited to public exposition in the chief literary 
centre of the continent. Although the outlines of Mr. An
drews’ scientific discoveries have been before the world 
several years, it is only quite recently that a considerable 
portion of the public have manifested a disposition to become 
acquainted with his thought. The general feeling that the 
old foundations are insecure is of itself sufficient to give 
birth to a desire to seek other aids. Mr. Andrews is con
fident he has discovered a science of the universe which 
binds into one vast and unitary scheme all special depart
ments of knowledge. This scheme assumes to be the basis 
for a New Universal Philosophy, Polity and Religion. The 
world acknowledges the necessity for such a discovery, and 
is now willing to give audience to the man who has elabo
rated by the untiring labor of twenty years this vast recon- 
ciliative scheme.

Accordingly some of the first scientific thinkers and literary 
men of Boston united in a call to secure Mr. Andrews for a 
course of six lectures on Universology. The opening lecture 
was delivered in Parker Memorial Hall, Monday evening, the 
16th of November. The audience was not large, but select, 
including a considerable number who stand high in the 
literary world. The press was well represented, the Boston 
Evening Journal, Advertiser, Globe and Herald giving cour
teous and appreciative reports. From the respectable old 
Advertiser’s report I will extract the following:

“ UNIVERSOLOGY.
“ Stephen Pearl Andrews inaugurated a course of six lec

tures upon the above-named theme, at Parker Fraternity 
Hall, Boston, on the evening of Monday, Nov. 16th. Ho 
commenced by defining universology as the science of the 
universe, a subject which he said was perhaps as large as any 
other. There were certain principles in all parts of the uni
verse which could he collected together and unified. Phi
losophy had always aimed at this result, but scientific men 
had been specialists. There were three different kinds of 
knowledge—knowing about things, knowing t things and 
knowing how to apply or do things; the latter was art in its 
largest significance, which meant doing. The old philosophy 
generally meant knowing about, aud this he termed iu- 
tegralism.

“ The modern system of differentiation he termed univeis- 
ology, and the practical philosophy or applied science of life 
he denominated pantarchism. He defended his invention of 
new terms at some length, and aptly illustrated the fact that 
one who has advanced ideas finds it utterly impossible to 
express his thoughts in the ordinary current English. Tech
nicalities were the handles by which they could take up more 
than with au ordinary phrase, a statement which he also 
illustrated at some length. He illustrated by a diagram that 
his new science was intended to reconcile all the segments 
of human thought, though it would be simply a reconcilia
tion, not a wiping out of differences.”
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On Tuesday evening, Nov. 17, Mr. Andrews delivered the 
second lecture of his course; subject, “Linguistic, Compara
tive Philology, and the place which Language holds in the 
general scheme of the Scienees; Language a type of the 
Universe; Irregularities of the English Language.”

On this occasion a very appreciative audience assembled, 
including a number of students from Harvard University, 
and prominent literary men, who were apparently attracted 
by Mr. Andrews’ well known linguistic acquirements. The 
lecturer felt that he was understood and appreciated, and so 
his thought flowed into eloquent expression. His profound 
analysis of the true basis of speech, his plausible reasons for 
the expectation of the world’s realizing a common and uni
versal language, together with his black-board illustrations 
of the 'seats [of sound in the vocal organs, challenged the 
closest attention of the whole auditory, and especially that 
portion which were acquainted with phonetic and linguistic 
subjects.

Pour lectures of the course remain to be delivered, which 
will occur on Monday and Tuesday evenings of the 23d, 
24th, 30th and Dec. 1st. The subjects will be;

Nov. 23—“Preliminary Exposition of Universology.”
Nov. 24—“Preliminary Exposition of Alwato, the New 

Scientific Universal Language.”
Nov. 30—“Preliminary Exposition of the Pantarchy; the 

New Universal Institute of Humanity; Universal Govern
ment, Church Social Polity, etc., founded on Science.”

Dec. 1—“ Preliminary Exposition of the New Catholic 
Church, or the Religion of the Future; the two Infallibilities, 
and the Millennium, founded on Science.”

But these public lectures constitute but a small part of the 
work contemplated by Mr. Andrews’ presence among us, 
only a part of which I deem it best to call attention to for 
the present. We have instituded parlor meetings, to which 
we invite those whom we know to be vitally interested in a 
constructive work of industrial aud social reform. And there 
are a large number of intelligent people in and about Boston 
who are inspired with a genuine interest in these meetings. 
Several persons who have achieved great literary reputations 
have favored us with their presence. Mr. Andrews takes a 
leading part in these parlor entertainments. From long ex
perience in imparting his stores of thought to the intelligent 
few in select circles, he has become a master of this method 
of teaching. He wastes no words; is explicit, lucid and 
sympathetic withal. He puts you at ease, and one can ap
proach him with the confidence with which a child goes to 
its parent. Of the personal traits and life-work of this 
greatly misunderstood reformer I shall have more to com
municate on another occasion.

Mr. Andrews was one among the hundreds of invited 
guests at the annual reception of Mrs. Hardy, which came 
off last Thursday evening. He was included among those 
who were called out for a speech. Finally, after the evening 
was far spent and the guests had partaken of refreshments, 
Mr. Andrews was again appealed to for an expression of his 
views upon the question of social freedom, the rights of chil
dren, etc. He replied that he had no desire to intrude un
welcome topics upon such an occasion; but the importunity 
to hear him became so general that he yielded in a speech of 
Upward of an hour. The closest attention was given to the 
close. He insisted that the question of social freedom had 
the same logical basis as that of political or of religious free
dom. At the same time he surprised many present with his 
view of the high moral obligations which freedom imposes 
upon the members of the community. Freedom from legal 
interference with what alone concerns the individual was 
one thing; but what constitutes the proper use of freedom 
was quite another thing.

Universology, as a unitary and universal science, recog
nizes a soul of truth in all the great institutions of the past, 
and the legitimacy of the successive steps which have been 
taken in social evolutions. But it also proposes a new use 
of old and new materials for the eomplete reorganization of 
society in harmony with the principles embraced in this new 
universal science. It is proposed to establish centres of the 
new organization in the leading cities of this country. A 
nucleus was begun in NewYork several years ago, nowin 
successful operation. Another is just being established in 
Boston. Such features of the new organization as properly 
belong to the public will be communicated in due time.

I shall have more to say of Mr. Andrews and his connec
tion with this work on another occasion.

Mr. Andrews puts a high value upon the work which 
Mrs. Woodhull and the Weekly have done and are doing 
to secure the practical recognition of freedom in the social 
sphere. I never heard him express aught but generous appre
ciation both of the woman and her mission; but he believes 
that the battle for social freedom has been fought to a suc
cessful issue, and that Mrs. Woodhull has now an equally 
important mission as a co-worker in the building of the new. 
More anon. E. Whipple.

Cob. Windsor and Westminster sts.,
Boston, Nov. 23,1874.

A CHINESE MISSION.
“At a numerous and influential meeting of the Chinese 

residents in Melbourne, it was resolved, in view of the de
plorable paganism which prevails, to establish a mission in 
Melbourne, Victoria, to bring its benighted inhabitants to a 
knowledge of Confucius and of the pure morality which he 
taught. Careful inquiries and prolonged observations have 
convinced the promoters of this movement that the popula
tion of this colony is sunk in the grossest idolatry, and that 
they worship medals of gold and silver, stamped with the 
portrait of the reigning monarch. Certain temples, called 
banks, are erected as the shrines of these pocket deities; and 
so abject is the condition of thousands of idolaters, that they 
not only adore gods of gold and silver, but they also worship 
those human beings who possess the largest collection of 
them. Desirous of reciprocating the zealous efforts of British 
missionaries in China, the Chinese residents in Melbourne 
purpose sending English-speaking and highly-educated Man
darins into the Metropolis find country toinis of Australia

With a view of weaning their inhabitants, if possible, from 
the degrading worship of that god who bears the name of 
Mammon. Our sacred book tells us, ‘ Contentment fur
nishes constant joy; much covetousness constant grief. To 
the contented even poverty is joy; to the discontented even 
wealth is a vexation.’ Now, we perceive that among the 
idolaters and pagans calling themselves Christians there is 
much covetousness and no contentment; therefore we de
sire, as fellow-beings created by the same Divine Power, to 
bring our Victorian and Australian brethren to a knowledge 
of the truth, as it is in Confucius, and convert them from 
the error of their ways.”

[The above, we are informed, is copied from the Queensland 
Advertiser, of Australia, but we are indebted for it to the 
Shaker and Shakeress, of New York.]

PUT THAT AND THAT TOGETHER.
The extracts below are both from the New York World of 

November 22d:
“ Woman suffrage suffered a disastrous defeat in Michigan. 

The strong-minded women set their hearts upon a triumph 
for their cause in that State, and there is reason to believe 
from the exultant tone of their newspaper organs that they 
were sanguine of success. Led by the indomitable Mrs. 
Cady Stanton, they stumped the State with vigor and car
ried their appeal to every household. The returns of the 
vote on the woman suffrage amendment to the Constitution 
foot up: For suffrage, 36,000; against suffrage, 126,000. The 
strong-minded are in a minority, therefore, of 90,000. It is 
evident that among the many things that the recent elec
tions smashed, female voting was one, and that it will have 
to be laid away with the third term, sumptuary legislation, 
Ben Butler, and other^dead, things.”

“ The employment of women as telegraph operators is hav
ing a good effect. Low jests and vulgarity along the lines 
have grown less frequent, and an intimation that there is a 
female operator on a circuit puts a quietus on the most viru
lent blasphemers.”

Now let our readers and the public''generally read, mark, 
learn and inwardly digest the latter statement, and instruct 
us why the presence of woman in our halls of legislation 
would not prove equally beneficialV

SEXUAL SCIENCE ETHICALLY CONSIDERED.
Sexuality being the basis of all life, we must here begin to 

build up all systems which are to be of any lasting service to 
humanity in its career of unfoldment. Everything that 
tends to the advancement of mankind has a sexual founda
tion ; without it, it is like a house built upon the sand at the 
mercy of the watery element. In all the affairs of life, if we 
will but investigate, we can readily discover the current that 
carries forward the revolving wheel of progression.

All life is sexed, for underlying it is the divine principle, 
the very essence of sexual quality. This sexual principle 
pervades every atom in nature, and is the summum-honum of 
all that is. Sexual science in all its [phases has been well- 
nigh universally discarded by the people; for they have not 
comprehended the grand underlying and creative principle 
which characterizes sex. They have been taught by the 
church and psuedo-moralists to view all sexual topics as 
sensual and degrading, thus giving an unchaste bias to their 
minds; whereas, were sexual ethics more thoroughly under
stood and freely conversed upon, with a reverential knowl
edge of its exalted and divine nature, it would be some
thing no longer to be kept in the domain of silence, in the 
varied circles of society; for clothed in purity—-a scientific 
knowledge—it would send a thrill of joy through the human 
soul divine.

The vital and most important of all subjects—the sexual 
relations of mankind—is carefully excluded, if not from the 
domain of thought, at least from the arena of general con
versation, and this studied exclusion, guided by ecclesiastical 
piety, stamps the general mind with the impression that 
there is some immorality or vulgarity naturally inherent in 
one of the most exalted relations, in which God, in his in
finite wisdom, has placed us. We cannot conceive, with our 
limited knowledge, of a more exalted and divinely-ruled 
relation in the universe than that of the sexual, save one, 
and that is the life-sustaining relation between the author 
of our being and all life, and ourselves..

Can a spiritually-developed soul—one conscious of the 
power, goodness and wisdom of the eternal creative energy, 
comprehending in a large degree the operation of divine 
laws in nature—we say, can such a soul, well rounded out in 
the unfolding harmonies of nature, be conscious of any feel
ing of shame or self-debasement in the contemplation and 
free interchange of thought with others, upon this most vital 
question affecting the weal or woe of humanity ? And the 
answer comes reverberating back from Heaven’s highest 
spheres, “No, never! the depths of hell are not stirred by 
such instrumentalities; the relation assumes just such a com
plexion as the mind of man clothes it with.

Sexual ethics, born of a progressive enlightenment, is a 
new study of mankind, and requires time for the educated 
biased mind to become familiar with it, so that it can see 
within it the developing germs of progress. There is nothing 
that glorifies the divinity in man so much as a correct knowl
edge of the sexual relations in their widest scope, both physi
cally and spiritually considered, and a wise determination, 
based upon that knowledge, to use in moderation by natural 
methods the procreative function, and not abuse it by ex
cessive, unintelligent and hurtful exercise. Humanity cries, 
from the most interior depths of its being, for reformation in 
the existing status of our misguided, because ignorant, 
sexual relations. Purity based upon knowledge—the corner
stone of all advancement—demands a higher state of sexual 
activity, in accordance with natural law, to meet the growing 
requirements of the people; therefore, in harmony with this 
demand, the community must be educated in a new system 
of ethics, recognizing the sexual relations as the basis of all 
living reform .

The people §.re, as a mass, almost entirely Ignorant of therr

mental or spiritual natures, and eenseqh ently with the 
physical functions corresponding with the inferior demands 
of their natures; aud as ignorance is inimical 1>'J progress, so 
must man first learn of the laws which govern his being, 
before he can with an intelligent mind guide and control his 
desires, passions and emotions, and thus evolve his highest 
good out of his previous ignorant and bigoted conditions. 
Schools should he instituted all over the land, with the m^in 
object of instructing the people in the grand, but as yet mys
terious science of life, and especially as applicable to th® 
domain of sexuality. This is the primitive and fundamental 
source of all useful knowledge, out of which all secondary 
or formative knowledge would arise to bless rather than to- 
curse humanity, as is now apparently the case. Humanity 
is to-day suffering inconceivable misery from a want of a 
knowledge of the proper j-plation of the sexes for the propa
gation of the species, and a pyore beautiful and symmetrical 
unfoldment of their interior spiritual powers. Are there no 
Saviors to dispel the darkness and- install the light ? Yes, 
numbers there are, if they will but ei?ter the field of social 
martyrdom and perform the work that is awaiting them; 
there is no lack for opportunities. All that is required is a 
fearless, earnest and truthful spirit to direct thena ..and urge 
them in its accomplishment.

All influences which tend to disturb, or are intendev^ to 
thwart the grand creative design of human development, a/'e 
but agencies, which stimulate the appetite of man for more 
spiritual light, and the desire for increased strength to over
come all obstacles in the way of advancement. Therefore,, 
fellow-laborers and co-workers in the cause of humanity, lefe 
us not be discouraged in our noble work by the intrigues,, 
sophistries and persecutions of the enemies of sexual free
dom and enlightened lives: they but add zest to our pioneer 
and comprehensive work. Let us endeavor to float un
harmed above their scorn and contumely, and show them by 
our acts that right has nothing to fear from the falsities of un
developed conditions, hut will eventually triumph over the 
machinations of the ignorant and prejudiced hordes of 
humanity.

The truths of sexuality—those underlying and unvarying 
principles of all reformatory action—must be scientifically 
explained and fully elucidated by the simple, yet beautiful, 
processes in nature, to the unfolding minds of all honest, 
earnest, and truth-seeking souls, before there can he that de
cided advancement in human life, that we so much desire.- 
Mankind must be taught that there is a science which, when 
comprehended in its fullness, unlocks the door to all other 
sciences—and this is the knowledge of a grand universal and 
persistent effort in nature to equalize the positive and! 
negative forces in her domain, which law constitutes the> 
science of life or the evolving and health-contributing mo
tions of the sexual forces. All life is but this progressive 
tendency to sexual equilibrium, and the nearer we approach 
to this divine consummation the more exalted will be our 
thouj. fits and actions in life.

The truth of sexual subordination, as evidenced in the law 
of adaptability—or the fundamental principle of sexual im- 
partation and receptivity—is unrevealed and unknown to the 
great majority of Earth’s children to-day, although Nature, 
in her evolutionary strides, stamps it in indelible characters 
upon all her works. A few advanced minds may comprehend 
—in varied degrees—the force and universality of this vital 
law, for Nature in her beautiful processes and irresistible un» 
foldments reveals it to highly intuitive and truth-loving 
minds. Mystery dissolves at the approaching dawn of intui
tion and of reason’s highest power. All Nature displays the 
beautiful action of the positive or male forces over those of 
the negative realm of being; it is both attractive and diffusive 
in its character—attractive to the negative principle on its 
own plane of development, and diffusive to the positive ele
ments on a lower plane of unfoldment. This is a law in Na
ture and binds and combines, atom with atom, throughout 
the universe in one living, loving embrace.

The adaptability of forms, as witnessed in Nature, consti
tutes and reveals the very essence of sex-qualities as existing 
in the interior or spiritual domain of causation. These forms 
in endless variety, indicate an infinite expression of the dual 
principle in Nature, and prove the oosmical character of sex 
in the manifestation of spirit through matter. All physical 
forms are but ultimations of spiritual entities, and correspond 
in degree with the sexual unfoldment of the divine powers, 
only existing as the refinement of matter is adapted to their 
manifestation. The superior human development, as mani
fested in the form of man, is continually exalting the grow
ing tendencies of the life-principle in matter, until sexuality, 
even in a more complex form than that of the human, will be 
the result of the evolutionary processes of Nature. Shall the 
economy of God in its ultimate expression find its manifesta
tion in the human form ? our intuitions declare to the con
trary, and we feel that higher forms are in embryo in Na
ture’s womb awaiting fitting times for their birth. Between 
the poles of life’s ever varying phases, we behold every de
gree of derivative virtue; that is, the power and strength of 
the sex-principle is manifested in varying degrees, from the 
blending of the crude sexual forces in inorganic matter, up 
to that of the complex spiritual forces inherent in the human 
soul.

Sexual purity is determined by the degree of freedom in 
sexual action, and when there is any embarrassment or ob
stacle in the exercise of such freedom, we find in correspond
ing degree, inharmony, disease and sexual deterioration or 
unehastity. The only method to secure an exalted and pure 
sexual relation is through the godlike power, which freedom 
confers upon all who are unfolded and receptive to her just 
decrees. Freedom is a high and exalted spiritual condition, 
and any one who is undeveloped in his or her nature cannot 
enjoy the pure sweets of a holy freedom, whether in the sex
ual or any other relation in life.

Nature in her expression of divine thought, draws no line 
of cleanness or uncleanness, of purity or unchastity in her 
methods of externalizing the secrets of her domain—which 
are the spiritual forces of the universe. The act of sexual 
intercourse—however vitiated it maybe under present social
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conditions—is, when sanctified by pure and holy motives, 
arising from an enlarged degree of sexual knowledge, as 
grateful to the consciousness of God and his disciplined hosts 
on earth as are any of the other processes of life which 
build up and maintain the integrity of the human constitu
tion. There can be nothing degrading in this spontaneous 
impulse of our natures when unenforced; for it is one of 
God’s methods, in his divine creative wisdom, of bringing 
about a condition of harmony or a sexual equilibrium. Can 
we, as the result of such an act, impute to the evolving spirit 
of the universe anything of a mean, unchaste or degrading 
character in his grand designs of development? No, igno
rance and self-debasement alone could do this.

All along Nature’s lines of developing agencies, sexuality 
is the grand underlying and vital principle of her formative 
processes; without it all would be in a chaotic or unorgan
ized condition. The more complex the form in nature is, 
the more active and exalted do we find this organizing power 
vibrating through life, with a continuous conatus to equalize, 
as we have said before, the sexual forces. These forces are 
the ultimate analysis of all life, proving the duality of God 
and the dual functions of Nature.

David S. Cadwalladeb.
Philadelphia, Aug, 1874.

TAKING THE VEIL.
The veil was taken. And her calm,[pale face 

Smiled sadly on me as she said good-by;,
No quiver on the lip my gaze could trace,

No tear-drop glistened in her young, bright eye.
’Twas the black veil. And yet I could not see 

Upon that radiant face one sign of sorrow;
She parted; just as oft she’d said to me,

“ I’ll meet you at the same place, dear, to-morrow.”
But now the veil was taken. And she said.

With just her olden thrill of girlish laughter,
“ I can’t come out to-morrow; but instead

I’ll meet you here, dear Charlie, the day after.”
And so the veil was taken. All in vain 
I’d tried upon her bonnet-top to cock it;

So drew it off to kiss; ran for the train,
And took the veil—Jane’s veil—home in my pocket.

Two hair pins to her chignon fastened it,
Which very quickly I had disconnected;

On these incontinent I chanced to sit—
Then how I took the veil I recollected.

—Tinsley's Magazine.

DAVIS’ DEVILS.
BV W. E. JAMIESON.

Tba Hon. A. G. W. Carter has something to say, in his in
teresting way, in a late number of the Banner of Light, about 
A. . J Davis’ diakka. Spiritualism is getting to be so respect
able that it is orthodoxized. A troop of devils are engaged 
for religious services. Our Christian Spiritualists swallow 
the Bible, Jesus and the “good Lord;” but they forget the 
devils.

Judge Carter says:
“We must not judge or condemn these diakka; they occu

py an important place in the economy of the spirit world, 
and the earth, and their relations. They are great and useful 
ieonoclasts [the Judge italicizes this word] if not instructors 
and constructors; they are revolutionists if not reformers in 
religion, society, government and politics; and the old must 
be brushed away to give room for the new. They have their 
uses in the best sense that Emanuel Swedenborg, in his 
works, gives to that term.”

If the diakka are such a useful order, then such iconoclasts 
as Bro. Colby and myself need have no objection to being 
classed with them. I had supposed the diakka to be a bad 
lot; but as they are revolutionists, like Thomas Paine and 
other heroes of American Independence, we can depend 
upon it, if the Judge is not mistaken, that they have been, 
like Paine, shamefully traduced. Hurrah for the diakka.

1 had labored under the impression that Davis’ diakka (he 
has a patent on them) were the Spiritualists’ devils. The 
Judge himself, in one part of his communication, seems to 
entertain this idea, for he says: “ Before purity and sincerity 
they will vanish like the mist.” Eureka! Well,what? Why, 
this is the profoundest discovery of the age. All that is now 
necessary for any conservative Spiritualist, who has any 
misgiving of his or her purity and sincerity, is to ascertain 
whether the diakka can approach and intrude. If the diakka 
embrace you you are not pure. “Am I pure?” tremulously 
inquired a young unmarried female of forty-five summers, 
at a circle. There came in response three well-defined 
knocks, signifying “Yes.” “Great God!” exclaimed the 
young woman, “what a test!”

Mr. Swedenborg came to the Judge to post him about this 
question of diakka—purity. He gave the Judge a recipe:

“To avoid such control, first know you are pure and sin
cere, and no spirit below your plane will dare to intrude him
self or herself upon you.

That is how it is done. As one’s judgment of one’s self is 
apt to be warped, and the estimate which friends and ene
mies place upon us is either partial or prejudicial, the only 
remaining method to settle the momentous question is to ask 
the spirits. That will settle it. “Are there any diakka hov
ering about me by day, or gently meandering around my 
slumbering form in the stilly watches of the night?” If the 
solemn answer comes back, “Nary a diakka,” you are safe, 
my friend. Thenceforward you can proudly tread your path
way of purity with the unmistakable air of conscious inno- 
cency—no matter what you do. Your fellow men and women 
will look upon you as perfected, signed, sealed, sanctified— 
labeled for the seventh sphere, where the diakka cease from 
troubling and the wicked are at rest.

We must all be guarded.and not speak lightly of so grave a 
subject, for the diakka are plentiful this year. Judge Car
ter says: “There is one thing clear, that these”diakka or 
fantastic or mixed spirits, are very numerous and abundant, 
and take any and every opportunity to obtrude themselves.”
He dmmbm ^thena m “saisoMevous,” Putting thig mi

that together,” some people draw an inference without any 
reverence in it, that the diakka are the souls of American 
news-boys! The description given of the diakka fits them 
exactly. This age does abound in wonderful discoveries.

The enterprise of our Spiritualist brethren is commenda
ble. They do not propose to allow orthodoxy a monopoly of 
the Devil business. Bro. Davis will probably next get a rev
elation that there is a charcoal hell over there. It would be 
an excellent adjunct to Sister Hardinge’s liturgy.

So it goes. The grafting of the myths and fables of religion 
upon Spiritualism mar'and never beautify its philosophy.

I would rather be an iconoclastic devil, demolishing the 
idols of superstition, than a god manufacturing them.

----------- 4----------------- —
BUSINESS EDITORIALS.

Mbs. Mubb, Clairvoyant, Business and Healing Medium, 
cures all diseases by the laying-on of hands. Also, magnetic, 
positive and negative pills guaranteed to cure any disease. 
Seances fifty cents. Mrs. Murr, 428 Ninel eenth street, Phila.

E. M. Elagg, dentist, 79 West Eleventh street, New York 
city. Specialty, artificial dentures.

Db. L.K. Coonley has removed from Vineland to Newark 
N. J. Office and residence No. 53 Academy street, where 
he will treat the sick daily and receive applications to lec
ture Sundays in New Jersey, New York or elsewhere in 
the vicinity.

The Universal Association of Spiritualists, Primary Coun
cil No. lof Illinois, meets every Sunday at 3:30 p.m., at 
Parlor 16,181 Clark st. corner of Monroe, Chicago. Eree 
conference and free seats.

Ebnest J. Witheeobd, Cor. Sec.

Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at his 
office, No. 25 East Twenty-first street near Broadway

Chas. H. Eosteb, the renowned Test Medium, can be 
found at No. 14 West Twenty-fourth street, NewYork City,

Fbiends in Chicago can find a pleasant home, with board 
at a fair price, at 49 Walnut street.

BST’ Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen 
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is 
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on 
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able 
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,

Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y„ Box 44.

R. W. Hume, Associate Editor of Woodhull & Claflin’s 
Weekly, is prepared to deliver lectures on Radical Spiritu
alism, and on all the reforms of which it is the base. For 
further particulars, list of lectures, etc., address box 3,791 
New York City.

The Michigan State Association of Spibitualists 
will hold their Ninth Annual Convention in Stuart’s Hall at 
Battle Creek, Michigan, commencing on the second Friday 
in December, 1874, at 2 o’clock p. m., and continue its sessions 
until Sunday evening, December 13. The platform will be 
free for the discussion of all questiions tending to instruct 
and improve the mind and elevate humanity. Good speakers 
are expected to be in attendance, and a cordial invitation is 
extended to all speakers and mediums. Let there be a grand 
rally of the Spiritualists from all parts of the State and also of 
adjoining States. The Spiritualist Society of Battle Creek will 
make an effort to entertain (free) as large a number as 
possible. Arrangements will be made with the hotels of the 
city for reduced rates for those who prefer their accommoda
tions. Come one, come all, and let us reason together.

E. C. Manchesteb, President.
Battle Cbeek, Nov. 2,1874.
Spiritual papers please copy.

Db. R. P. Fellows, the great healer, announces to the 
afflicted who have heretofore been unable to avail themselves 
of his remarkable healing power, that he is now within their 
reach, and that they can be treated just as effectually at their 
homes as at his office by means of his Magnetized Powder, 
which he thoroughly magnetizes, and when taken commences 
upon its healing mission with marvelous effect. Invalids who 
bave been looked upon as tottering on the brink of the 
grave have been restored to perfect health by one or two 
boxes of this potent remedy. $1 per box.

Address; Vineland, N. J.

C. W. Stewakt may be addressed, till further notice, at 
McHenry, Illinois.

Capt. H. H. Bbown and Fannie M. Bowen-Bbown, 
who have been successfully lecturing and holding sceances 
in Iowa for the last six months, have arranged their plans in 
the same State as follows: Along the line of the C. & N. W. 
R. R, and its connections during November; over the S. C. 
& P. R. R., and its northern and eastern connections, in the 
first part of December, and the latter part of December and 
January along the C. & R. I. R. R. Parties desiring their 
services can address them at Mo. Valley, Iowa. After Jan. 
will go East if desired.

Pabkeb Pillsbuby, of Concord, N. H., is at present ful
filling an engagement with the liberal societies of Toledo, 
Ohio, and Battle Creek, Michigan. Two Sundays in a month 
at each, with headquarters at the former place.

T. S. A. Pope, Inspirational Speaker, is on his way East 
from Chicago. Societies desiring his services will please ad
dress him, care oUDr, E, Woodruff,[44 Canal street, Grand 
Rapids, Mioh,

Pbof. Listeb, the astrologist, can be consulted at his rooms 
No. 329, Sixth avenue. Address by letter, P. O. Box 4829.

Mbs. Nellie Davis will lecture in Cleveland, Ohio, during 
December. Societies, East or West, desiring her services, can 
address her at 235 Washington St., Salem, Mass.

J*E. J. Withefobd, trance and physical medium.Public 
seances Thursdays and Sundays at 8 p. M., at 409 W. Madison 
street, Chicago, 111.

[Cibculab.]
BUREAU of CORRESPONDENCE

OF THE PANTABCHY.
The increasing number of letters of inquiry, addressed to 

Mb. Andbews personally, and to others known to be asso
ciated with him, in respect to the nature, purposes, progress 
and prospects of the Pantarchy, suggest the propriety of 
organizing a branch or bureau of its operations for the ex
press purpose of answering such and similar inquiries, as 
well as for the relief of the parties so addressed, whose time 
has, heretofore, been gratuitously given to the writing of 
replies.

There are two other kinds of letters sent in a steady cur
rent for many years to the same quarter. The first are letters 
of inquiry touching social difficulties, and asking for advice 
or consolation, in the thousand trying conditions in which 
married and unmarried persons, men and women, find 
themselves involved. The others are letters asking specific 
information, on matters of reform, spiritualism, unitary life, 
the new language, and the like; and even on a variety of 
topics, concerning science, business, and miscellaneous sub
jects.

To serve this great want; to organize and economize labor; 
and to extend this method of giving information into a sys
tematized iir stitution for the use of the whole community 
this Bureau formed. The aggregate of small fees, will, it 
is hoped, urnish a means of support to one or several of the 
wisest and best of the men or women most versed in the 
social reform, and in universological science, and prove of 
great use to many an aching heart and to many an inquiring 
mind. The Bubeau of Cobbespondence will undertake to 
answer any question (admitting of an answer) upon any 
subject, and in case its efforts are appreciated will take the 
necessary steps to enlarge its connections and means of in
formation to that end. In the meantime, if the question is 
of a kind which the Bureau is unable to answer, the fee will 
be returned.

The fees .charged are as follows: For a reply on postal card 
to a single inquiry, 10 cents; for a letter of advice, informa
tion (more at large), or sympathy and consolation, 25 cents. 
In the latter case, the letter of inquiry must contain a stamp, 
for the answer. No increase of charge on account of the diffi
culty of obtaining the information, except in special in
stances, which will be arranged by correspondence. News
papers inserting this circular, can avail themselves of the aid 
of the Bureau without charge.

Stephen Peael Andbews.
Theodoba Freeman Spencer, ]
John G. Robinson, M. D., ™
Asenath C. McDonald, ( Board of Managebs.
David Hoyle, J
Address Mr. David White, Sec. B. C. P., 75 W. 54th St 

New York.

PROSPECTUS.
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.

[The only paper in the World conducted, absolutely, upon the 
Principles of a Free Press.']

It advocates a new government in which the people will be 
their own legislators, and the officials the executors of their 
will.

It advocates, as parts of the new government—
1. A new political system in which all persons of adult 

age will participate.
2. A new land system in which every individual will be en

titled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
3. A new industrial system, in which each individual will 

remain possessed of all his or her productions.
4. Anew commercial system in which “cost,” instead of 

“demand and supply,” will determine the price of every
thing and abolish the system of profit-making.

5. A new financial system, in which the government will 
be the source, custodian and transmitter of money, and 
in which usury will have no place.

6. A new sexual system, in which mutual consent, entirely 
free from money or any inducement other than love, shall be 
the governing law, individuals being left to make their own 
regulations; and in which society, when the individual shall 
fail, shall be responsible for the proper rearing of children.

7. A new educational system, in which all children born shall 
have the same advantages of physical, industrial, mental 
and moral culture, and thus be equally prepared at maturity 
to enter upon active, responsible and useful lives.

All of which will constitute the various pai-ts of a new so
cial order, in which all the human rights of the individual 
will be associated to form the harmonious organization of the 
peoples into the grand human family, of which every person 
in the world will be a member.

Criticism and objections specially invited.
The Weekly is issued every Saturday.
Subscription price, $3 per year; $1.50 six months; or 10c. 

single copy, to be had of any Newsdealer in the world, who 
can order it from the following General Agents:

The American News Co., New York City;
The New York News Co., New York City;
The National News Co., New York City;
The New England News Co., Boston, Mass.;
The Central News Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
The Western News Co., Chicago, 111.
Sample copies, mailed on application, free.
Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin, Ed

itors and Proprietors.
Col. J. H. Blood, Managing Editor.
All communications should be addressed

Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.
Box 3,781, Kewyork City,
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MAGNETIC HEALING INSTITUTE
|j 314 EAST NINTH STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

This Institute, organized upon the combined principles of

CL ATTTV O Y A.3ST CE,
MA-aiSTETISM and

MELICIINSE,
Makes a specialty of all those diseases, which, by the Medical Faculty, are usually considered incurable. Among these may be mentioned

PARALYSIS,
SCROFULA,

RHEUMATISM,
DYSPEPSIA,

EPILEPSY,
CHOREA,

NEURALGIA,

CHRONIC DIARRH
Diseases of the Liver, Spleen and Kidneys, and especially

BBIG-HTS DISEASE,
AND

A. 11 T> iseases IPeculian? to "WTmexi.
. .-^n ol^ss of complaints some of the most extraordinary discoveries have recently been made, which surmount the difficulties that have heretofore

stood in the way of their cure. That terrible foe to human life,

Is also conquered by a very simple, but recently-discovered remedy, which by chemical action upon the diseased fungus causes it to separate from the surround
ing parts and to slough off, leaving behind only a healing sore. & i

The peculiar advantage which the practice at this Institution possesses over all others is, that m addition to all the scientific knowledge of Medical 
.therapeutics and Remedial Agents, which the Faculty have, it also has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases through

/ CLAIRVOYANCE,
• As wel1 as the scientific administration of ANIMAL AND SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM in all their various forms.

The Best Clairvoyants and Magnetic Operators are Always Employed.
, Vf* cctf^ination of remedial means can safely be relied upon to cure every disease that has not already destroyed some vital internal oro-an No mat-

In addition to the cuie of disease, Clairvoyant consultations upon all kinds of business and upon all forms of social affairs 
The very best of reference given to all who desire it, both as to disease and consultations.
Reception hours from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in person can apply by letter. Medicine sent to all parts of the world.

can also be obtained.

All letters should be addressed, MAGNETIC HEALING INSTITUTE,
13i41EASTPIIMTH STB, m%W YOH'K

Inflammation of the Kidneys, Stomach and Bowels
Cured.

New York, July 20, 1870.
For several years I have been suffering from an acute disease (inflam

mation of the kidneys and upper part of the stomach and bowels), for 
which I had been treated by several of the most eminent and successful 
physicians in the vicinity of New York, but without success. *My disease 
seemed to have assumed a chronic form, and I had almost despaired of 
«yer being cured. ^Hearing ©f their success in the treatment of all chronic 
diseases, I determined to try their skill, and I am now thankful that I 
did, as after the very first operation I commenced to improve, and now 
after a few weeks, I am well, or nearly so.

Hoping that this may induce others who need their services to test 
their skill, I cheerfully give this testimony in their favor, and hope that 
they may be the means of restoring hundreds of those suffering as I di*d 
t© health and strength. John A. Vanzant.

Spring valley, N. Y,

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys Cured.
® New York City, Nov. 8, 1869. 

Eight yeais ago I was tuken with bleeding from the kidneys whi 
has continued at intervals ever since. All the best physicians did me 
go°cL aaa fin-ally gavf a® up as an incurable case §£ Bright' "''

My $4$ 2#g* kopfy m4 I M m

I had become so weak that I could scarcely walk a block. A friend ad
vised me to go to the Magnetic Healing Institute, and see what could be 
done for me there. I went, and after being examined was told I eould 
he cured only by the strictest Magnetic treatment. The first operation 
affected me strangely, sending piercing pains through my back and kid
neys; but I began to improve at once, and now, after one month’s treat
ment, I have returned to my employment and can walk several miles 
without fatigue. I can be seen at 101 Clinton avenue, Brooklyn, or at 
23 South street. New York. T. P. Richardson.

Inflammation of the Face and Eyes Cured.
New York City, June 21, 1869.

I had been afflicted for several years by a serious inflammation of the 
face, involving the eyes, which were so bad that at times I could not see at 
all. One eye I thought entirely destroyed. I tried various remedies and 
the most eminent physicians, but could not even get relief, for the most 
excruciating pain accompanied it. As a last’ resort I applied at the Mag
netic Healing Institute. They explained my disease and said it could bo 
removed. Though thoroughly skeptical, I placed myself under treat” 
ment, and, strange as it may seem, am now, after six weeks’ treatment, 
entirely cured; the eye I thought destroyed, is also restored. I consider 
my case demonstrates that the mode of treating diseases practiced at th# 
Institute is superior to fill others, ag I had tried them all without-Wo#.

f mm fiotebn3 #liff
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GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE.
SHORT LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT BY THE OLD ESTABLISHED AND

Popular Route via NIAGARA PALLS SUSPENSION BRIDGE or BUFFALO AND MICHIGAN GEN 
TRAL AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY LINE to Detroit and Chicago without change of cars, makin 
close connection with all Railroads leading out oi Chicago to all points in the great West.

Throush Tiosbts to all important towns, an 1 general, information may he obtained at the Company 
office, 849 Broadway (corner of Leonard street), New York.

Condensed. Time Table. 
WESTWARD FROM NEW YORK,

Via Erie & Mich. Central & Great Western R. R’s

STATIONS. Express. Express
Mail.

STATIONS. Express.

6.45 p. h.
8 40 “ 10.45 “ 7.00 “
9.15 “ 11.15 “ 7.20 “

3%»,squehanna . ............... .. 3.40 p. M. 8.12 p. m. “ Susquehanna....................... 2.43 A. M.
4.40 “ 9.20 “ 3.35 IS
6.39 “ 12.16 A. M. 5.35 “ 1
8.30 “ 7.40 “

12.05 a. m. 8.10 “ “ Buffalo............................. .. 11.45 “ Express.
Ar Suspension Bridge................. 1.00 “ 10.00 “ Ar Suspension Bridge........... 12.27 p. m. —

Lv Suspension Bridge........... 1.35 “ 9.50 p. m
1.35 “ 2.00 “ 2.00 “ 10.12 “
2.45 “ 2.55 “ 2.55 “ 11.20

3.53 “ 3.53 “
5.55 “ 5.55 “ 2.85 a. m.

7.55 “ 8.12 “ 8.12 “ 5.00 “
9.40 “ 10.00 “ “ Detroit.................................... 10.00 “ 7.00 ‘
9.40 u 10.10 “ 19.10 “ 8.19 ‘

10.21 “ 8.55 “
10.45 “ ii.25 p. m. 11.25 “ 9.27 “

“ Ann Arbor....___......... 11.00 “ 11.43 “ “ Ann Arbor........................... 11.43 “ 9.50 “
12.15 P. M. “ Jackson .................................. 1.00 A. M. 11.30 “
1.15 u 12.50 p. nD
2.03 “ “ Battle Creek......................... Air 1.25 “
2 55 “ Line. * 2.35 “

4.40 a. m. 5.00 “
“ New Buffalo................................ 5 25 “ “ New Buffalo......................... 6.02 “
“ Michigan City........................... 5.45 “ 5.45 “ “ Michigan City..................... 5.45 “ 6.25 “

7.18 “ 7.47 “ “ Calumet............. .................... 7.47 “ 8.00 “
“ Chicago........................................ 8.00 “ “ Chicago............ ................... 8.00 “ 8.45 “

Ar Milwaukee.............................. . ^30 A. M. 11.50 A. M4 Ar Milwaukee............................ 11.50 A. M. 5.30 a. m.
Ar Prairie du Chein....................... Ar Prairie du Chein................. 8.55 p. m.

Ar La Crosse.................................... 7.05 A. M. Ar La Crosse............................. .. 7.05 A. M. 7.05 a. m.

Ar St. Paul........................................ 6.15 P. M. Ar St. Paul............... ................ 7.00 A. M.
Ar St. Louis...................................... '8.15 A. M. Ar St. Louis................................ 8.15 p. m.

6.50 A. m.
8.00 “ 8.00 “

“ Galveston................................ 10.45 “ “Galveston........ .. 10.00 “
12.01 P. M.
6.30 “

“ Little Rock.................................. 7.30 P. M. “ Little Rock............................
7.00 P. M.
7.45 a. m.

12.50 p. m.
“ Ogden.................................. 5.30 “

“ San Francisco......................... “ San Francis co................ 8.30 “
4.45 p. m.

“ Quincy .................................... 11.15 “ “ Quincey....... .. .......... 9.45 “
10 00 “ 8.10 A. M.

“ Kansas City.................... 9.25 “
T1 00 “ 11.17 “
12.10 “ “ Leavenworth.................. 12.40 noon.

“ Denver................................ 7.00 A. M. .... “ Denver...........................

ASA K. BUTTS & CO.’S
REVISED LIST OP BOORS

FOR

LIBERAL THINKERS.

By and By: that grand and beautiful Romance 
of the Future, now running in the columns
of this paper. Complete in 1vol., cloth---- $1 75

Higher Law. By the same author..................... 1 75
The Pilgrim and Shrine. By the same author.. 1 50 
A Defense of Modern Spiritualism. By Alfred

R. Wallace, P. R. S. Price......................... 0 25
A new edition of that wonderful hook, Dr. D. D. 

Homes—Incidents in my Life: First Series.
With an introduction by Judge Edmonds.
The extraordinary incidents, strange gifts 
and experiences in the career of this remark
able spirit medium—from his humble birth 
through a series of associations with person
ages distinguished in scientific aud literary 
circles throughout Europe, even to familiar
ity with crowned heads—has surrounded 
him with an interest of the most powerfu-
character. Cloth........................... .......... 160

---- Incidents in my Life—Second Series. All
readers of Mr. Home’s first volume will de
sire to peruse further the narrative of “ In
cidents ” iu his “ Life.” This volume cc

EARTH CLOSETS.
The Great Blessing of the Age.

Comfort to the Sick 
Feeble.

and

THE WATaEEIELI}

1 iu his “ Life.” This volume con
tinues the subject to the period of the com
mencement of the Chancery suit of Lyons 

Home. Cloth....................... .................

MANNA SERIES.

1 50

Through Sleeping Car Arrangements
9.15 a. h.—Day Express from Jersey City (daily except Sunday), with Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars 

and connecting at Suspension Bridge with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8.00 p. m 
the following day in time to take the morning trains from there.

7.20 p. m.—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to 
Chicago without change, arriving there at 8.00 a. m., giving passengers aiuple time for breakfast and take, 
be morning trains to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.

CONNECTIONS OP ERIE RAILWAY WITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF

Michigan Central & Great Western Kail ways.
At St. Catharines, with Welland Railway, for Port Colborne.
At Hamilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover,
At Harrisburg, with branch for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
At Paris, with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trunk Railway.
At London, with branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley, an 

daily line of steamers from there to Cleveland.
At Detroit, with'Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway. Also De 

troit, Lansing & Lake Michigan R. R. to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & Bay City R. R. 
Branch Lake S. & M. S. R. R. to Toledo.

At Wayne, with Flint & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, etc.
At Ypsilanti, with Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s, Waterloo 

Columbia City, N. Manchester, Denver and Indianapolis.
At Jackson, with Grand River Valiev Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids, Nuncia, Pent- 

water, and all intermediate stations. Also, with Air Line for Homer, Nottowa, Three Rivers and Cassopolis. 
Also with Jack, Lansing & Saginaw Branch, for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenooa, Standish, Crawford 
and intermediate stations. Also with Fort Wayne, Jack & Saginaw R. R. for Jonesville, Waterloo, Part 
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cin. R. R. to Cincinnati.

At Battle Creek, with Peninsular R. R.
A1 Kalamazoo, with South Haven Branch, to G. Junction, South Haven, etc. Also with G. Rapids & Ini, 

R ,R, for Clam Lake and intermediate stations. Also with Branch of L. S. & M. R. R.
At Lawton, with Paw Paw R. R. for Paw Paw.
At Niles, with South Bend Branch.
At New Buffalo, with Chicago & Mich. Lake S. R. R. for St. Joseph, Holland, Muskegon, Pentwacef and

intermediate stations.
At Michigan City, with Indianapolis, Peru & Chicago R. R. Also with Louisville, New, Albany & Ch 

@ago R. S.
At Lake, with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.

1. Original Manna for “ God’s Chosen.”
2. Manna for Jehovah, (B. F. Underwood’s

Prayer.) Per doz......................................
3- New Life of David, by Chas. Bradlaugh......
4. Facetiae for Free Thinkers...........................
5. 200 Questions without Answers—........
6. A Dialogue between a Christian Missionary

and a Chinese Mandarin................ ..........
7. Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops

by a Weak hut Zealous Christian.............
8. A Search after Heaven and Hell........... .......
9. New Life of Jonah, by Bradlaugh................

10. A Few Words about the Devil, by Chas,
Bradlaugh..................................................

11. The New Life of Jacob, by Bradlaugh........
12. Daniel the Dreamer, by A. Holyoake...........
13. A Specimen of the Bible—Esther; by A.

Holyoake...... ............................................ 10
14. The Acts of the Apostles—A Farce; by A.

Holyoake.............................. ....................
15. Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity, by Austin

Holyoke.....................................................
16. The Twelve Apostles, by Chas Bradlaugh—
17. Who was Jesus Christ? by Bradlaugh........
18. What Did Jesus Christ Teach? by Chas

Bradlaugh........................... :.....................
19. New Life of Abraham, by Chas Bhradlaugh.,
20. New Life of Moses, by Chas Bradlaugh......

Other numbers of Manna for all sorts of hungry
people are in preparation.

IRON-CLAD SERIES.
1. The Atonement, by Bradlaugh................... 5
2. Secular Responsibility, by George Jacob

• Holyoake................................................... 6
3. Christianity and Materialism Contrasted, B.

F. Underwood.................................. ..
4. Influence of Christianity on Civilization

B. F. Underwood.......................................
5. The Essence of Religion, by L. Feuerbach..
6. Materialism, by Dr. L. Buchner...................
7. Buddhist Nihilism, by Prof. Max Muller----
8. The Religion of Inhumanity.......................

2>. Relation of Witchcraft to Religion..............
10. Epidemic Delusions........... ..........................
11. The Masculine Cross and Ancient Sex Wor

ship in paper cover...................................
12. Paine’s Age of Reason..................................
13. Essay on Miracles, by Hume....................... 10
14. The Land Question, by Chas. Bradlaugh—
15. Were Adam and Eve our First Parents, C.

Bradlaugh.................................. ...............
16. Why do Men Starve, by Chas. Bradlaugh__
17. The Logic of Life, by G. J. Holyoake...........
18. A Plea for Atheism, by Chas. Bradlaugh__
19. Large or Small Families? by Axistin Holy

oake...........................................................
20. Superstition Displayed, with a Letter of Wm.

Pitt, by Austin Holyoake.........................
21. Defense of Secular Principles, by Chas.

"W*stits •••••
22. Is the Bible Reliable? by Clias. Watts........
23. The Christian Deity, by Chas. Watts...........
24. Moral Value of the Bible, by Chas. Watts...
25. Free Thought and Modem Progress, by

Chas. Watts...............................................
26. Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on

Civilization, by Chas. Watts........ ............
27. Christian Scheme of Redemption, by Chas.

Watts........................................................
28. Thoughts on Atheism, by Holyoke...........
29. Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
30. Philosophy of Secularism, by Chas. Watts..
31. Has Man a Soul? Bradlaugh........................
32. The Origin of Christianity, by Chas. Watts..
33. Historical Value of the New Testament, by

Chas, Watts...............................................
34. On Miracles, by Chas. Watts. .....................
35. On Prophecies, by Chas. Watts...................
86. Practical Value of Christianity, by Chas.

Watts.........................................................
37. Progress of Christianity, by Watts...... ,__
38. Is there a God! Bradlaugh.........................
39. Labor’s Prayer, by Bradlaugh............. .......
40. Poverty—Its Effects, by Bradlaugh.............

Any one who orders Manna or Iron-Clad Series to
amount of $2, will receive to the value of $2.25. In 
quantities of $5 to one address we discount 20 per 
cent., prepaid by mail.

Send stamp for Catalogue No. 3, of Publications, 
Importa Jons and Selections, of a Liberal and Reform 
Character, advocating Free Thought in Religion and 
Political, Social and Natural Science, by

Is one of the latest inventions, and has many advan
tages over all others. The simple act of closing the 
lid brings the earth forward and drops it directly in 
the centre of the pail, thus insuring the absolute cer
tainty of covering all the excrements. This is of vital 
importance. It also has a dust or odor slide, a child’s 
seat, and an extra large reservoir for dry earth or 
ashes.

THE MAGIC

CLOSED. urifiN.
Is simple in construction, automatic In action, and 
being entirely inodorous, may be used in any room in 
the house without offense. When not in use it is a 
handsome piece of furniture witn nothing about it t® 
indicate its purpose.

THE WATROUS.
(With Arms.)

FOSTER PAMPHLET”
mOW READY.

It is as INTERESTING as any NOVEL. It should 
fee read by every

SPIIMTTJ^JLIST- -
Spiritualists, who have skeptical friends, should 

present them with a copy.
Aud skeptics should read it at once.
No intelligent person could have the arrogance to 

doubt the testimony of the writers of this

BOOK
about the wonderful doings of the

MEDIUM.
There is a direct communication between this world 

a®id the next—a fact that all should know.
Sixty-five pages of. intensely interesting matter, 

PKICE, SO CENTS. 
got smA direct to

C. H. FOSTER,
H West Twenty-fourth street,

A CHAHMING NEW BOOK;-

Immortelles of Love!
BY J. O. BARRETT.

A CHILD CAN HANAGh 11. 
IT WILL LAST A,LIFETIME.

LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEMENTS.
DRY EARTH FURNISHED FREE ON REASONABLE CON • 

DITIONS.
1 WAKEFIELD, from $25 to $40. 

PRICES. )• MAGIC, from $16 to $30.f WATROUS, $18 to $33.
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.

The Wakefield Earth Closet Co.,
36 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

“What cannot he trusted is not worth having.”— 
Soul-Seer.

Axiomatic—Radical—Spiritual. 

Equality of the Sexes* 
Moral Incidents. 

PERFECTED MARITAL RELATIONS.
IMPROVED CHILDHOOD DEMANDED*. 

SACREDNESS OF HOME.
MATED SOULS IN THE EDEN OF LOVE. 

Bound in tinted paper, beveled hoards, $1 50; post
age, 12 cents. Plain cloth, $1 00; postage, 12'cents.

Send money order, payable Fond-du-Lac p, o., 
Wis., inclosing same to J. O, BARRETT 01ea 
Beulah, Wb3.

ASA E. BUTTS & CO.,
86, Dey Street,

NEW YORK.
Any obtainable Book, Pamphlet or Periodical sent 

free by mail on receipt of Publisher’s or Importer’s 
price.

Remittances "should be by P. O. Order, Registered 
Letter or Exchange on New York.

DR, P. J. KOORZ,
Dentist,

No. 1 GREAT JONES ST., NEAR BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Extrac
tion of Teeth.

PSYCHOMETKY.
Power has been given me to delineate character, to 

describe the mental and spiritual capacities of’per
sons, and sometimes to indicate their future and their 
best locations for health, harmony and business. 
Persons desiring aid of this sort will please send me 
their handwriting, state age and sex, and inclose $3, 

JOHN M. SPEAR, jgt, \Ternp? street, Phfj|;

HULL’S OEUCIBLE.
A WIDE AWAKE SPIRITUALISTIC & 

SOCIAL REFORM JOURNAL.

Prominent among the Reforms advocated In HULL’S 
CRUCIBLE are the following:

1. Reform in Religion, such as shall do away with 
many of the outward forms and restore the power of 
godliness.

2. Reforms in the Government, such as shall do 
away with the rings, cliques and monopolies, and putt 
all matters concerning the government of the people
into the hands of the people.

3. Reforms^regulating the relation of capital and 
labor, such as shall secure to labor, the producer of 
capital, the control of capital.

4. Reforms regulAring the relations of the sexes to
each other, such as shall secure to every member of 
each sex the entire control of their own person, and 
place prostitution, in or out of marriage, for money or 
any other cause, out of the question. _ •

Any thought calculated to benefit humanity,, 
whether coming under any of the above or any other- 
propositions, will find a cordial welcome in the- 
columns of Hull’s Crucible. .

Hull’s Crucible joins hands with all reforms and) 
reformers of whatever school, and welcomes any 
ideas, however unpopular, caculated to benefit hu-
mTho0e interested in a live Reformatory Jouma are 
invited to hand in their subscriptions.

TERMS.
One subscription, 52 numbers................$3 60

“ " 26 “ ................  1 SO
“ 13 “ .............. 0 66

A few select advertisement will be admittep on reft* 
sonable terms. Anything known L“ !jC a humfeug, 
a d not as represented, will not be admitted aR SB 
a vertieermifit at any price.

All Letter, Money Orders and Drafts should bo ad- 
dressed piomm MtULTL & CO,»

^ " ,871 WASHINOTOS Hr., |C«!


